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THE

DENVER INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

This is basically a picture story book It is a brief bit of information on my discovery in the

Denver, Colorado area.
When I first started doing research on the Denver International Airport (DIA), I was giving it the
giving it the benefit of the doubt. Then [ ran across a statement made by a former CIA
operative, which told me I was on to something big.

Clinton appointed, as head of the U.S. Department of Transportation, the fonner Mayor of
Denver, Federico Perra, whose primary qualification for the job was his help in promoting the
new Denver airport. That airport project was riddled with corruption involving key people from
the Denver area HUD and savings-and-loan scandal and involving the CIA and its proprietary,
Silverado Bank Savings and Loan. Inside CIA sources tell that Perra was paid ooe and one-half
"million dollars for his help in getting Denver voters to approve the new Denver Airport project.
Pena had been involved with the MOC Holdings and related groups, in which U.S. Attorney
Michael Norton was also financially involved. It appears that Pena's office was bugged, and he
and the CIA agents that were involved with Pena are recorded where Millman's exact words are,
"Ok, here's the million and a half god-damn dollars, now we want the f. .. airport to go through."
Pena got a million and a half dollars in cash, and there is a tape recording to prove it.
I would assume from that that there is much more to the airport than meets the eye. When the
CIA is pushing something that hard, it has to be a front for something else. There are many
rumors running around. One such is the statement that I was given by a member of the board
that was doing research to oppose the airport. It was stated that the planners only planned for the
airport to be used for an airport for five years. What then? No more airplanes coming into
Denver? Or do they plan to move back to Stapleton Airport and use the new airport for a
country club or maybe for a "Global Masonic Temple," for that is what it truly appears to be
anyway. No, I think that it literally goes much deeper than that.
When I first went to the new airport, I was accompanied by an engineer who had been involved
for many years working in construction for the Industrial Defense Complex building giant,
"Deep Underground Bases." He told me that he had heen offered the position of head engineer
for the construction of the base ethat was to go under the new "Denver International Airport,"
back in the early eighties. He said that it covered an underground area of 85 square miles, with a·
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depth of 88 cubic miles. He said it had in the complex a 4.5 square mile city, complete with
stores and shops, etc, and complete with hundreds of miles of underground roads, all connecting
with the high-speed bullet trains that can go at "Mach" speeds. He also went on to tell me that
most of these bases are now jointly occupied by humans and either ancient earth races or alien
races. According to him, these underground bases are to serve many different purposes, such as
medical research labs, prisons, work camps, military accommodations, food storage, etc.

If there truly is an eight-level deep underground base below DrA, as he said there is, during the
last year after the airport was finished and just sitting there, were they really doing the final
hook-ups between the surface base, DIA, and the underground base, as I was told? The next
question you must ask yourself is, what are the real plans or DIA? According to the FEMA 4110 plan, it appears that Denver is the central location for collecting people and processing them
into other areas of the world to be transported out from there by plane. I keep remembering
reading somewhere that Hitler's concentration camps were also used to collect., hold and have
people transported by alien craft to the moon and Mars for slave labor, and then possibly
returned to earth. We know the holocaust was a hoax., with all the Nazi and alien interaction that
was going on even back then. We also know that after the war, the American and Gennan
shadow governments joined forces and have been working together ever since. Could the DIA
be a very large human processing center for slave labor to go to other worlds or elsewhere on
earth? Are those tunnels under DlA with four concrete sides running adjacent to the tram lines
that are covered up with sprinklers just what they are said to be-fire extinguishers-or could that
be a giant gas chamber or a decontamination chamber to get people ready to deport to other
worlds?
After making the trips underground that I have made, I feel 10 my heart that, without any
question, this airport is far more than they are telling us. Just as the Great Hall at the airport
where nothing is permanent, so too in the underground, nothing is permanent-- not even the steel
I-beams that support the steel mesh floors--they are bolted to the walls. It appears that
everything down there is largely a dead baggage system that is not in use. They have a simple
running baggage system there, and then all of this other equipment is just sitting there, taking up
room and lots of it--acres! There are many catwalks in places, and there is an overrun of
security cameras everywhere.
There is a road system down there what is a wide two-lane highway. In some areas, it has an
area next to it, fenced ofT with chainlink fencing, that would be perfect for holding cells if there
was an occasion to need it for that. There are many huge areas where there are chainlink fences
installed. For what reason, I can't tell you. It is just there.
I have been down as far as it is possible to go at this time without finding the secret door to go
farther. I will tell you this--it is strange down there under the Denver Airport. This airport
underground puts out a set of feelings and vibrations that make me sick to my stomach. My
friend and I experienced the same feelings. I can't tell you if what I am picking up there are
things that are going on underground in that area at this time, or if I am picking up what has
happened there in the future which we have not arrived at yet. The one thing I am sure of is that
this place can produce no good. It is dripping with Nazi and Masonic symbols everywhere
II

either by accident or design. As I said before, I live my life today and operate by the seat of my
pants and my gut feelings, and they never tell me wrong, if I only stop and pay attention to them.
As I have said before, I don't have any good feelings about this place. This short book, is
basically a picture book. After you read it, do take the time to go to Denver and experience this
place for yourself, and see how you feel about it. May the God of love and life that is your
Father bless each of you.
Thank you.

Alex Christopher

III

The May 1995 Lecture by Phil Schneider
Phil Schneider, a very brave man, recently lost his life due to what appeared to be a militarystyle execution in January 1996. He was found dead in his apartment with piano wire still
wrapped around his neck. According to some sources, he had been brutally tortured repeated
before being killed. Phil Schneider, was an ex-government engineer who was involved in
building underground bases. He was one of three people to survive the 1979 fire fight between
the large Greys and U.S. intelligence and military forces at Dulce underground base.
In May 1995, Phil Schneider did a lecture on what he had discovered. Seven months later he
was tortured and kill by those for whom he previously worked. This man's final acts should not
go unnoticed.

The Lecture
"It is because of the horrendous structure of the federal government that I feel directly imperiled
not to tell anybody about this material. How long I will be able to do this is anybody's guess.
However, I would like to mention that this talk is going to be broken up into four main topics.

Each of these topics will have some bearing on what you people are. involved in, whether you
are patriots or not.
I want you to know that these United States are a beautiful place. I have gone to more than 70
countries, and I cannot remember any country that has the beauty, as well as the magnificence of
its people, like these United States.
To give you an overview of basically what I am, I started ofT and went through engineering
school. Half of my school was in that field, and I built up a reputation for being a geological
engineer, as well as a structural engineer with both military and aerospace applications. I have
helped build two main bases in the United States that have some significance as far as what is
called the New World Order. The first base is the one at Dulce, New Mexico. I was involved in
1979 in a firefight with alien humanoids, and I was one of the survivors. I'm probably the only
talking survivor you will ever hear. Two other survivors are under close guard. I am the only
one left that knows the detailed files of the entire operation. Sixty-six secret service agents, FBL
Black Berets and the like, died in that firefight. I was there.
Number one, part of what I am going to ten you is going to be very shocking. Part of what I am
going to tell you is probably going to be very unbelievable, though. instead of putting your
glasses on, I'm going to ask you to put your "scepticals" on. But please. feel free to do your own
homework. I know the Freedom of Information Act isn't much to go on, but it's the best we've
got. The local law library is a good place to look for Congressional Records. So, if one
continues to do their homework, then one can be standing vigilant in regard to their country.

Deep Underground Military Bases and the Black Budget
I love the country I am living in more than I love my life, but I would not be standing before you
now, risking my life, if I did not believe it was so. The first part of this talk is going to concern
deep underground military bases and the black budget. The Black Budget is a secretive budget
that gainers 25% of the gross national product of the United States. The Black Budget currently
consumes $1.25 trillion per year. At least this amount is used in black programs, like those
concerned ·with deep underground military bases. Presently, there are 129 deep underground
military bases in the United States.
They have been building these 129 bases day and night, unceasingly, since the early 1940's.
Some of them were built even earlier than that. These bases are basically large cities
underground connected by high-speed magneto-Ieviton trains that have speeds up to Mach 2.
Several books have been. written about this activity. AI Bielek has my only copy of one of
them. Richard Souder, a Ph.D architect, has risked his life by talking about this. He worked
with a number of government agencies on deep underground military bases. In around where
you live, in Idaho, there are 11 of them.
The average depth of these bases is over a mile, and they again are basically whole cities
underground. They all are between 2.66 and 4.25 cubic miles in size. They have laser drilling
machines that can drill a runnel seven miles long in one day. The Black Projects sidestep the
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authority of Congress. which as we know is illegal. Right now. the New World Order is
depending on these bases. If I had known at the time [ was working on them that the NWO was
involved. [would not have done it. I was lied to rather extensively.
Development of Military Tec:hnology, Implied German Interest
in Hyperspacial Tec:bnology, and More

Basically. as far as technology is concerned, for every calendar year that transpires, Military
technology increases about 44.5 years. This is why it is easy to understand that back in 1943
they were able to create. through the use of vacuum tube technology, a ship that could literally
disappear from one place and appear in another place. My father. Otto Oscar Schneider. fought
on both sides of the war. He was originally a V-boat captain, and was capnued and repatriated
in the United States. He was involved with different kinds of concerns, such as the A-bomb. the
H-bomb and the Philadelphia Experiment. He invented a high-speed camera that took pictures
of the fi"'t atomic tests at Bikini Island on July 12, 1946. I have original photographs of that
test, and the photos also show UFO's fleeing the bomb site at a high rate ofspeed Bikini Island
at the time was infested with them, especially under the water, and the natives had problems with
their animals being mutilated that time. General MacArthur felt that the next war would be with
aliens from other worlds.
Anyway. my father laid the groundwork with theoreticians about the Philadelphia experiment, as
well as other experiments. What does that have to do wilh me? Nothing, other than the fact that
he was my father. I don't agree with what he did on the other side, but I think he had a lot of
guts in coming here. He was hated in Germany. There was a $1 million reward, payable in
gold. to anyone who killed him. Obviously. they didn't succeed. Anyway. back to our topic deep underground bases.
The Fire Fight At Dulce Base

Back in 1954, under the Eisenhower administration. the federal government decided to
circumvent the Constitution of the United States and form a treaty with alien entities. It was
called their 1954 Greada Treaty. which basically made the agreement that the aliens involved
could lake a few cows and test their implanting techniques on a few human beings. but thallhey
had to give details about the people involved. Slowly. the aliens altered the bargain until they
decided they wouldn', abide by it at all. Back in 1979, this was the reality, and the firefight at
Dulce occurred quite by accident. I was involved in building an addition to the deep
underground military base at Dulce, which is probably the deepest base. It goes down seven
levels and over 2.5 miles deep. At that particular time, we had drilled four distinct holes in the
desert, and we were going 10 link them together and blowout large seclions at a time. My job
was to go down the holes and check the rock samples, and recommend the explosive to deal with
the particular rock. As I was headed down there. we found ourselves amidst a large cavern that
wasfull ofouter-space aliens. otherwise known as large Greys. [shot two of them. At that time,
there were 30 people down there. About 40 more came down after this started, and all of them
got killed. We had surprised a whole underground base of existing aliens. Later, we found out
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that they had been living on our planet for a long time, perhaps a million years. This could
explain a lot of what is behind the theory of ancient astronauts.
Anyway, I got shot in the chest with one of their weapons, which was a box on their body, that
blew a hole in me and gave me a nasty dose of cobalt radiation. I have had cancer because of
that.
I didn't get really interested in UFO technology until I started work at Area 51, north of Las
Vegas. After about two years recuperating after the 1979 incident, I went back to work for
Morrison and Knudson, EG&G and other companies. At Area 51, they were testing all kinds of
peculiar spacecraft. How many people here are familiar with Bob Lazar's story.? He was a
physicist working at Area 51 trying to decipher the propulsion factor in some of these craft.
Schneider's Worries About Government Factions,
Railroad Cars and Shackle Contracts

Now, I am very worried about the activity of the federal government. They have lied to the public,
stonewalled senators, and have refused to tell the truth in regard to alien matters. I can go on and on. I
can tell you that I am rather disgnmtled. Recently, I knew someone who lived near where I live in
Portland, Oregon. He worked at Gunderson Steel Fabrication, where they make railroad cars. Now, I
knew this fellow for the better part of 30 years, and he was kind of a quiet type. He came in to see me
one day, excited, and he told me "they're building prisoner cars." He was nervous. Gunderson, he said,
had a contract with the federal government to build 107,200 full length railroad cars, each with 143 pairs
of shackles. There are 11 sub-eontractors in this giant project. Supposedly, Gunderson got over 2
billion dollars for the contract. Bethlehem Steel and other steel outfits are involved. He showed me one
of the cars in the rail yards in North Portland. He was right. If you multiply 107,200 times 143 times 11,
you come up with about 15,000,000. This is probably the nwnber of people who disagree with the
federal government. No more can you vote any of these people out of office. Our present structure of
govenunent is "technocracy", not democracy, and it is a fonn of feudalism. It has nothing to do with the
republic of the United States. These people are god-less, and have legislated out prayer in public schools.
You can get fined up to $100,000 and two years in prison for praying in school. I believe we can do
better. I also believe that the federal government is running the gambit of enslaving the people of the
United States. I am not a very good speaker, but I'll keep shooting my mouth offuntil somebody puts a
bullet in me, because it's worth it to talk to a group like this about these atrocities.
America's Black Program Contractors

There are other problems. I have some interesting 1993 figures. There are 29 prototype stealth aircraft
presently. The budget from the U.S. Congress five-year plan for these is $245.6 million. You couldn't
buy the spare parts fur these black programs for that amount. So, we've been lied to. The black budget is
roughly $1.3 trillion every two years. A trillion is a thousand billion. A trillion dollars weighs 11 tons.
The U.S. Conuess never sces the books involved with this clandestine pot of gold. Contractors of stealth
programs: EG&G, Westinghouse, McDonnell Douglas, Morrison Knudson, Wackeohut Security
Systems, Boeing Aerospace, Lorimar Aerospace, Aerospacial in France, Mitsibishi Industries, Rider
Trucks, Bechtel, I.G.Farben plus a host of hundreds more. Is this what we are supposed to be living up
to as freedom-loving people? I don't believe so.
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Star Wars and Apparent Alien Threat
Still 68% of the military budget is directly or indirectly effected by the black budget. Star Wars relies
heavily upon stealth weaponry. By the way, none of the stealth program would have been available if we
had not taken apart crashed alien disks. None of it. Some of you might ask what the "space shuttle" is
"shuttling". Large ingots of special metals that are milled in space and cannot be produced on the surface
of the earth. They need the near vacuum of outer space to produce them. We are not even being told
anything close to the truth. I believe our government officials have sold us down the drain - lock, stock
and barrel. Up WItil several weeks ago, I was employed by the U.S. government with a Ryofite-38
clearance factor - one of the highest in the world. I believe the Star W US program is there solely to
act as a buffer to prevent alien attack - it can nothing to do with the "cold war", which was only
a toy to garner money from all the people - for what? The whole lie was planned and executed
for the last 75 years.
Stealth Aircraft Technology Use by U.S. Agencies and the United Nations
Here's another piece of infonnation for you folks. The Drug Enforcement Administration and
the ATF rely on stealth tactical weaponry for as much as 400./0 of their operations budget. This
in 1993, and the figures have gone up considerably since. The United Nations used American
stealth aircraft for over 28% of its collective worldwide operations from 1990 to 1992, according
to the Center for Strategic Studies and UN Report 3092.
The Guardians of Stealth and Delta Force Origins of the Bosnia Conflict
The Guardians of Stealth: There are at least three distinct classifications of police that guard our
most well-kept secrets. Number one, the Military Joint Tactical Force (MTIF), sometimes called
the Delta Force or Black Berets, is a multi-national tactical force primarily used to guard the
various stealth aircraft worldwide. By the way, there were 172 stealth aircraft built. Ten
crashed, so there were at last count about 162. Bill Clinton signed them away about six weeks
ago to the United Nations. There have been indications that the Delta Force was sent over to
Bosnia during the last days of the Bush administration as a covert sniper force, and that they
started taking pot shots at each side of the controversy, in order to actually start the Bosnia
conflict that would be used by succeeding administrations for political purposes.
Thoughts on the Bombings in tbe United States
I was hired not too long ago to do a report on the World Trade Center bombing. I was hired
because I know about the 90 some-odd varieties of chemical explosives. I looked at the pictures
taken right after the blast. The concrete was puddled and melted. The steel and the rebar was
literally extruded up to six feet longer than its original length. There is only one weapon that
can do that - a small nuclear weapon. That's a construction-type nuclear device. Obviously,
when they say that it was a nitrate explosive that did the damage, they're lying 100%, folks. The
people they have in custody probably didn't do the crime. As a matter of fact, I have reason to
believe that the same group held in custody did do other crimes, such as killing a Jewish rabbi in
New York. However, I want to further mention that with the last explosion in OkJaboma City,
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they are saying that ft was a nitrate or fertilizer bomb that did it. First, they came out and said it
was a 1,000 pound Fertilizer bomb. Then, it was 1,500. Then 2,000 pounds. Now its 20,000.
You can't put 20,000 pounds of fertilizer in a Rider Truck. Now, I've never mixed explosives,
per se. I know the chemical structure and the application of construction explosives. My
reputation was based on it. I helped hollow out more than 13 deep underground military bases
in the United States. I worked on the Malta project, in West Germany, in Spain and in Italy. I
can tell you from experience that a nitrate explosion would not have hardly shattered the
windows of the federal building in Oklahoma City. It would have lolled a few people and
knocked part of the facing off the building, but it would have never have done that kind of
damage. I believe I have been lied to, and I am not taking it any longer, so I'm telling you that
you've been lied to.
The Truth Behind the Republican Contract With America
I don't perceive at this time that we have too much more than six months of life left in this country, at the
present rate. We are the laughing stock of the world, because we are being hoodwinked by so many evil
people that are running this countTy. I think. we can so better. I think the people over 45 are seriously
worried about their future. I'm going to run some scary scenarios by you. The Contract With America.
It contains the same terminology that Adolph Hitler used to subvert Germany in 1931. I believe we can
do better. The Contract With America is a last ditch effort by our federal government to tear away the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Some Statistics on the Black Helicopter Presence
The black helicopters. There are over 64,.000 black helicopters in the United States. For every hour that
goes by, there is one being built. Is this the proper use of our money? What does the federal government
need 64,000 tactical helicopters for, if they are not trying to enslave us. I doubt if the entire military
needs 64,000 worldwide. I doubt if all the world needs that many. There are 157 Fn 7A stealth aircraft
loaded with LIDAR and computer-cnhanced imaging radar. They can see you walking from room to
room when they fly over your house. They see objects in the house from the air with a variation limit of
I inch to 30,000 miles. That's how accurate that it is. Now, I worked in the federal government for a
long time, and 1know exactly how they handle their business.
Government Earthquake Device, AIDS as a Bioweapon based on Alien Excretions
The federal government has now invented an earthquake device. I am a geologist, and I know what I am
talking about. With the Kobe earthquake in Japan, there was no pulsewave as in a nonnal earthquake.
None. In 1989, there was an earthquake in San Francisco. There was no pulse wave with that one either.
It is a Tesla device that is being used for evil putposes. The black budget programs have subverted
science as we know it. Look at AIDS, invented by the National Ordinance Laboratory in Chicago,
TIlinois in 1972. It was a biological weapon to be used against the people of the United States. The
reason I know this is that I have seen the docunlentation by the Office of Strategic Services, which by the
way is still in operation to this day, through the CDC in Atlanta. They used the glandular excretions of
animals, humans and alien humanoids to create the virus. These alien humanoids the government is
hobnobbing with are the worst news. There is absolutely no defense against their genns - none. They
are a biological weapon of terrible consequence. Every alien on the planet needs to be isolated.
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Saddain Hussein killed 3.5 million Kurdish people with a similar biological weapon. Do we, the people
of this planet, deserve this? No, we don't, but we are not doing anything about it. Every moment we
waste, we are doing other people on the planet a disservice. Right now, I am dying of cancer that I
contracted because of my work for the federal government. I might live six months. I might not. I will
tell you one thing. If I keep speaking out like I am, maybe God will give me the life to talk my bead off.
I will break every law that it takes to talk my head. off. Eleven of my best friends in the last 22 y~
have been murdered. Eight of the murders were called "suicides." Before I went to talk in Las Vegas, I
drove a friend down to Joshua Tree, near 29 Palms. I drove into the mountains in order to get to

Needles, California, and] was followed by two government E-350 vans with G-I4 plates. each
with a couple of occupants, one of which had an Uzi. I knew exactly who they were. I have
spoken 19 times and have probably reached 45,000 people. Well, [gol ahead of them and came
to a stop in the middle of the road. They both went on either side of me and down a ravine. Is
this what its going to take? I cut up my security card and sent it back to the government, and
told them if I was threatened, and I have been, that I was going to upload 140,000 pages of
documentation to the internet about government structure and the whole plan. I have already
begun that task. Thank you very much.

End of May 1995 Lecture
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Underground Bases and Tunnel Entrances
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NASA Pbotognpbs Hur,e UFO
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when
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craft before. Dr. Bergrun said. that
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THE DESCENDANTS OF MU AND
ATLANTIS
Some where in the time frames of Lemuria and Atlantis came the advent of the great pyramids
that sprang up all over the planet earth.
The first and greatest one was Giza and it was built by the people from beyond the north star
along with the help of the Egyptian people who aided in the adventure.
This effort of building the pyramids is in itself a long story and to cut it short for now we will
tell you that the pyramids were built to stand through all time and in the face of any earthly
disturbance as a reminder to every person that might ever look upon it or see an image of it that
it stood not for a burial place to kings, nor a initiation center for cults, but to remind people that
the fire in the center of your body, the soul, is "god within you". That is what the pyramids
mean is "fire in the center".
The pyramid was also designed to be a communication center with the people from beyond the
north star. Anyone that sat in the so called kings camber could communicate with people from
other areas of the galaxy. It is a type of communication center.

If you look closely at the pyramid it also looks like one half of the Merkaba, with no
dimensional plain. Did you know that" the nucleus of every cell in your body is a little pyramid,
it is not round as the scientist believe?
For almost 40,000 years we have lived in a consciousness that has been called the Dark Ages.
The last great age of sciences of medicine, physics and technologies and unlimited thinking was
on a continent called Atlantis and its people were of red skin and were a superbly intellectual
people. They were even more advanced in science than we are. They had ships that traveled on
a beam of light that went from point to point that was provided by the pyramids that dot our
globe even today. Once upon a time 'all the pyramids had light beacons as their capstone and by
the projection of that light beam from pyramid to pyramid, it facilitated the ability of ships to
travel around the earth on the beam of light because light does not bend, they had to go point to
point. The Atlantis people were provided this science from beings from another star. It is
known that there were extraterrestrial races of people that also inhabited Atlantis. One race was
the Hebrews. whose origin is unknown, and they were not a problem, they really were helpful
because of the advanced knowledge they .shared. The other group of extraterrestrial were a
problem race. They were here from Mars that existed about one million years ago. At that time
Mars was a beautiful planet, alive and not dead as it has become. But their planet was dying
because of the effects of the "Lucifer" rebellion. Lucifer knew the Merkaba principle but it
was originally only intended to be enacted only internally by ones consciousness. By creating it
internally meant that you had an emotional body intact with the mental body, which protected
you. Lucifer went on step further. He decided to create the Merkaba and created it externally.
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By separating yourself from God, the source, you are not able to do it internally. That is what
this entire civilization is based on is the separation of man from the god within him. Because
when you separate yourself from what you are the loser. [n other terms you are a sinner,
because "sin" is an old archery term for "missing the mark", which we have all donc_ The
creation of a time-space ship outside of yourself that you step into and you use not love to drive
it but a calculating mind of high technology, This is what the Grays which are descendants of
the Martians have done. That is why they have no emotions and like the Martians were all
intellect, no feelings, and no love.
Even though their ships would have been considered
primitive none the less they worked. Their communications with other life forms was very
prevalent and was a common occurrence. And through the technology they begin to worship the
intellect and forgot about the grand latent power within. They set apart the Merkaba.
[ntellect\laJ science became the religion of the Atlanteans.
The Merkaba is part of the sacred geometry that is
just now making its way back into the common
peoples knowledge base. A Merkaba is a star
tetrahedron and is made up of two interlocking
tetrahedrons in a manner that resembles the Star of
David but is three dimensional. The two interlocking
tetrahedrons represent male and female energy in
perfect balance, it also means involution and evolution.
There is a star tetrahedron around everything, not just
our bodies. We have a physical body, a mental body,
and an emotional body and they all have star
tetrahedral shapes. These are three identical fields
superimposed over each other, the only tetrahedral
shapes. These are three identical fields superimposed over each other, the only difference
between them being that the physical body alone is locked, it does not rotate. The Merkaba is
created by counter rotating fields of energy. The mental star tetrahedron, electrical in nature and
male, rotates to the left. The emotional star tetrahedron, magnetic in nature and female rotates to
the right. It is the linking together of the mind, heart, and physical body in a specific
geometrical ratio and at a critical speed that produces the Merkaba.
"Mer" mean counter-rotating fields of light, "Ka" means spirit, and "8a" means body or reality.
The Merkaba then is a counter rotating field of light that encompasses both spirit and body and it
is really your very own space-time ship just for you if you can figure out how to tum on the
switch for the thing. It is also the image through which all things were created. It is a
geometrical pattern that surrounds the body. This pattern begins at the base of our spine as small
as the original eight cells from which our physical bodies first formed. When fully developed it
extends out into a fifty-five feet in diameter.
Now, back to the land of Lemuria., that was called mother land Moo. The story of this land was
quite different in contrast to the land of Atlantis. It was a wonderland or paradise and it was still
covered by the cloud cover of the stratosphere. So its even temperature was always stable and
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everything flourished there because it was not bombarded by direct sun light. The continent was
a paradise because the oceans that were in the stratosphere defused the sun light. This area was
never exposed to the suns radiation.
The only problem that was there was the dinosaur that had been created were still prevalent on
Lemuria. The Lemurian, the white people. lived in a vast underground culture. simple in
design, but advanced even to us in some respects. The reason they lived underground was
because of the monsters that would eat them that lived on the surface of the earth. So above
ground was not always a safe place to be. They would build temples on very tall mountain tops
in which they would worship in at twilight when it was safe to come out from within the earth.
They lived underground and their whole social system began to be build on the communications
of extra scenery perception. They communicated by thought. They were spiritually advanced
people.
Then the animals began to over run every place and cross the swamp lands of the Americas and
on their travels they became a nuisance to the Atlanteans. Which lands were very dry and the dirt
was red. It was the Atlanteans that broke the Stratosphere above Mu with a laser light while
trying to destroy the dinosaurs. The Atlanteans forgot that light does not curve it only goes in a
straight line and the laser missed the dinosaurs and went on to his the protective stratosphere
shell. When this laser pierced and broke the Stratosphere the flood waters began and it was
intense. And when the flood water came down and the direct sun light was exposed the
temperate zones changed in a second. When the waters fell they froze instantly in the northern
regions. The oceans that were in the Stratosphere around the earth were so vast that the frozen
"areas were so vast they created what is known as your Ice Age. In that moment what became the
zones of extreme heat everything changed and the dinosaurs died because they could not sUlVive
in a climate that was so drastic either way hot or cold. With changing of temperature and the
freezing and then when the ice started melting the land of Mu sank. Mu was a great and large
valley surround by very high mountains.
The stratosphere was breaking up all over the earth. The area of Northern Atlantis was also
frozen in a second. The greater cites were in northern Atlantis and they did not survive and they
sank and when this action happened the Atlanteans lost all of their technology. Because of their
own actions to get rid of the monsters in the Americas. The southern region of Atlantic sUlVived
for about 100 more yean and became the primitive Atlantis which was still in danger of
scrumming to the waters of the Atlantic. So the people decided to leave Atlantis.
The Lemurian people that were living in the underground cities decided that the children should
be sent away for safety because Mu was sinking and the elders went down with their beloved
Lemuria and the children were taken through a canal that connected the southern most port
called Oni of Atlantis and so the young Lemurians became the pilgrims to the Atlantian people;
but they were hated. And the reason they were hated because intellectual science was the god of
the people of Atlantis. They looked upon the children of Lemuria as being soul less because
they were without the cosmic understanding of the ratios of gases and light and because they did
not posses the intellect of mechanics and they were soon turned into slaves and the Lemurian
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children were great in number. A Lemurian child was considered to be less than a dog in the
street. The Atlanteans hated them. It was not uncommon to see the rape of women and the
brutalization of children. The Lemurian children were put into the fields to raise food for the
Atlanteans.
And out of the Lemurian people came a man that declared war on all of the Atlanteans and any
other tyrant in the land and the Lemurian peoples with their leader waged war everywhere. And
one of the last conquest they had was with the destruction of the Blue race. With the conquering
of the blue race of people and the raping of their women by the Lemurian men they created the
Prussian Empire of people which was based on the enslavement of women and children and the
exhausting of men. And the women were considered soul-less.
And to this day the creeds that exist as a result of the seeds of the Persian empire fonnulated the
person called Abraham who created the Jewish people and the house of Israel. And the men,
they are still separated from the women.
Through the Prussian Empire and through the land of the Hittite kingdom and the city of
Babylonia was a man called Abraham and he would be the one chosen by the god Jehovah that
would create the house of Israel and make war upon the promise lands. And Abraham who was
suppose to be so divine and god like was not above having relations with other women besides
his wife and he had many children with his slave women. In this time the women still had no
soul and they could not worship with the men.
In this city of Babylonia was one really strange place inside the main market place. When the

market place was destroyed by fire this is the one area that was untouched. This area consisted
of a great circular structure. It was constructed of white granite stone, the stones stood in
columns that were about twenty feet high and on top of the columns other stones were laid flat
across the columns so that you could walk around this circle on top of the columns. This was a
very strange structure, which had very strange writings known as hieroglyphics. This structure
was built so that a large ship could land on this platform. When the ship landed there its outer
most parts stretched far beyond the city. This made it easy for the occupants of the ship to come
and go easily. This structure was built as tribute to the people that came here in this great ship
from beyond the north star. They had come to the survivors of the northern part of Atlantean
that had fled and they gave them a great knowledge and of the person that delivered this great
knowledge he was dressed in a garment of "Blue" and this garment had no seams and it was not
woven. And the knowledge was given to the oracle and this knowledge was handed down from
priest to priest. The teaching was simply this, to stay in this place, propagate and to become open
and clear and to forget the past and as long as they stayed open and clear the people from
beyond the north star would have open communication with them. In this time and because of
the teachings men and women became of equals and then there came twenty years when the ship
did not come to this city.
Soon supposition got a grip on a lot of the people of this city because the ship had not visited
them. Because of greed for power there came a person who decided that he alone should have
the communication with the ship. In the beginning he would tell the people that he was in
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contact with the ship and he would pass on the message to the people from the ship. It brought
peace to the people but also it made the oracle realize that he alone had control over the people.
For what ever he said was the way things were. Soon his power and control got the better
judgment of this man and his power took control of him. Through his own greed he removed
the threat call women. He made them subservient and gave them the message that hence forth
that they were to be subservient to the oracle. He told them that their service was no longer just
for a singular man but to all men because they were all divine. And the women bought into this
game. When the oracle got control of the women he also got control of the men. This was the
birth of religion. dogma was created and the truth was contorted. and it was passed on from
priest to priest. Generations of people lived there and soon the divinity was removed and that is
where it all started.

In times to come descendant of these people would make their way to the northern parts of the
remnant of islands that were Atlantean and there they would have a meeting with the great ship
once again and they built another great platform that you know today as "Stonehenge" and it
was fashioned after the huge circle that once stood in Babylonia. And then the ship came ~d
thought them many things and the people of the ship taught them many truths and sadly the
people began to worship the ship and so the peoples from beyond the north star never returned to
"Stonehenge". These people spent their life waiting for the ship to return.
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About the time of Abraham when the people were being taught by the people from beyond tbe
north star the "Sacred Geometry", with its symbols and meanings and how it related to their
life. It was later that the priest of the Jewish religion took the truth of the sacred geometry and
its meanings on all levels and twisted and distorted it all and turned it into dogmas and the rites
of sacrifice and lies an abominations.

in
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There is today mounding evidence that these twisted knowledge were put into the Jewish
Kabala and that this twisted information is what the later to be known as the Masonic order, the
Illuminati and other secret societies have used to base their beliefs on. But remember it is
twisted information from the Lucifer rebellion.
The Geometry symbols of the Sacred Geometry, are carbon copies of what is used by the
Masonic orders. Also the mason's have taken some symbols and expanded them and create
whole new meanings and creations off of the geometry to suit their own goals and purposes what
every they might be.

The following are Sacred Geometry symbols:
The Projection of Spirit in six directions

The Square

The Pyramid

The Octahedron

I

T
Ia
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The image of a sphere

The fltSl motion out of the great void
is to move to the surface.

The flJ'St day of Genesis, also known as
a vesica Pisces

The second day of Genesis

INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION
Involution is what is generally refereed to as the fall of man which will be explained on the next
page. An evolution which can only be achieved in a time linear fashion.
EVOLUTION COMPLETED
INVOLUTION

EVOLUTION

This is what the Sacred Geometry meaning of these symbols are for, this [s the original
knowledge that was given to mankind and it as been adulterated by man.
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WHAT IS THE RAINBOW ALL ABOUT?
The Rainbow is one way to refer to the Light spectrum and the different frequencies of light and what its'
relationship is to the human density and experience in your reality on Earth

SUBCONSCIOUSNESS UNAWARE
1st Dimensional Level of Consciousness

IMAGE AND SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
2nd Dimensional Level of Consciousness
CONSCIOUS AWARENESS OR REALITY
3rd Dimensional Level of Consciousness

VlSffiLE LIGHT
Yellow

BRIDGE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
TRANSMUTATION BEGINS
4th Dimensional Level of Consciousness

SUPER CONSCIOUSNESS

5tb Dimensional Level of Consciousness
HYPER-CONSCIOUSNESS
6th Dimensional Level of Consciousness

•

ULTRA CONSCIOUSNESS
7th Dimensional Level of Consciousness

THE FALL OF MAN
The term "The Fall of Man", is not a terrible term to use. It merle means that man became part of an
outrageous plan long ago that would give him the capability to become part of the beautiful creation that
he/she had been a part of when the playground called Earth was created. This was done in order for each of
us to experience the senses of touch, smell, taste, and feelings. In order to interact with the creation of Earth
we had to lower our body frequencies to a more dense frequency we fell (or lowered our light frequencies
and mass) through all of the frequencies of the light spectrum to become dense matter. And now the only
way to go home is to raise our frequencies back up through the light color frequencies. The only proolem is
that everyone, almost, have forgotten how to do that or even that they can do that. The information on how
to achieve this was left here for us by our space brothers and others and the ignorance of man and the
"Catholic Church" has hidden it all away from us or had it destroyed as the information was discovered
down through the ages.
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BRITISH ISREAL
THE PLAN TO CREATE A WORLD
STATE OR WORLD ORDER
WITH
ENGLAND AS THE MOTHERLAND
The following pages were taken from the Congressional
Records. This information is scattered throughout the
record over a two year period.
This document is a detailed layout of how a secret
society behind the creation of a British, Canadian and
United States become one union again and to create a
world state. These pages are only a tidbit of the
spellbinding information that was presented to
Congress.
The document also tells how people in high places that
run our country and that are heads of large Railroad
owned companies were working with and aiding a
secret society called: "The Pilgrims" that started at the
turn of the century trying to take us back into bondage
to England.
The complete document is very lengthy and can be
ordered from us if you are interested in reading the
complete paper. It is about 100 pages.
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Steps Toward British Union,
A World State, a, International Strife-Part I
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
or
HON. J. THORKELSON OF MONTANA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, August 19,1940
Mr. rnORKELSON.

Mr. Speaker, in order that the American people may have a clearer
understanding of those who over a period of years have been undermining this Republic, in
order to return it to the British Empire. I have inserted in the RECORD a number of articles to

prove this point. These articles are entitled "Steps Toward British Union. a World State, and
International Strife." This is part I. and in this I include a hope expressed by Mr. Andrew

Carnegie, in his book entitled "Triumphant Democracy." In this he expresses himself in this

manner:
Let men say what they will, I say that as surely as the sun in the heavens once shone upon
Britain and American united, so surely is it one morning to rise to shine upon. to greet again the
reunited states the British-American Union.
This statement is clear. and the organizations which Mr. Carnegie endowed have spent millions
In order to bring this about. This thing has been made possible by ~cholarships, exchange
professors, subsidies of churches. subsidies of educational institutions: all of them working for
the purpose of eliminating Americanism as was taught once in our schools and to gradually
exchange this for an English version of our history.
These organizations were organized to bring about a British union. a union in which the United
States would again become a part of the British Empire. However, this has been upset to some
extent by the attempt of the internationalists to establish their own government as an
International or world union. And there is, therefore, a conflict between the two for England
wants a British union, with America as a colony and the international money changers want a
Jewish controlled union, in order to establish their own world government.
It is, therefore. best for us to stay out of both of these, in order to save what is left of this
Republic as it was given to us in 1787, by a people who knew more about international intrigue
and the real problems that confronted the world, than we know today. These early founders not
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only understood the problems. but in drafting the Constitution they provided an instrument for
us to follow, so that we could remain secure from foreign double-dealing and intrigue. Had we
adhered to the Constitution as it was given to us. we would have been secure and safe today.
Therefore, it is our duty, in the interest of our people and in the interest of this Republic of the
United States, to ponder seriously and to give fullest consideration to solving the problem which
now confronts the world. In doing so, I am rather inclined to believe that the real American
people will decide without hesitation to return to those fundamental principles that were set forth
in the Constimtion of the United States. Let no one tell you that this instrument is not as
valuable today as it was in 1787; for the fact is that it is much more valuable today much so that
complete disintegration of this Republic cannot be avoided should we fan to return our
Government to the principles set forth therein.
I shall now quote an article by Andrew Carnegie. which he wrote at the request of the London
Express. and which appeared in that paper October 14. 1904, entitled "Drifting Together.'''
Drifting Together WILL TIIE UNITED STATES AND CANADA UNITE? (Written by
request for the London Express, October 14, 1904, by Andrew Carnegie)
Britain and America being now finnly agreed I that those who attempted to tax the American
Colonies against their protest were wrong. and that in resisting this the colonists vindicated their
rights as British citizens and therefore only did their duty. the question arises: Is a separation
forced upon one of the parties. and now deeply regretted by the other. to be pennanent?
I cannot think so, and crave pennission to present some considerations In support of my belief
·that the future is certain to bring reunion of the separated parts. which will probably come about
In this way: Those born north and south of an imaginary line between Canada and the United
States, better all Americans. must soon merge. It were as great folly to remain divided as for
England and Scotland to have done so.
It is not to be believed that Americans and Canadians will not be warned by Europe. with its

divisions armed, against foreign foes. but against each other. It is the duty of Canadians and
Americans to prevent this, and to secure to their continent internal peace under one government,
as it was the duty of Englishmen and Scotsmen to unite under precisely similar conditions.
England has 7 times the population of Scotland; the Republic has 14 times that of Canada. Born
Canadians and Americans are a common type. indistinguishable one from the other. Nothing to
surer in the near future than that they must unite. It were criminal for them to stand apart.
CANADA'S DESTINY
It need not be feared that force will ever be used or required to accomplish this union. It will
come-must come-in the natural order of things. Political an well as material bodies obey the law
of gravitation. Canada's destiny is to annex the Republic as Scotland did England. and then,
taking the hand of the rebellious .big brother and that of the mother, place them in each others
grasp, thus reuniting the then happy family that should never have known separation. To accept
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this view, the people of the United Kingdom have only to recall the bloody wars upon this
island for centuries arising from Scotland and England floating separate flags. and contrast the
change today under one flag.
The Canadians and Americans may be trusted to follow the example of the motherland and have
but one flat embracing one whole race in America. Present petty jealousies melt away as the
population north and south become in a greater degree born Americans.
Even if this blessed reunion came an early as the end of the next decade. say 16 years hence.
Canada and the Republic the Scotland and England of America would embrace 115,000,000 of
English speaking people, probably 7,000,000 of these in Canada. By the and of the present
decade, 6 years hence, their population will be close to 97.000,000, 6,000,000 of these in
Canada. That Republic added to her numbers the past 14 years more than the total al population
of Australia or than that of Canada. the immigration having been enormous. One of these years
it almost reached a million.
CECIL RHODES
The peaceful union of Canada and America would lead Britain to a serious view of ber position,
resulting in the conclusion that Cecil Rhodes reached-it will be remembered that be was at first a
strong British Imperialist. Mr. Stead recounts that Mr. Rhodes went to Lord Rothschild and laid
that scheme before him. who replied "This is all very well, if you can get America to join if
not. It amounts to nothings this led Mr. Rhodes to a srudy of the subject, and the result was he
saw clearly that Lord Rothschild was right.
British federation would leave Britain as a member of the smaller part of her own race. and out
of the main channel of progress. Instead of sitting (with race imperialism accomplished)
enthroned as the mother among hundreds of millions of her own children, composing all but a
fraction of English speaking men. Hence he abandoned the scheme and thereafter favored race
federation, and left to America more scholarships than to all other: lands. He saw that It was to
the Republic, not to British settlements, his country bad to look for the coming reunion of his
race, with Britain in her rightful place an parent of all. A few figures will leave no room for
dispute about this. In the last decade. 1890-1900, Britain, Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand, combined, added to their population 4,500,000 America 13,500,000. Canada only
added 508,000,000 the Commonwealth of Australia only 660,000. In the 4 year since 1900
America added more than the total population of either Canada or Australia. During the present
decade 1910, at the same rate of increase to date. she will add more than the present total white
population of Canada, Australia. Now Zealand, and South Africa combined. So fast does the
Republic grow, so slowly the Empire.
INCREASE OF POPULAnON
The United Kingdom itself increased lasl decade more than three, limes as much as Canada
and Australia combined. It is not to her colonies, therefore. that Britain can look for much
increase of population or of trade. The growth of Australia small as it was in the last decade, so
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far as reported in this decade is even less. Canada is growing faster only in the far northwest,
which is separated by a thousand miles of barren land from the English-speaking Province of
Ontario. Last decade Ontario Province (English) actually declined in British population;
Quebec Province (French) slightly increased. The census of 1900 shows fewer British-born
residents in all Canada than that of 1890. The wheat fields now reached by rail are being settled
by Americans who Cross the border, selling their American farms and buying new farms in
Canada at one-tenth of the price realized for the old. Except for this influx, about 70.000 so far,
the rate of increase in Canada will be about as last decade.
When we come to the population of the United Kingdom, we find already in England and Wale
SS8 to the square mile. What thoughtful man could wish much further increase, even if it were
possible? A denser population must cause deterioration. The density of population in England
and Wales is not reached by any European country, except the small state of Belgium. France
has only 188, Germany 270 (or one-half). Italy 290, Japan has only 296. The authorities agree
that England and Wales are fully populated. Ireland proves that it is so by the small increase,
Scotland has increased steadily for some decades. but little amps to left for or increase
substantially. Ireland and Scotland have today all they can maintain in comfort.
Mark the contrast. America has only 21 people per square mile, one-sixteenth that of the United
Kingdom, one for every 20 in England and Wales. These figures include Alaska, which
resembles most of Canada. and is not likely to support many people. Excluding Alaska. the
American population is 28 per square mile, one-twentieth that of England and Wales. It is
evident that Green was right when he wrote years ago that the home of the English speaking race
was not to be on the Clyde and the but Thames, but upon the Hudson, the Delaware, Ohio,
Mississippi, and St. Lawrence. There Is not room for it in the dear old home, but there is,
fortunately, in the new lands of her children in Canada and America.
When we note the development Britain has attained industrially, we are amazed. It to wonderful
almost beyond belief: we doubt and investigate to assure ourselves that we have the facts. This
little kingdom has today more shipping, and about as many spindles turning as all the rest of the
world. She is the richest of all nations per capita. She makes more iron and mines more coal
per capita than any nation. Marvelous! Nothing comparable to her in history! She positively
dwarfs all previous records dwarf more powerful than most giants. Who is there, then, who can
expect her to do more, what she has accomplished being scarcely credible?
PHYSICALLY IMPOSSffiLE
It is physically impossible that much further increase can come to Britain, and in addition to
this, conditions otherwise are unfavorable to further development. Other nations by the use of
her inventions, are more and more supplying their own wants, and will continue to do. so. They
will also compete with her more and more, especially in iron and steel and in cotton
manufactures, owing to her lack of the cotton plantations and of needed iron stone. If Britain
succeeds in maintaining present production in the fields great will be the credit due to her
captains of industry. As with population, therefore, so with industrial much increase is
impossible.
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This is the age of consolidation. industrially. and nationally. Consider the recent consolidation
of Italy and the more recent consolidation and rapid growth of the German Empire. Who can
imagine that the process has stopped? On the contrary. we are on the eve of or consolations in
Europe of great extent. The successes of the American Republic,.45 States consolidated into one
Union. with free trade over all, and that of Germany with its Zallverein are too significant to
pass unheeded.
The day of small nations is passing. Their incorporation with larger areas is to be hailed by
lovers of progress, provided always that one point be carefully preserved. The national
sentiment of the small powers should not only be guarded, but fostered in every way, so that,. as
in the American Union and in Britain. the Virginian and the Scotsman remain as intensely
Virginian or Scotch as ever. Pride in and loyalty to the wider empire do not but supplement love
of the part where he was born. He loves the part and is proud of the whole.
What will Britain do? The day is coming when Britain will have to decide on one of three
courses. First, shall she sink comparatively to the giant consolidations into a third or fourth ~te
power, a Holland or Belgium comparatively? Here note that we do not postulate her actual
decline, but the increased growth of other powers. Or, second. shall she consolidate with a
European giant? Or, third shall she grasp the outstretched hand of her children in America and
become again as she was before, the mother member of the English speaking race?
Assuming that other powers are to increase their present population (as Germany and Russia
have yet room to do), or by further consolidation, it being evident that there is not room in the
120,000 square miles of the little. crowded United Kingdom for further increase of moment,
then the conclusion is inevitable that one of these three courses is the only possible alternative
for Britain. has no adjoining territory she can annex.
Some have been disposed to regard British federation as a possible fourth alternative, but the
figures given. which convinced Rothschild and Rhodes. we submit, compel its exclusion.
especially to such as seek for my motherland. as I do. a destiny worthy of her a future
commensurate with her glorious and unparalleled past. Let us rejoice that this open. Her
Canadian and republican children across the Atlantic will hail the day she takes her rightful place
in the high council of her reunited race that race whose destiny, I believe with faith unshaken is
to dominate the world for the good of the world.
This article, in pamphlet fonn, was placed in the New York Public Library on February 27.
1906, by the Honorable Joseph H Choate.
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Steps Toward Britisb Union, a World State and International Strife Part n
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

of
BON. J. THORKELSON
OF MONTANA
IN THE BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, August 19, 1940

Mr. THORKELSON, Mr. Speaker, we are now dominated and plagued by various pressure
groups that care little or nothing about the United States as long as they can involve us in the
present European war. Some of these groups are well known, others remain obscure, but
nevertheless very powerful and effective in their insidious attempt to convince the people of this
Nation that war is impending. Theses groups are composed of members who are generally
classed as the "intelligentsia." I shall not question their intelligence, but if one is to judge them
by what they have said and done, their intelligence is not being directed for the greater interest
of the United States. Aiding these groups, I believe often innocently, are those whom we may
take the liberty of calling their tools and servants. We have reached a stage where these
anglophiles advance the thought that in order to qualify as a good American, one must be proEnglish and willing to fight and die for England. These England first groups and hands across
the sea organizations are made up of many Canadian and Anglo-American societies which are
located in our larger cities. One of these, and the one to which I shall now refer, is the Pilgrims.

THE PILGRIMS
When the Pilgrims was organized in 1902, to aid in developing Anglophiles in the United States,
the Canadians, being British subjects, were not solicited at first as members of this charitable
and exclusive propaganda service to sell America to the British Empire. Like converts, many of
these members are more loyal to England than the British themselves. In their fanatical zeal to
serve Albion, I am informed by a student that one of them placed the English crown on the
flagstaff of the Columbia University. If this is true, the Columbia alumni should "crown" him
who gave orders for the mounting of it, and replace the crown with the eagle, so this noble
emblem can rest in its rightful place, true, the Columbia alumni should "crown" him who gave
orders for the mounting of it, and replace the crown with the eagle, so this noble emblem can
rest in its rightful place.
The Pilgrim membership may be found in our military organization, in the Government, and
particularly among professors. ministers, and authors. In wielding the pen, the aid of these
writers is more valuable, for can they not write, as did Carnegie when in substance be said: Give
America to England as a hemostat for the bleeding wound of the British Empire, which the
surgeons left oozing after their operation in 1776; the operation which amputated the United
States from the British Empire, and set America free.
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These Pilgrims, being unfamiliar with the surgery of 1776, evidently do not realize that Canada
joined to the United States will prove an equally efficient hemostat to stop this hemorrhage in
the British Empire. The American Pilgrims no doubt fear this most sensible measure, because it
might antagonize the noble and wealthy in the English Government and the Bank of England so
much that they will pack up and leave for home. Such exodus might also prove inconvenient to
our idle, wealthy. and channing ladies and their parents, when in their crusade to obtain a new or
slightly used husband to hang on their family tree, they find it necessary to, embark for Palestine
to satisfy their family ambition. It is this and more that the Americans must fight to counteract
the propaganda which is now disseminated throughout the country and in our daily press, in
order to save America for the Americans.
Many of the members of these groups are ignorant of the real purpose of these organizations and
their influence in our political life. Some of the members are so blinded by the glamour and the
exclusiveness of these clubs that they do not realize that in supporting their activities they betray
America. I now quote from the annual meetings of the Pilgrims, held in New York, 1913 and
1934:
I

The Pilgrims, New York. Addresses delivered at dinner in celebration of the tenth anniversary
of the Pilgrims or the United States, New York. Tuesday. the 4th of February, 1913, at the
Waldorf Astoria, 19131.
(Han. Joseph H. Choate. president of the Pilgrims and chairman of the evening, on rising and
rapping for order, is roundly cheered and toasted by the members and guests assembled.)

-Mr. Choate. I am going to ask you, in the first place, to rise. as you did just now for a much less
worthy object. when I propose the loyal toasts. I ask you to fill your glasses and rise and drink
to the President of the United States and his Majesty, the King of England. (The toast was drunk
with great·enthusiasm. cheering and singing The Star-Spangled Banner and God Save the King.)
Before the chairman could resume, at delegation of members, consisting of Messrs. P. CunliffeOwen. R. A. C. Smith, Herbert Noble, George W. Burleigh, Lawrence L. Gillespie. and George
Gray Ward, presented Mr~ Choate with a large and beautiful gold and silver saver. richly
decorated and suitably inscribe4, Mr. Cunliffe-Owen addressing him as follows:
"Mr. Choate. your brother Pilgrims making you the offering herewith of the Pilgrim fare. bread
and salt - bread signifying long life and prosperity and salt to ward off from you all evil spirits
and every kind of harm and we ask you. our honored president, in the name of all our brother
Pilgrims of the United States, to accept this gold and silver salver as a memento of the occasion."
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Mr. CHOATZ. I accept the salver with profound gratitude, and I will eat the fare on some more

C(

suitable occasion. It will doubtless do for me all that you wish and foretell, but never having
Until this moment heard of this munificent and wholly undeserved gift, I can only now express
to you my warm thanks and high appreciation of your kindness.
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I now read to you a message from the President of the United States:
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White House
Washington, D.

c., February 4,1913.

Please extend to the Pilgrims of the United States and their guests at their tenth anniversary my
hearty greetings and my best wishes for a delightful reunion. I am unable to be with you but I
cherish the earnest hope that your gathering may emphasize the cordial relations which we know
exist between Briton and Canadian and American.
Wm. H. Taft.
A message from His Majesty the King:
LONDON, February 4, 1913.
I am commanded to convey to the Pilgrims of the United States. celebrating their tenth
anniversary. the expression of His Majesty's gratitude for their kind and friend sentiments
contained in your telegram of this evening.
Private Secretary
A message from Her Majesty, Queen Alexandra, one of the best friends we ever had on the other
side of the water:
I am commanded by Queen Alexandra to ask you to convey to Ex-Ambassador Choate and the
members of the Pilgrims of the' United States, now celebrating their tenth anniversary under His
Excellency's presidency> Her Majesty's sincere thanks for the kind sentiments expressed in the
telegram which Heir"Majesty has just received, sentiments which I am to assure the Pilgrims are
much valued by Her Majesty.
"DIGmaN PROBYN."
Now gentlemen, it remains for me to say a few words. and a few words 6nly. I think, if I
continue In this office, many years, I may make longer speeches, but I will begin with something
very brief and very pertinent. I am a year younger than I was a year ago when you did me the
honor to elect me your president, and if I go on, as I hope to do, and as I hope you will do, I
shall be a very young man at last.
We are here to celebrate ourselves and our friends on both sides of the water, and among them
the best friends that I have ever known and I knew well their sentiments some years ago, which I
believe have continued and which I believe are not weB represented in the heart of his present
Majesty I will tell you, in the first. place, that King Edward VII, and his Queen Alexandra were
two of the most constant and devoted friends that, the people of the United States ever had.
They lost no occasion to manifest their good will to their kindred In America. and his present
Majesty King George V was always most cordial, most friendly, and most determined. so far as I
could judge from the sentiments that he expressed most determined. I say that the cordial
relations between the two countries which have now been transmitted to him by his father should'
forever continue. We have no difficulty with the royal family. We have no difficulty and never
have had that I know of with the people of England. The peopled of England and the people of
the United States are always friendly to each other. Now and then the government of the two
countries come to different conclusions fo~ a brief time on some subject of mutual interest.
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It Is 10 years since this organization was founded and they have been 10 years of success find
constantly advancing prosperity, and, so far as I can understand. of constantly strengthened good
will between the people of the two countries. And what I claim for the Pilgrims Is that they
have done their fair share on both sides of the water to promote this great lnterest In the world.
the preservation of peace between the two countries that combine, all the English-speaking
people 0 mankind.
It was not my good fortune to be present when this society vu founded In America on the 4th

day of February 1903. but I had had the good fortune to be present In London. 6 months before.
when the Pilgrims of Great Britain held their first dinner, under the presidency of that grand old
soldier and royal hero, Plaid Marshal Lord Roberts. He believes in making his nation a great
fighting nation, but not to light against the United States. He would consider it the most
barbarous, the most unnatural, the most unthinkable contest that ever could be raised. Let me
read to you a dispatch from Field Marshal Lord Roberts, which is much better than anything I
can say:
"Greatly - touched by the Pilgrims' charming and hospitable invitation. There In none I would
sooner accept, but unfortunately it is quite impossible for me to be with you on February 4. So
sincerely wish It were otherwise. All prosperity to the American Pilgrims."
And from Lord Charles Beresford, who was with, us at the foundation of the Pilgrims In
England:
"All good luck to Pilgrims, Congratulations on brilliant success of efforts to bring together two
great English-speaking nations."
Now gentleman. that is the object, and the sole object that I know of, that this nourishing
society has the sole reason for its existence, to promote good will, good fellowship, abiding
friendship and everlasting peace between the United States and Great Britain. And, for one, I
have no fear of failure.
We are now entering upon the celebration of the one hundredth year of peace between the two
nations. In 2 years more that celebration will be complete. It is going on all the time. from day
to day. from week to week, and from month to month. You, will hardly hear so much of
anything else for a long time to come. Well, how has it been accomplished? How is it that we
have been able to keep the peace, notwithstanding the alarming controversies that have arisen
from time to time, controversies .which between any other two great nations would probably and
resulted in war? Why, it is because, in the long run, in the main, the people of the two
countries are one. They are united sentiments and in the general object they have in, view, and
in their valuation of things that go to make civilization. We might kept have fought a dozen
wars in the last hundred years, but we have kept the peace always. And how is it? How has it
been done? Why, as I believe, it has been accomplished by preservation on both sides of
absolute good, faith in their dealings and in ultimate fidelity to the promises that they have made
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to other. I do not mean to say that they have not quarreled. They have quarreled many times.
and sometimes not a little sharply.
They have threatened very much on both sides much more than you will ever hear them do
again; but every quarrel has ended in reconciliation, in peace established either by diplomacy or
by arbitration, arbitration, the great boast and glory of America.
We have a little difference just now, but I do not look upon it as half as serious as the differences
that have arisen in fanner times 10.20,40.50,75. 100 years ago, and there is nothing in it that
cannot be readily settled upon the principle of adherence on both. sides to, the doctrine, to the
principle, of good faith and of hope with one another.
I had something to do with the negotiation of the treaty which has formed-I won't say a bone of
contention, because I haven't heard anything like the gnawing of bones; not at all-but this little
difference that has arisen.

It so happened that that negotiation was carried on in London for several weeks between LOrd
Pauncefote and myself and approved. as we went along by John Hay and by Lord there ever
were two men who deserved the gratitude of their respective nations and each of the other's
nation, it was those two men. Mr. Hay and Lord Pauncefote, for their perfectly plain, perfectly
honest, perfectly straightforward. method of dealing with.' one another.
Their principle, their rule of action. was to say what they meant and to mean what they said, and
their effort was always to express in perfectly plain English what both had equally in his own
mind: and when they said, as they did say in that treaty that the ships of aU nations shall have
free passage on equal terms through the canal without any discrimination whatever, they thought
they were using plain English. And I must say, now that both of these great men and
diplomatists have passed away I must say, the survivor of them both, that they lived and died
without believing or suspecting that their words were capable of any other than the plain
meaning that they bore upon their face.
Well, but the wit of man passeth all understanding. and different meanings have been discovered
for those very plain and simple words, and thus a difference has arisen as to the interpretation of
a treaty. And-boW ir~ou going to adjust and settle that difference?
<

Well, I should say. as lny gentlemen would settle differences that they could not adjust which
had arisen between them refer it to some other gentlemen~ and my first proposition would be to
refer it to the Pilgrims on both sides of the water. We would not have any difficulty. In the first
place, we would take a secret vote, you. please, separately on both sides of the water. We would
lot our brother Pilgrims of Great Britain answer the question try their hand at this little puzzle; it
is only a puzzle the question is how to put it together. Let them give their answer first and seal it
up, not communicate it to us. and then lot these 500 law-abiding, country-loving American
Pilgrims answer the question for themselves by another sealed and secret vote.
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Now, the people of this country are not going to allow anybody any Congress, any Government,
any President to break their faith which they have pledged to the mother country. How are we
going to maintain the peace for the next 100 years?
These English speaking people are going to increase on this side of the water in the next hundred
years from one hundred millions to four or five hundred millions, and England and her
dominions the less will increase in like proportion. How are they going to keep the. There is
only one way. It is by keeping their word, by keeping their good faith, by being always honest
in their dealings with one another. So I am not afraid. This little puzzle will be adjusted. I hope
that Mr. Bryce will stay here long enough to settle it with Mr. TAFT. We know both are great
lovers of peace. If not settled by them, why other men I won't say equally good; I won't say
equally good, although I may think so other men will arise in their places and settle it, and then
we shall have 10 years of balmy and delightful peace, and then some other question will arise
and the puzzle solvers on both sides of the Atlantic will put their heads together and it will be
settled, and so again and again and again and again, and our great-grandchildren celebrating in
2013 the second centenary of the Pilgrims, will have cause to bless their fathers that they
founded this society and kept the world on the right track
Now, gentlemen, I have read to you the various messages that we have received from our very
eminent friends across the water and at Washington, and we did hope to have with us tonight His
Excellency the British Ambassador, but I suspect that he has eaten as many dinners as be could
stand his secretary nods assent and no man can stand the public dinner every night. I was never
able to do it myself. And so we have the pleasure of welcoming here tonight as the
representative of Mr. Bryce, the British Ambassador, the counselor I call him counselor I do not
know whether he exactly likes to be called counselor, for they might think he is a counselor-atlaw instead of, as he to in fact, the first secretary of the British Embassy, and I call upon him to
give us his message from Mr. Bryce. I have the pleasure of presenting to you Mr. Mitchell
Innes, Counselor of the British Embassy at Washington.
Mr. Speaker.

It Is Interesting to read the speeches given by the American, members of the
Pilgrims for they like all converts are more un-American and pro-English than the British
themselves.

The address ef J9s~l\..;I. 'Choate Is an example of Anglophile, pertinent at this time in view of
the conditions that ex~ today. I shall now requote some of these statements in order to show
how deceptive they c.m'"be. Mr. Choate states:
We have no difficulty and never have had that I know of with the people of England.
A statement that Is perfectly true, because .the people of England have little or nothing to say in
the British Government. Our trouble has been with the British Government, which has never at
any time been friendly toward the United States-but the gentleman did not make such statement.
Furthennore, It is well to note the servile attitude of the speaker to the Crown of England, and
his praise of the rulers, which again is perfectly all right, yet he has failed In his speech as others
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have In theirs. to say one good word for the Government of the United States. He then goes on
to say:
The people of England and the people of the United States are always friendly to each other:
another statement which no one can criticize. but to which I want to add that the people of all
countries-the common people-have always been and are now friendly to each other. if war
depended upon them there would be no war. The trouble lies with the rulers of the different
governments. It is they who advocate war~ war of destruction, not only of property and human
life but of Christian civilization itself.
So In view of this. let us remember that no country has been at war so much as England and no
country has brought about more misfortune and suffering than the British Government. This
should be clear as we review the early history of our own colonies, of India, Ireland, and the
400,000,000 opium addicts in China, all of which may he charged to the greed of the British
Government. Mr. Choate, In making his statements, spoke for the people of the United States,
when in reality he should have hesitated even to speak for himself. His sole concern appeared to
have been our friendliness ard Great Britain. but not their friendliness toward US,. and again he
placed the United States [n the position of a suppliant to the British throne.
Mr. Choate then referred to a dispute which arose In regard to the passage of ships; through the

Panama Canal, and intimated that It was the understanding of Hon. John Hay and' Lord
Landsdowne that the British should have equal rights with us in the use of this Canal; a right
which the British have never conceded to the United States In the Suez Canal. We have even
been driven out of foreign markets by England for many, many years, and in her wars she has
'brazenly furnished us with a blacklist offinns with which we are not supposed to trade; and we.
like fools. comply with her demands.

e
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Continuing his discussion on this topic, Mr. Choate expressed himself as being quite willing to
leave the decision of the Panama Canal in the hands of the British and American Pilgrims, which
anyone can readily understand would be a one-sided decision; that is, all for England and
nothing for the United States.
Mr. Choate then makes his most extraordinary statement, upon which every Member of
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Congress and- the--~e 'of this Nation should ponder particularly in view of the happenings
since 1912:
"'".:

.

Now the people of this country are not going to allow anybody any Congress, any government.
any President to hreak the good faith which they have pledged to the mother country.
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In making this statement, Mr. Choate takes the position that Great Britain or England is our
mother country; the same position that was taken by Cecil Rhodes over 50 years ago and by'
Andrew Carnegie In 1893, when he wrote a hook entitled, 'Triumphant Democracy."

I want you to note particularly that this was In 1913, and that 1913 was the very year we
changed our Government from a republic to a semi-democracy; the year In which we destroyed
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constitutional government, international security, and paved the road for us to become a colony
of the British Empire. It was also the same year In which we. by adopting the Federal Reserve
Act, placed our Treasury under the control and domination of the Bank of England and the
international banking groups that are now financing the British-Israel movement in the United
States. It was also the year preceding the World War; a war in which we became involved. as
everyone knows, in 1917, but what everyone does not know is that we were committed to this
war in 1910, and were to all intents and purposes in the war In 1914, when 1. P. Morgan & Co.
began to finance the Triple Entente. This statement is borne out by Mr. J. P. Morgan's own
testimony before the Senate committee investigating the munitions industry.

Mr. Choate was, therefore, right, because nothing has stopped, not even Congress, the
destruction of this Republic and Its gradual Incorporation Into the British. Empire through the
efforts of the many subversive and pro-English groups. led and directed. u I have 'said, by the
British-Israel movement.
Let me now quote a message sent by George T. Wilson, chairman of the American Pilgrims. to
his brother Pilgrims in London. when they celebrated our entry into the World War. This
message states the real hopes and the purpose of the Pilgrims:
Sir Harry E. Brittain,
Chairman
I should like to read two cables which have arrived within the last few minutes from New York.
The first is from our good friends and fellow members, the Pilgrims of America,. and it reads as
follows:
"At last the Union Jack and the Stan and Stripes are nailed to the same staff not to come
down until the job is done. Our boys in Khaki are anxious to rub shoulders with yOUlS in France
and share your struggle and your triumph in freedom's cause. The Pilgrims' dream of 15 years at
length has come to pass. (Signed) George T. Wilson, Chairman."
I shall now quote a speech delivered by Nicholas MufTay Butler, to a meeting of the Pilgrims in
New York, in 1934:
ANNUAL PILGIUM MEETING, 1934

But~er~=--':o~ave

before you the report of your committee on nominations proposing
President
the names of seven g~llemen for election to the executive committee. their terms to expire In
the year 1935. Are there other nominations?

Mr. CHARLE H. WARREN. I move that the secretary cast one ballot for the names mentioned
In the report of the nominating committee.
Me motion was seconded.
President Butler. It has been regularly moved and seconded that the secretary be instructed to
cast one ballot for the names mentioned In the report of the nominating committee. This requires
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a unanimous vote. So many as are in favor will please say "aye"~ contrary-minded, nay." if
any. The vote being unanimous, the secretary Is so empowered.
IO

Secretary Church. Mr. President, I report I have so cast a ballot.
President Butler. The secretary reports that he has cast a ballot for the gentlemen named In the
report of the nominating committee. Therefore, Mr. Burleigh. Mr. Darrell, Mr. Demorest, Mr
Lamont, Mr. Noble. Mr. Saneriee. and Mr. Shields are elected to the executive committee.
tenns to expire in 1935.
Fellow pilgrims, let me first recall to mind the fact that Sunday was the one hundredth
anniversary of the birth of that distinguished and beloved American, linked with Great Britain,
who served so long as our president, Joseph H. Choate. In the presence of that anniversary and
in your presence, I salute his memory and bear tribute to the service which his years on earth
rendered to the great cause which we have so much at hean..
There have been happenings in the year 1931 so grave. so far reaching In their Importance, and

so massive in their historic Interest that It Is no slight task to make choice among them of those
of which it is permissible to speak In your presence for a few moments this afternoon. Let me
first. however, pay tribute to that splendid spirit of the British people which in time of storm and
stress. of national embarrassment and portending danger, enabled them. in accordance with the
best !deals of the race. to put aside and behind all partisan differences and all prejudices of party
affiliation and to units in that most Impressive demonstration which they gave at the last general
election. That spirit was voiced by Mr. Snowden on the floor of the House of Commons in the
stirring words which he quoted from Swinburne's famous ode:
"Come the world against her,
England yet shall stand!'

It was not only a magnificent exhibition of political capacity and political power, but it might
well be an example to other peoples on this earth. facing problems such as those which are
before mankind today, to forget their superficial and often artificial differences and to unite all
lheir power and all their patriotism to solve their great problems solely in the interests of the
nation and of-the:wor~ Great Britain has shown that it can be done.

•

to

I recall that a year ag~"'it occurred to me to say some~hing on this occasion of the movement
going on to bring into existence a British commonwealth of nations, a new form of political
organization to take the place of the centuries-old organization of the British Empire. I invited
your attention to the fact that that movement was going forward. more Anglicana, informally.
quietly, illogically, under the pressure of opportunity In events and without any fonnal or public
announcement. During the year, however, without the world paying much attention, and hardly
noticed I these United States, that movement, which has been under way for the better part of a
generation, came to its climax and has now been formally written Into the public law of Great
Britain.
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I hold In my hand the few printed pages which constitute the State of Westminster, 1931 beyond
question the most important act In public law since the ratification of the Constitution of the
United States. This statute, covering but three or four printed pages, contains three specific
provisions which are its essence and which I should like to emphasize.
First, what is to be a dominion?
The expression "dominion" is to mean the Dominion of Canada, the Commonwealth of
Australia, the Dominion of New Zealand, the Union of South Africa, the Irish Free State, and
Newfoundland. law dominions in all.
What Is to be the relation of local self-government in each of those dominions to the British
Parliament? The Statute of Westminster reads:
"No law and no provision of any law made after the commencement of this act by the parliament
of a dominion shall be void or inoperative on the ground that it is repugnant to, the law of
England, or to the provisions of any existing or future act of Parliament of the United Kingdom
or to any order, rule, or regulation, made under any such act. and the powers of the parliament of
the dominion shall include the power to repeal or amend any such act. order, rule. or regulation
Insofar as the same to part of the law of the dominions"

In other words, absolute legislative self-control is devolved by the Parliament of Great Britain,
where that control has rested for 800 years, upon the parliament respectively of the six
Dominions.
What certainty and security have these dominions that their local self-government shall be
pennanent and complete? The Statute of Westminster reads:
"No act of Parliament of the United Kingdom passed after the commencement of this act shall
extend. or be deemed to extend, to a Dominion as part of the law of that Dominion unless it is
.expressly declared in that act that that Dominion has requested, and consented to, the enactment
thereof."
Those three brief paragraphs, I repeat, are the most important contribution to the public law of
the world made-sHri:ei.!le "ratification of the Constitution of the United States. They 1]2troduce
Into the government <i'" mankind a now form of federal relationshIp, not a federal relatIOnship
such as exists between~Our own States and the Federal Government. but a federal relationship
which consists In loyalty and devotion to & Person who Is the symbol of unity; but the
legislation power to as multifonn as the Dominions. The British people consciously, after 2S
years of discussion and experimentation. have fonnulated this great statute. enacted it Into law
without dissent, and have started this new ship of state out on the sea of human political
experience. I submit, my fellow pilgrims, that that is so stupendous a happening and so amazing·
an achievement that we would do well to, pause for a moment to remark upon it. Let me say
two things about it in addition, and you will pardon a word of personal reminiscence.
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In June and July 1921 the Imperial Conference was sitting in London, and the sort of question
which underlay this movement was uppennost in the minds of the conferees. There were other
delegates to the conference. but the Prime Ministers of the several Dominions as now defined
and the Prime Minister in the Government of Great Britain itself were. of course. the leading
personalities. Mr. Lloyd George was Prime Minister. He did me the honor to ask me to come to
Chequers for the week end to meet these gentlemen and to hear them discuss the problem Of the
possibility of a British commonwealth of Nations.
They spent the whole of Saturday, and Saturday evening, and all of Sunday until luncheon under
the trees and in the library at Chequers discussing infonnally and familiarly and with profound
knowledge and that grasp which only, comes from experience. the problems that were before
them. There war the Prime Minister of Canada. Mr. Meighen. There was General Smuts from
the Union of South Africa. There was the Prime Minister of Australia, Mr. Hughes. There was
the Prime Minister of New Zealand. Mr. Massey, and there were two represetatives from the
Government of India. The, Maharajah of Cutch Mr. Srinivasa Sastri of Madras.
It was my privilege and good fortune to be questioned by the gentlemen as to the working of our
own Federal system. In particular. they wished illustrations of what happened when there was
conflict of authority and of jurisdiction. They pointed out that we had in our great cities officers
of the Federal Government. How did they operate without inducing conflict of authority and
feeling with the State and municipal officials? How were these almost invisible lines of
administrative power kept from overlap. ping and from friction? What was the function of the
courts? What the limit, if any, of their authority? I assure you it was no small pleasure and
pride to be able to answer questions to that distinguished and influential group as to how a
'different fonn of the federal principle had been operating for more than a century and a half in
the United States.
Finally, when the luncheon hour came on Sunday, and these informal discussions were brought
to an end, Mr. Lloyd Green turned the conversation into lighter vein and called attention to the
fact that it was fortunate indeed that their minds were meeting, that the words British
Commonwealth of Nations were beginning to be used by them, and that the day was Sunday. A
benediction, as it were. upon their efforts!
"Yes," I said,--"Mf;-1»'iV'JeMinister, but if you will pardon an American, there is something more
important than that. 'JWnorrow will be the Fourth of July."
,

By pure accident they had brought their discussion of the reorganization, of the British Empire
and its Dominions to a conclusion at the anniversary of the Declaration of Independence, surely
an interesting coincidence.

One thing more. We do not realize. my, fellow Pilgrims, the foresight of our own fathers, how
far those nation-builders saw into the future, and what an amazing. grasp they had upon the
fundamentals of political life and social organization, I sometimes think we are in the habit of
taking them too much for granted.
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There Is on exhibition in this city today one of the two existing signed copies (the other being In
the Record Office in London) off a document which in American history stands in importance
and significance side by aide with the Declaration of Independence itself, and probably not one
American in a million has ever heard of its existence. That is the paper which John Adams
called the Olive Branch Petition. That petition was presented to King George III in July 1775,
over the signature of 46 Members of the Continental Congress, praying for precisely the
relationship which the statute of Westminster has, written into public law, the public law of
England, for the Dominions. And who signed It? The first names which stands at the head of
the signers of the Declaration of Independence a year later, John Hancock. Among the At
names are those of Samuel Adams, John Adams, Roger Sherman, John Jay, Benjamin Franklin,
James Wilson, Patrick Henry, Richard Lee and Thomas Jefferson. Washington did not sign
because he was in command of the troops in Massachusetts, and the Congress was meeting in
Philadelphia, Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill had been fought. And this very proposal,
which 160 years afterward has been worked out in the tife of the British people, were presented
to them by the signers of the Declaration of Independence a year before they signed that
Declaration as the alternative step. It is one of the most extraordinary things in the history of
government, and we pay little or no attention to it.
What happened? The Olive Branch Petition was sent to England by the hands of William Penn's
grandson. He was to take it to the Government. For weeks he could not be received. Finally he
was received, not by his Majesty. but by the Colonial Office, and was then told that inasmuch an
the petition had not been received on the throne, no answer would be given. As John Adams
had said, "We have the Olive branch in one hand and the sword in the other." When the Olive
branch was rejected, recourse was had to the sword, and these very same men in 12 months
- signed the Declaration of Independence and history took its course.
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It is one of the most astounding things in the history of government that these men off in this
distant series of colonies, economically in their infancy, financially helpless and dependent. had
the vision of organization which has come now to all the British peoples, and for which surely
every Pilgrim wishes the very greatest possible measure of success.
So it is, gentlemen, in the history of our race. Ideas, how slowly they travel, arguments, how
slowly they are apprehended; action, how slowly it follows upon conviction! To be sure, as we
look back we-caB-s~~at·these 46 members of the Continental Congress were in advance of the
opinion of the world. \fritish opinion could not at that time have accepted that course of action.
They could not think ii1 terms of a parliament whose legislative authority ended at the Island
shores. Therefore. Revolution, independence, separate nationhood. were of the essence of the
great undertaking, and so they happened. But in the intervening years a lesson has been learned
by all, by the motherland and its captains of the mind, by the Dominions and those who speak
their voice, and now with great fortune and wisdom they have in the Statute of Westminster
written into the public law the principles of the Olive Branch Petition of 1775.
Let me only add that this great principle of federation of one kind or another in the principle
which is to mark the life of nations In the days that am to come. Those that are of like race and
faith, that have similar economic habits and interests, that have a common language, they will
tend more and more to group the themselves into units as our United States of America have
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done. The British Commonwealth of Nations will, perhaps, be the only one of its type because
Great Britain is the only far-flung empire which has gone out for 500 years and put its hand on
the distant places of the earth for their enrichment, their bettennent, and their increasing
civilization. Other proud and powerful and ambitious nations will find ways and means, without
losing their independence, their self-control, or limiting their pride, to bring themselves into new
economic units for cooperation, enrichment. and the benefit and satisfaction of all their peoples.

This principle of international cooperation, in one form or another. whether it be OUf form,
whether it be the British form, or whether it be the forms which are slowly coming on the
continent of Europe. that is the principle which we may look forward to as guiding and shaping
the life of the world for the next century or. more. But as we Pilgrims look particularly at our
own field of historic interest and affection, surely we may in the dark year of 1931 take
profound pride and satisfaction in remarking the significance, the far-reaching importance, of
this Statute ofWestrninster and the prophecy of it by our own nation-builders In July 1775.
Mr. Speaker, I have included Mr. Butler's address, in order to show how far we have drifted

toward this British union. In this speech, you will note he brings out the fact that the olive
branch petition has now been adopted by England and extended to her colonies. He further
intimates that in view of this adoption it is now in order for us to join the British Empire. He
makes the further statement that this movement has gone Anglican, or more English, which is
quite true, for we are just about on the verge of capitulating to the forces which are driving us
into the British Empire. To show this let me quote:
That petition was presented to King George III in July 1775, over the signatures of 46 members
of the Continental Congress, praying for precisely the relationship which the Statute of
Westminster has written into public law, the public law of England, for the Dominions.
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I recall that a year ago it occurred to me to say something on this occasion of the movement
going on to bring into existence a Commonwealth of Nations, a new form of political
organization to take the place of the centuries-old organization of the British Empire. I invited
your attention to the fact that that movement was going forward, more Anglican, informally,
quietly, illogically, under the pressure of opportunity in events and without any formal or public
announcement. ~ring the however, without the world paying much attention, and hardly
noticed in these-::uniftE! States, that movement, which has under way for the better part of a
generation, came to if( climax and has now been-formally written into the public law of Great
Britain.
-
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WHAT IS FASCES AND FASCISM?

The symbol of power in the days of the Roman Republic, of the Roman Empire, and. later, of
Benito Mussolini's Fascist government in Italy. Fasces consisted of a bundle of birch Of elm
rods bound together by a red strap. The blade of an ax projected from the bundle. Servants
called lectors carried these bundles ahead of such officials as magistrates, governors, and
emperors. The fasces stood fOf the official's power to punish people or put them to death, and
also symbolized unity. Fasces also appear on the back of some American dimes.
A FASeIST form of government is headed, in most cases, by a dictator. It involves total
government control of political, economic, cultural, religious, and social activities.

Fascism resembles Communism. But unlike Communism, which calls for the government to
own all industry, fascism allows industry to remain in private ownership, though under
government COntrol. :Q!her important features of fascism include extreme patriotism, war like
policies, and persecutl;h of minorities.

,

LIFE UNDER FASCISM
Political life. In most cases, fascists have come to power after a nation has suffered an
economic collapse, a military defeat, or some other disaster. The fascists win mass support by
promising to revive the economy and to restore national pride. They may also appeal to a fear
of Communism or a hatred of Jews and other minorities. In time, the fascists may gain control
of the government through peaceful elections or by force.
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Above are some examples of the Fasci. The large picture is of the two Fasci that are on the
wall behind the speakers stand in "your Congress". Next to it is a blow up of tbe Fasci
and then is tbe picture of the satanic symbol for one oftbe United States branches of the
arm forces, and the second one is the Fasci on the gate of the President of France.
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After the fascist party takes power, its members replace the men and women in the executive,
judicial, and legislative branches of the government. In most cases, on individual usually a
dictator with great popular appeal becomes the leader of the government. Sometimes, a
committee ofpany members holds the government leadership. Fascists permit no other political
party and no opposition to their policies.
The fascist desire for national glory leads to an increase in military spirit and a build-up of the
armed forces. After the military forces become strong enough. they may invade and occupy
other countries.
Economic life. A fascist government permits and even encourages private enterprise as long as
such activity serves the government's goals. However, the government maintains strict control
of industry to make sure it produces what the nation needs. The government discourages
imports by putting high tariffs on certain esse~tial products or by banning imports of those
products. It does not want to depend on other countries for such vital products as oil and steel.
The government also forbids strikes so that production will not be interrupted. Fascism outlaws
labor unions and replaces them with a network of organizations in the major industries. These
organizations, which consist of both workers and employers, are called corporations, but they
differ from those in other countries. Fascist corporations supposedly represent both labor and
management. In reality, these corporations are controlled by the government. Through the
corporations, the government determines wages, hours, and production goals. As a result, a
fascist country is sometimes called a corporative state.
'Personal liberty is severely limited under a fascist government. For example, the government
limits travel to other countries and restricts any contact with their people. The government also
controls the newspapers, radio, and other means of communication in its country. It issues
propaganda to promote its policies, and it practices strict censorship to silence opposing views.
All children are required to join youth organizations, where they exercise, march, and learn
fascist beliefs. A secret police force crushes and resistance. Opposition my lead to
imprisonment, torture, and death.
Fascists consider all other peoples inferior to those of their own nationality group. As a result, a
fascist govemmeni~m,; persecute or even kill Gypsies, Jews, or members of other minority
groups.
~
,

mSTORY
The word fascism comes from ancient Roman symbols of authority called fasces. Many
historians trace the beginning of modem fascism to Napoleon I, who ruled France as a dictator
during the early 1800·s. Napoleon carried out many liberal reforms and was not a true fascist ..
But fascists later adopted many of his methods. Napoleon promised his people that he would
restore the glory of France through military conquest. To prevent opposition, he established one
of the first secret police systems. Napoleon also controlled the French press and used
propaganda and strict censorship to win support of his programs.
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Now let us take a look at some of the places that we can find the symbol of fascism in our own
country. Take a look at your old Mercury head dimes on the back you will find the symbol of the
fasci. Next you will find the fasci on the Seal of our Senate, the Seal of the National Guard of
the United States, and last but not least or last of the list is the wall behind the speaker in
Congress has two huge fasci hanging on it.

American Mercury Head Dime with
Mercury Head on one side and a fasci
and a branch on the other side.

National Guard
Bureau Emblem
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MASONIC ENSLAVEMENT
These are very serious and dangerous times. The average gullible American has absolutely no
thoughts as to what is about to come upon him. Awake! Awake! This is a very serious and
dangerous anti-Christian and anti-Christ, ( anti-Christ means any opponent or enemy of Christ,
whether it is a person or a power and is a false ciaimant of the attributes and characteristics of
Christ. A denier of Christianity) movement that has been working politically and socially since
the French Revolution to destroy the sovereignty this Nation and all nations around the world.
This secret society came first in Europe during the French Revolution, and from there to Russia.
George Washington, even though he was a deceived Freemason, was nevertheless a loyal
American, and was very aware of this International Revolutionary force to destroy all governments and religions in his own time. The secret society of the Illuminati founded in 1776 came
creeping into American even when the 13 original colonies were united.

or

However, even before the colonies were united, the Constitution adopted, and our Republic
established, fifteen Lodges of the Order of the Illuminati were fonned in the thirteen Colonies.
This was the Colombian faction of the Illuminati and it formed the Columbia Lodge of the
Order of the Illuminati and was established in New York City in 178S~ the New Empire of the
York. Rite Mason's which were here to establish the New World Order to do away with the, The
Old World Order. .Members of this group were and included Governor DeWitt Clinton, and
later Clinton Roosevelt; see the Clinton's have always been bad news, Charles Dana and Horace
Greeley. The following year a Lodge was established in Virginia with which was identified
Thomas Jefferson strongly defended him as an enthusiastic philanthropist.
George Washington sent a letter to a G. W. Snyder in which he stated: "It is not my intention to
doubt that the doctrine of the Illuminati and the principles of Jacobinism had not spread to the
United States. On the contrary, no one is more satisfied of this fact than I am."
"The idea I meant to convey was that I did believe the Lodges of Freemasonry in this country
had, as societies, endeavored to propagate the diabolical tenets".

~rf:t·~X~Ple

Russia is a
today of what the Illuminati. plans are for the world. There are about
I 1/3 billion persons, orabo4t a third of the world's population, who now live under Communist
rule. Contrary to what they would have you believe Russia has not done always with
communism in that country it only looks that way to you because of the media propaganda that
you are getting.
Political Science: is a plan to keep people in fear to control and keep your focus out of focus and
off of the important things that is going on so that you don't get to smart or have time to think
and figure things out so you can cause trouble for them. The keep your back bent over working
your hands to the bone and keep just enough turmoil going in the world to put you and your
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family in a state of fear. Fear of, are you going to be able to work, will you be able to make
the mortgage payments on everything so you can keep the house, car, furniture and your sanity.
They want everyone to live in a state of STRESS, because stressed people are more open to a
suggestion or solution to make life easier.
There are no accidents, everything is planned.
Sun worship the worship of Lucifer was camouflaged throughout this world. Those who obeyed
the pagan precepts were actually bowing their knee before Lucifer, not before God the Father.
Their God is not the Christian's God, so remember that when you see, "In God we Trust", all
over your money. etc.. That is their God not ours. And that is their money not ours.
To begin this study, let us take a closer look at the name "Lucifer" itself. The name "Lucifer"
in Latin means "Iieht-Deanne" and may also mean the planet Venus, which is the "mornine
star" at "dawn." In Greek mythology, Lucifer was penonified as a male fieure bearine a
torch. Hence, we have the origin of the lieht-Bearer of the Olympic eames. The Greek
transliteration of the name of this incarnation of Lucifer in the myth was Teitan. In middle
English his name was Titan, which also meant "Sun-God." A distorted record of the rebellion
of Lucifer and that of the rebel giant Nimrod has been preserved in Greek mythology. Titan, the
personification of Lucifer, was the ancestor of a race of giant humans here on earth who were
overthrown by the Olympian gods. Today. the word titan means "one gigantic in size or
power." The word titanism toady in our language means "spirit of rebellion~ or a defense of and

revolt against the established order or authority"

-

..........

There is one group of people that took the worship of the Sun-God to such a level of belief
which was that for the Sun-eod to bestow life on the world, he needed also to receive life
from it. To show the murderous character of Lucifer displays in people. and what human
beings can be led to do by his false religious spirit, we will explore some of the reasons behind
the rites of human sacrifices.

To some ancient people the heart was the seat and symbol of life, and bleedine hearts of
men and animals were presented. to the sun-eod to maintain him in vigor and enable him to
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run his course across the sky.
When the Israelites turned their back from their original worship they adopted the worship of
the pagan gods. They too were led by paean hieh priests to sacrifice human beines. "They
joined themselves also unto Baalpeor and ate the sacrifices of the dead. They sacrificed their
sons and their dauehters to Lucifer and shed innocent blood of the children.
The ignorant Israelites were not sacrificing their children to gods, as they thought, but unto
Lucifer. Over 1000 years later, the sacrifices of the Gentiles which the Israelites adopted were
actually "Sacrifices to Lucifer."
As history has documented, that greatest object in pagan worship was the sun, who was
symbolized all over the world as a heavenly bull. The pagans displayed the cosmic god in their
arts as a bull standing on its hind legs with a tail, hoofs and horns, with a man's head and arms,
with a three prong pitchfork in his hand. So the ancient cosmic symbol of the Sun-god, with
hoofs, a tail, horns and a pitchfork, is where we today get our symbol for Lucifer as having
hoofs, a tail, and horns, with a pitchfork in his hand.

In the ancient astrological system, it is the Sun-god who is the ruler and main god of the zodiac.
All the gods of heaven (the stars) were considered offspring of the sun. According to pagan
philosophy, all the star gods you have heard about in school were actually manifestations of the
heat, fire and light which flowed from the sun. It was believed that it was the Sun-god who was
the source of all things, and all the other gods were but emanations of the sun, "flesh of his
flesh." Therefore, all the manifestations of the gods of nature were just manifestations of the
one god, the Sun. whose worship by primitive man was in reality to Satan. Even Lucifer's
name means "Day Star." the "Dluminated One," or "Shininl: One."
The word Baalim (the Sun-eodl is a term to describe the whole system of Sun worship.
Augustine said in his book, The City of God, that all the learned pagan doctors declared that all
the chief gods of the Greek-Roman world were "one and the same Jove.
In pagan philosophy, the stars controlled the affairs of the human race. Hence, the science of
Astrology claims to_ interpret the will of the star gods. The chief star gods of the pagans were the
gods of Astrology,-~~h'were believed to be just emanations of the one god, the Sun-god, the
ruler of the Zodiac. ~trology is the foundation of all the pagan sciences of the occult, whose
author is Lucifer, and his spirit guides are his angels.
SYMBOL STUDY
The eye Omniscience; the AII-Seeinl: Eye; Divinity; the faculty of intuitive vision. The eye
is a symbol of all sun gods and of their live-giving power of fertilization by the sun; their
power is incarnated in the god-king. It is also the mystic eye; light; enlightenment; knowledge;
the mind; vigilance; fixity of purpose, but also the limitation of the visible. The 1,000 or 10,000
(Remember Bush's 1,000 points of light), eyes of the sky gods are the stars, the eyes of the
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night, representing omniscience; never-sleeping watchfulness. The «eye" as applied to sacred
architecture is the opening heavenwards in the center of the dome of a temple, cathedral, lodge,
or any other traditionally constructed world center~ it represents the solar door giving access to
celestial regions. The eye of the heart is spiritual perception; illumination,; intellectual intuition.
The eye can also depict the androgyny as being formed of the oval female symbol and the circle
of the male.
The single eye is either symbolic of evil as with the Cyclops or monster of destructive power, or
as the single eye of enlightenment, the eye of God and of eternity, the self-contained. A
triangle with an eye in the center is the AII·seeing Eye. omnipresence and omniscience. In the
occident the right eye is the sun, the eye of the day, and the future, with the left eye as the moon,
the eye of the night, and the past. The peacock feather can take on the symbolism of the eye.
The All-seeing eye is suggested as the Pole Star and illumination; the eye of the mind.
Egg. Tbe Cosmic Egg, also symbolized by the sphere, is the life principle; the undifferentiated
totality; potentiality; the genn of all creation; the primordial matriarchal world of cbaos; the
great Round containing the universe; the hidden origin and mystery of being; cosmic time and
space; the beginning; the womb; all seminal existence; the primordial parents; the perfect state
of unified opposite; organic matter in its inert state; resurrection. The cosmic egg is a symbol of
the origin of the universe, suddenly burst asunder, a whole, it had yet contained everything
existing and potential in the limited space of the shelL The egg as the origin of the world is
found in Egypt, Phoenicia, India, China, Japan, Greece, Central America, Fiji and Finland. The
golden egg is the sun. The serpent encircling the egg. Out of the egg grows the white flower
(silver), the red flower (gold), and the blue flower, (the flower of the wise). The egg is also the
sealed hermetic vase in which the Great Work (a Masonic term) is consummated. In Egyptian
the Cosmic Egg from which the sun. Ita. was hatched was laid by the Nile Goose. All this was
taken one step further by the secret socialites, and introdced into the Christian religion on our
day of Easter, a celebrated date of the resurrection of Jesus. What most Christians do not know
is that Easter is one of the names given Semiranis. This name is traced back to the pagan
goddess Astarte or Ishtar. In the spring of each year, Ishtar the fertility goddess, was
commemorated by decorating the Ishtar egg, a symbol of impregnation, or fertility. From Ishtar
comes our English word "Easter."
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The Phrygian Red cap of Liberty
Is a cap that goes back to ancient Roman times and all though it is called the cap of liberty it
does not necessarily mean your liberty, it is a hat for rebellion and conquest and during the
French Revolution it was worn by the French Illuminati Freemasonry that were overthrowing
the French Monarchy.
These are pictures of the phrygian red cap of Liberty, some
of these pictures are from Masonic books. The design of
the gates guarding the entrance to the Temple of the Grand
Orient de France displays their style. Marianne Maconnique (the statue) is prominent in French Masonic Symbolism with her Phrygian cap on.. Next you see the little red
hat causing trouble all over the world spring up even in the
United States military.
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THE PHRYGIAN
RED CAP OF LIBERTY AND THE
TROUBLE IT CAN CAUSE
(1)
The metal that you see is from the French Revolution days. On the blue background you
will see a red cap of liberty and around the edge are the words, "SOCIETY OF THE
JACOBINS 1793". It is a proven fact that in every county that this Phrygian red cap of liberty

shows up in the country is bound for trouble and to be taken into a Dictatorship.
(2)
Notice on these coins from Mexico and Cuba all of the many different symbols for the
Masonic Order such as the Phrygian red cap of liberty, the New Day Dawning or a sumrise, a
Shield, keys, and a wreath. What I have found is that every countries money has Masonic
symbols on it in some fonn.
(3)
This is the symbol of the United States Army and War Office as you look on it you will
notice that at the top of a pike is the Phrygian (Iacobin) Red Cap of Liberty. Does this mean that
secret societies have control of our military also?
This is the central symbol on the flag of Nicaragua, where they have been having trouble
in recent ~ime. You will notice that in the center afthe Masonic triangle is the Phrygina red cap
of liberty which is the Jacobin society.

(4)
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The logo, or symbol,
of the
Trilateral Commission.

That the 6-6-6 shaped Trilateral logo has deep globalist significance is also
revealed in the occult teachings of Alice Bailey, founder of the Lucis Trust and
World Goodwill. In her works, we discover references to a triangle ofpowersthree
major centers (in Britain, "centres") of spiritual and physical influence-being set up
on Earth in the last days by "Sanat Kumara'!-an occultic code name for Satan.
Could this be a reference to the mission of the Trilateral Commission?

The Order of Skull &
Bones operates as a
Black Lodge of
Freemasonry.
This is its logo.

Lodge -Of:intemational Freemasonry. Bonesmen, as its members refer to
themselves, cfaim\l.eir initiation ritual to be of a special race and caste, while all
those outside the aider are denigrated and described as "vandals and gentiles." I
demonstrate in my book that the influence of Skull & Bones extends far beyond
the hallowed walls of Yale University. Its power is in its clannish alumni. The
present membership of this odious secret society includes former President George
Bush, columnist William F. Buckley, Senator John Kerrey, and many others,
However, the Order of Skull & Bones is only one of numerous fraternities, secret
societies, orders and organizations used by the filuminati to recruit its future
"talent."
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The Owl is a symbol of the secret societies (Bohemian Society) because the
owl is wise and they can see things in the
dark.
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The Trinity is a theological concept of great symbolical importance. The Trinity is the doctrine
of unity of God in three persons. After the tenth century the Holy Spirit was replaced by the
figure of the Dove, or the Trinity. A triangle with its apex pointing upward and "God's eye"
inside it, is another symbol of the Trinity. Other traditional symbols of the Trinity include three
overlapping circles, three arcs enclosed by a circle, (as referring to a rainbow), the three leaf
clover, the Tau cross with three arms of equal length, the Y-shaped "fork" cross, three tendrils

on a grapevine, a pair of scales with three weights. All of these are used in Freemasonry.
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The Triads are distinguished from Trinities in that the latter are a three-in-one while the
members of Triads are distinct, such as the Astrological Sun-Moon-Venus, the Zoroastrian
Fire-Light-Ether, and the Taoist Great Triad of Heaven-Man-Earth, the divine, the human and
the natural, with man the mediator between the celestial and terrestrial. The Triad, like the
Trinity is often symbolized by a triangle, sometimes by a trident.
In Taoism the Tortoise. one of the four Spiritually Endowed Creatures, represents the Triad,
with the upper shell as the waters and the earth, and the central body as man. Tortoise, the
waters; the moon; the earth Mother; the beginning of creation; time; immortality; fecundity;
regeneration. The tortoise is frequently depicted as the support of the world as the beginning of
creation and the all-sustaining. The tortoise represents the mass confuse. The Cosmic Tree
grows out of the back of the tortoise. The Four Spiritually Endowed, or sacred, Creatures, with
the dragon, phoenix and ky-lin; it represents the watery element, the yin principle. Winter, the
northern region and the color black, the color of primordial chaos. The tortoise is also called the
Black Warrior, and then becomes strength, endurance and longevity. The dragon and tortoise
banner was carried by the imperial anny as a symbol of indestructibility since both creatures
survive a fight, the dragon being unable to crush the tortoise and the tortoise being unable to
reach the dragon. The tortoise frequently appears with the crane as a longevity symbol.

Upon pasting through the entrance to a
Masonic Temple you enter what is called
the "Great -Hall'o; -~ete they conduct
their business of the J(Y.
.
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In modem occultism, the initiate, if once a Christian,
must take a ceramic cross, tum it upside down and break
the cross-har downwards to show he or she has rejected
his faith. Ignorant Christians wear this thinking it is a
sign for peace. The origin of the word peace was stamped
on this because, when a witch casts its spells, they get
peace or mind after breaking the cross.
The Peace Sign
The Rainbow is the modem 1980's version of the peace
sign. However, the veiled deception of this evil occult
sign borrowed from God's word, means today that the
Luciferians are building a rainbow bridge between
man and the over-soul who is Lucifer. Read Hidden
Dangers of the Rainbow.
The Lambskin or white leather apron, which is
an emblem of innocence, and the badge of a
Mason; more ancient than the Golden Fleece
or Roman Eagle, more honorable than the Star
or Garter. Masonry has used the lamb, which
in the Old Testament has always been
representative of the coming Messiah.
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The symbol that is used to represent the entrance to Solomon's Temple are two pillars set up in
front of the porch of King Solomon's Temple. The one on the right, the other on the left. The
one on the left is called Bon, and signifies strength, the one on the right Jachin, and signifies to
establish. In strength I shall establish my kingdom. These pillars were thirty and five cubits in
height and were adorned with chapters of five cubits, making forty cubits.

They were adorned with lily work, net work and pomegranates, denoting peace, unity and
plenty. The lily from its purity denotes peace, the net work from the intimate connections of its
several parts denotes unity, and the pomegranates from the exuberance of its seed, denotes
plenty_They were further adorned with globules or balls, representing globes celestial and
terrestrial and signffi~-e universality of Masonry.

,,

By order in architecture is meant a system of all the members. proportions, and ornaments of
columns and pilaster; or. it is a regular arrangement of the projecting parts of a building, which,
united with those of a column, from a beautiful. perfect, and complete whole. From the first
formation of society, order in architecture' may be traced.. When the rigor of seasons obliged
men to contrive shelter from the inclemency of the weather. we learn they first planted trees
on end and then laid others across to support a covering or canopy. The bands which
connected those trees at top and bottom are said to have given rise to the idea of the base
and capital of pillars. and from this simple hint originally proceeded the more improved
art of architedure. The five orders are thus classed The Toscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and
Composit.
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The ancient and original orders of
Architecture revered by Masons are no
more than three: the Doric Ionic and
Corinthian. which were invented by
..--...
<:.ons-s ~ L~
the Greeks. To these the Romans have
-------added two: the Toscan. which they
made plainer than the Doric; and the
Composit, which was more ornamental, if not more beautiful, than the
Corinthian. The first three orders
alone, however, show invention and
-------particular character, and essentially
differ from each other; the two others
1-......
have nothing but what is borrowed,
C..un
and differ only accidentally; the Tucson is the Corinthian enriched with the
[ODic. To the Creeks, therefor, and not
to the Romans, are we indebted for
what is great, judicious and distinct in Architecture. They also allude to the five senses of
human nature - hearing, seeing, feeling. smelling and tasting.

Hiram Abiff, a workman of King Solomon's temple in Jerusalem, some how became the focal
point in a ritual that is performed in the initiation of a Mason. Hiram Abiff, was slain and then
was supposedly raise out of the grave to eternal life.
In the ritual today the initiate is
supposedly raised out of the grave by the lion's paw, (master mason) to etemallife.
Hiram Abiff, -was- "::j,~Ssession of a secret password, known as the grand Masonic word
which at one time was,..... Jehovah". but is now «Mah-Hah-Bone" He was also a workman in
brass and other metals a·t King Solomon's temple.
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SCOTTISH RITE
33° SovereIgn Grand Inspector General

YORK RITE
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32° Sub/imll Prince of the Royal Secret
31° Grand In~ector InQuisitor Commander
30° Grand Elect Knight K·H
29° KniR;ht of St. Andrew
28° Knight of the Sun

Shrine

Order 01
Knights Templar

~
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.27° Commander of the Temole

Order of
Knights of Malta

26° Prince of Mercy
25° Knight of the Brazen $eroent
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A mason in a lodge room may not always realize that the designs, set-ups and movements are
based on worship of the sun, and generative forces of nature as practiced by the sex cults in
ancient times.

To start, we need to study the symbol system of the Sun-god worshipers. The serpent which was
said to be the very thing Satan used to deceive Adam and Eve became eventually one of the
most sacred symbols of Sun worship! The serpent became a symbol of the "Great Benefactor
and Healer" of mankind. The serpent was worshipped as the "God of Healing" and
"Life-Restorer. The serpent, the god of healing, was generally represented in the pagan arts
entwined on a stick. staff or a slock of a tree.

_:-~ ~

Here we find the origin"=of th~ strange symbol that the American Medical Association lAMA)
uses today. This medical insignia was originally the symbol of the Egyptian god Hermes, thus
came the word hennetic. The word hermetic means the hidden knowledge of magic, occult
sciences. Not only was the serpent worshipped by the ignorant pagans as «The GTeat
Benefactor" for mankind, the serpent ironically enough was worshipped also as the "The Great
Enlightener." In Egypt, one of the common symbols of the sun. or sun god, is a disc with a
serpent around it. The original reason of that identification seems just to have been that. as the
sun was the great enlightener of the physical world, so the serpent was held to have been the
great enlightener of the spiritual, by giving mankind the "Knowledge of Good and Evil."
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The pagan wreath encircling the glove
is also used as the emblem of the
United Nations. To Masons who understand the symbology, the U.N. is a
continuation of the one-world project
begun by Bacchus "the seed of Cush,
or Nimrod.

Likewise, world government has always been the goal of Freemasonry.
Hence, tile ivy wreath around the
Square and Compass, as pictured in
Mackey's Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, identifies the Brotherhood with
Nimrod's Mystery Babylonian world
government.

The 33rd degree Mason Almand Hammer owned stock in this company.
Square and Compass with "G", "Arm
and

Hammer",

and "Hammer and

Sickle" in the center

AMERICAN

BRITISH
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The ancient Mayans of the Yucatan in Mexico worshipped the serpent god under the name of
Can. Can means "serpent" in the Mayan language, as Can or A-Can was the ancient Sumerian
and Ancient Scottish word for serpent. Here we find the origin of our word canny, shred or
serpent like. The Babylonians wOf'hipped Con the serpent and Vul, the god of fire. The
Romans simply combined the two words into "Vulcan," the Roman god of fire from when also
comes our word "volcano."
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This seems to be how the Mayans and Mexicans named their goods. They too combined two
words to describe their serpent god. "Kulkul" means "beautiful bird:' and "Can," serpent. .
Hence, "Kulkulcan," which means "Bird Serpent" in the Mayan language. This is the exact
same meaning for QUe/tolcoatl, The Mexican pagan messiah in central Mexico.
Interestingly enough, the cosmic symbol for Quetzalcoatl was a feathered serpent! Here is
another interesting observation.
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The origin of the word "Vatican" also derived from two words. The Latin word "vatic" or
"vatis" means "prophet or soothsayer:' The combined word, "Vatican," appears to mean
"divination by the serpent"! The symbol for Astrology is often shown in pagan arts as a
serpent in a circular position with his tail in his mouth. This represented eternal life.
There is the strong evidence from Scripture that the serpent originally had wings and flew,
instead of having legs as the evolutionists say.
The feathered serpent that has been displayed in pagan arts and worshipped as the god of
healing, is none other but "that Old Serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the
whole world."

While Satan changed the image of the serpent into something to be adored and worshipped, the
goat, from antiquity,
symbolized the Devil. The goat. known for its agility, stubborn
character and having its own way, is what Astrologers say people are who are born under the
sign of Capricorn. the He-Goat. Witches in the Middle Ages were widely reputed to worship the
Devil in the fonn of a goat. In southern Europe the site where the witches met was called a
synagogue; in Gennany it was called a blocksberg. These meeting usually took place at
midnight. It was brought out during the trials that witches claimed they came to their meetings
by being carried by the Devil; others were able to fly by anointing themselves with oils from
the bodi~ of murdered infants; still others rode broomsticks, or a cow or a goat.
It is interesting enough, however, that these modern witches exalt the hom gods and the pagan

goddesses such as the Egyptian pagan trinity Oriris, Isis, Horus, which originated in the worship
of the Sun, his wife Semiranis (the moon), and Tammuz (the Morning Star).
Modem day witches who worship the gods of cosmic forces claim now to work magic and cast
spells for the general good of the community. This kind of witchcraft is called white magic.
Those who practice casting spells that injure people practice what is known as Black Magic.
The group called W~ which mean "Witch", is, however, nature worship. Just as the ancient
Ball worshippers in IJibylonia believed it was the cosmic Star gods that were responsible for
pouring out the rain from Heaven and caused fertility among the plants and mankind, so do these
ignorant people in these modem witch covens teach their little ones these things.
Kings of pagan nations often were considered the incarnation of the Sun-god, and to identify
with the Sun-god the kings would adopt the name of his god.
Baal worship was basically a fertility cult that taught its followers that the Sun-god and
Moon-goddess controlled the seasons, brought fertility.
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The Pentagram symbolism is based on that of the number five which, according to Astrology,
stands for the living world of nature. such as Air, Fire Water, Earth, and the Spirit, or the five
senses, of their god and pagan goddess who used the elements, according to witchcraft, to create
the Universe.

COl\T HEAl)

or MENDIt&

The number five in Astrology also represents the four directions and the center, for the five
senses (smell, taste, sight, touch and hearing).
These people of these secret groups see themselves as a microcosm (miniature universe); to the
point that they think themselves as rulers of nature, and as the miniature image, the potential
master of all things. So, the Pentagram (five pointed Star) with one of its point projecting
upwards is imagined in Witchcraft as a man's body with arms and legs extended, and is a
symbol of the dominance of the divine spirit.

Then they are pOnia~ as good people, who fight
against the evil for~ of this world such as
"Wonder Woman," with her sign of white magic
(the Pentagram) displayed on her forehead. It is
said that a reversed Pentagram with two points
upward is a symbol of Black Magic, and of those
who do worship the Devil. The two points of the
star pointed upwards suggests the horns of the
Devil symbolized as a goat attacking the Heavens
with his horns. This five pointed star which has
two points upward was, and is today worn as an
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amulet by open Devil worshippers, and by many modem day magicians and wizards.
Doesn't it give you chills to know that they who call themselves Freemasons, and the ladies
who call themselves "The Order of the Eastern Star" display this evil sign in their lodges?
There are many sects of modern witchcraft today, and many variations found in their rituals. In
some covens the cakes they use in their communion are made into the shape of a crescent,
which is the symbol of the Moon-goddess. These cakes, by the way, are make of salt, honey,
wine, meal, oil and in some covens, blood. They are eaten in honor of the Egyptian god Horus
or whatever god the coven exalts. The crescent is also representative of the female sex organs.
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In ancient witchcraft the cakes were round with a cross drawn on them that represented the first
letter of the name of the ancient dead and risen pagan messiah "Tammus," who was the
incarnation of the Sun-god, and the son of the MOOD-eoddess (the Queen of Heaven). Even
the Israelites, when they turned from the worship of our Creator, made these same cakes that
honored the pagan Queen of Heaven and her god-child Tammuz.
Today, the Roman Catholic Church dedicates these same cakes to the Virgin Mary whom
they ironically call the Queen of Heaven. These cakes are called by Roman Catholics "Hot
Cross Buns." The name of this pagan goddess the Israelites worshipped and dedicated these
cakes to is found in Judges 2: 13. Her name to the Israelites was Ashtaroth. To the early
Romans her name was Venus, the goddess of love.
The Sun-god and Moon-goddess who created the whole Universe, according to these witches.
To honor this pagan belief, a ritual called "The Great Rite" is strictly observed among these
so-called "good" witches. Since the High Priest in a coven is believed to be the incarnation of
Pan, the Sun-god, and the High Priestess is the incarnation of the Queen of Heaven, the
Moon-goddess when they perform "The Great Rite" ritual, which is engaging in sacred
prostitution.
To try to understand any of this perversion so you can teach others how to avoid it, the reader
simply needs to realized that this abominable practice of sacred prostitution found today in
modem witchcraft is nothing new. All ancient heathen worship of the Sun-gods had within its
philosophies Phallicism. What is Phallicism? It is the veneration and worship of male and
female sex organs. The union of male and female organs is symbolized in witchcraft as a
point within a circle, and also as two triangles uniting to make a "Hexagram," better
known today as the "Star of David." The truth is, King David of Israel never carried this
emblem that is now the symbol of IsraeL This emblem was adopted from witchcraft by some
Jewish priests who had explored deep into the Babylonian religion during their captivity in
Babylon. From here sprang witchcraft in another garb called the Cabala.

•

Often the Hexagram is displayed as a symbol of the 7 planets that serpentine their way througli
the Zodiac. The Sun in the center is displayed in a circle with a point in its center.
The chief gods of the Zodiac, which were but emanations of the Sun-god, all had a sacred
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number. To keep it short and to the point and to help us understand why this mysterious number
666 was given to john of the Revelation, warning us not to be identified with it, it is necessary
now to examine some ancient pagan numerology.

Ancient Astrology teaches that one of the sacred numbers of the Chief god of the Zodiac (the
sun) was the number one. The Sun symbol, we saw earlier was a Heavenly Bull and a serpent.
Originally. the letters of the various alphabets had. and still have to some extent, a numerical
significance. The English language has lost track of this, for there are no numbers that identify
with each letter of our alphabet. The first letter of the alphabet in many languages still carries
with it a reference to the Sun-god (one) whose main symbol was either a serpent or a bull.
Take. for instance, the first letter in the Hebrew and Chaldee alphabet. It was a symbol of a
bull and sometimes the buffalo.
To honor the Sun. the god (one), the Heavenly Bull-god, the first day of the week (Sunday)
and the first of everything was dedicated to the bull-god as sacred. The first day of the month,
the first day of the year. tbe fint born son and tbe fint fruits of the harvest and of tbe
flocks, were kept sacred and dedicated to him.
The number 2 in ancient Astrology is considered a
female number and a symbol for the Mother goddess
who, according to pagan belief. is the second member
of the godhead.
The number 3 is a sacred number identified with the
pagan godhead of Baal, Ishtar, and Tammuz. Some
times the number 3 represented a triple aspect of the
Sun-god as the ruler of Heaven.
While the sun
appeared in the sky it was symbolized as a Heavenly
Bull. The Serpent was the symbol of the sun in the
spiritual realm of things. However, when the sun
sinks into the Western ocean at the end of the day and
spends the nigh.t in. the realm of darkness and the
dead, he then ireco. ihe fish god, Lord of the
Underworld. The Fl\h-god was known as nagon.
This name Dagon, is" derived by combining two
words. nag means Fish, and On means Sun.
Hence, the part man and part fish gods worshipped in
the Old World. To the Romans he was Neptune,
who was ever displayed in ancient Roman -arts as part
man, part fish, with a pitchfork in his hand.
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The Pope declares in his own words

"New Day Dawning"

.THE WORLD
.Pope praises
South Africa

My question is
which God is he
talking about.
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It is an interesting observation that the High Priest of Dagon wore a robe and a mitre that

resembled a fish. This mitre the pagan priests wore is the origin of the mitre the Popes and
Cardinals wear to day. This mitre that resembles a fish head was worn centuries before the
birth of Christ by pagan High Priests of Dagon.

In India, their trinity is based on the 3 phases of the Sun-god. When the sun rises in the East, he
is Brahama, when he gains his meridian. he is Siva, and when he sets in the West. he becomes
Vishnu.

There is Three Masonic Factions
~

.•..,...

::Y
The Pope

Knights of Malta

King of England

The number 4 is the sacred number in Astrology for the Sun as Ruler oftbe four quarters ofth~
Universe, or the four divisions of the Zodiac, the four seasons, and the four directions. It is
interesting to note the name of Tarnmuz, where the cross originally carne from. It was originally
the initial T in Tammuz, which was known as the sacred Tau. The cross was a symbol of the
sun worshippers centuries before Jesus was born. The number 4 itself is little more than a cross.
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As a matter of record there is no Catholic will pray a prayer or worship God until he makes the
four directions across his head and body to resemble it. That which is now called the Christian
cross was originally the mystic Tau that the Chaldeans used to sacrifice a firs born child to the
Sun-god. It was this very thing that was used to crucify Jesus on. No greater insult could Satan
give the Christ than to sacrifice him on his own symbol of heathen worship.

The number 5 in Astrology such as the 5 pointed star (pentagram), but it is the number 6 that
should capture our close attention. The hidden meaning and symbols represented by the number
6 are so involved that an entire book could be written about this number and its origin. Here,
again. we explore the worship of the serpent, because the number six has ever been connected
with the serpent.
The numbers 6 and 7 are often interchangeable. This confusion is probably where we get our
expression today, "At sixes and sevens," a term meaning confusion. The Giant Serpent of the
sky whose 7 heads were a symbol of the 7 fate controlling planets which serpentine their way
through the Zodiac in astrology. The book of Revelation, symbolized Satan and bis astrological religion as a seveD beaded serpent (Dragon), attacking the woman, which is a symbol
of the church.
Now in Revelation 17: 1-5 it speaks of the Mystery, BabyloD the Great, the Mother of Harlots
is riding a Seven Headed Beast. However, this is not a Dragon (Devil). but a beast which is
symbolic language represents a "Political Power." See Daniel 7:1-8.17 23 and 24. We wil1
study more about how a beast in Bible prophecy is a symbol of "Political Power" later.
The serpent has been displayed in the pagan arts as an emblem of the Sun-god. It is eye opening
to learn that even many of the names used for the Sun-gods actually add up to be 666. The
Greek word that describes the Sun-god is Xiuv. This means Wisdom of the Sun. or Solar
Wisdom. In the ancient Greek language, this word to describe the added to 666, etc..
As we established earlier, astrology taught that the fate of mankind was ever decided by the

position of the stars. Now the chief gods of the Zodiac were the 7 planets who serpentined their
way through the 36 rooms of the Zodiac. The 7 planets travel through the narrow band of the
Zodiac at varying speeds. The Zodiacal band itself was divided into 12 houses, one for each
month ofthe-year, ~ch house was divided into three rooms. making 36 rooms in all, one for
each 10' of the ZodiaQlll circle. Here we find the origiR of our present time keeping. Believe it
or not, the dial of a cl<>ck is-derived from the 12 houses oftbe Zodiac. Thus the Zodiac was a
Heavenly Clock with which today we measure time.
It is not by chance that there are 36 numbered cards in a 52 card deck. One card each represents
the 52 weeks with 12 face cards, four Kings. four Queens. and four Jacks, and four suits, that
represent the four seasons.
In ancient pagan numerology, the number 9 is the number of the circle. which was a symbol of

infinity or immortality. As we saw earlier it was a 360 degree circle.
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The Sun-god, the Heavenly Bull, hrought both light and darkness as he rose from east to wes~
he was worshipped also as both good and evil. He was worshipped Dot only as a good and
evil god, but both male aod female. The reasoning behind this philosophy is that the Sun-god
was believed to he the source of all things. So since there is good and evil, and male and female,
the Sun-god had to be good and evil, and doubJe·sexed, because men and women were created
in the image of their god.
The mythological time-cycle bird of fire was called the Phoenix not only by many Indian tribes
of North America, but also by the Egyptians and the Phoenicians. The Phoenix was worshipped
as the bright and morning star. The morning star to the Egyptians was the nocturnal
representation of the hidden Sun-god Osiris,
In the earliest texts, the morning star and Orion, the ruler of the sky, are often compared. For
some, gods with a similar name seem to be confused with the morning star, like Athtar, who was
worshipped as the god of vegetation, as was Tamrnuz. However, this name Athtar, according to
Mythology of all Races, means Lucifer.
Now, it just so happens that one of the old spellings of Phoenix is Phoenix or Fenex in Greek.
transliterations. Like the name Lucifer. Phoenix means "Shining One." And if we add Fenex in
its Greek value we get: 666.
It depended on what area of the world the pagan lived as to what type of bird was called the
PboeniI. To the Egyptian. it was the herOD or crane. To the Babylonians, Assyrians, and
Hindus it was a peacock. To the North American Indian. it was the Eagle. To the Central and
South American. he was the quetzal.
In China, Japan and India, the phoenix is the peacock and the symbol of the sun. In Bali, the
peacock is a symbol of the entire sky.
It is very interesting to discover the Peacock Sun-bird, a symbol of Lucifer, the god behind all
these gods, pictured on a Roman Catholic Church window, encircled by the Zodiac. In the
church of St. Maurice at Reims France, we find a woman (probably the Virgin Mary) pictured
in a sun-halo, aJ.!d.frowned with seven stars. In one hand she holds a peacock, around which
stretches a circutar"b~ having on it the 12 signs of the Zodiac. Another shocking observation
regarding the Roman ~atholic Church is her exaltation of her Pope when in procession, as he is
carried on his portable throne. During this procession, two grooms carry large fans of peacock
feathers in such a way that the seated Pope seems to have two wings on his shoulders which are
constantly in motion and they make him appear as if he is flying.
In ancient Rome and Greece, heaven was considered filled with eyes, the eyes representing the
stars. the stars representing the homes of the dead. The god Argus was said to have hundreds of
eyes. The eyes of Heaven were represented by the eyes found on the peacock feathers.
The Queen of Heaven to the Romans, had a peacock as her sacred bird. The peacock or Phoenix
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has long been connected with the Zodiac.

It is interesting to note that the very symbol of the proud ruler of the universe. according to
pagan beliefs. is used as a symbol for the NBC Television Network. And CBS Television
Network uses the uAII~Seeing Eye,." which was the symbol of the Sun-god, the Ruler of the
eyes (stars) in heaven. Also. ABC Television Network uses the Sun-Disk as a symbol of their
organization.

NBC

CBS

ABC

To the Romans the god Bel, who actually was Nimrod's father Cush. was worshipped as Janus,
the two faced god, the god of gods. Hislop Quits Ovid, another ancient scribe who wrote of a
hymn dedicated to Janus.
"From whom all the other gods had their origin is made 10 say a/himself: the allcielltscalled me
Chaos. ..

This god Chaos' name is used in our language today to mean confusion. The symbol of this god
of confusion was a club, and Hislop goes on to say the following:
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THE CLUBS
That symbal is a club; and the name oj a club In
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Chaldee comes from the very word which signifies to :'
break in pieces, or scatter abroad. He who caused
the confusion of tongues was he who broke the
.
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previously uniteq earth, in pieces and scattered the
fragments abroad
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The symbol afthis god (the club) is called the hammer in Scripture. «How is the Hammer of
the whole earth cut asunder and broken! It was Bel who caused the inhabitants of the earth to
be scattered allover the earth by introducing Astrology, Magic, Necromancy. etc., building an
..aoJj-Christ society that would change "the glory of the incorruptible God into an image made
like to corruptible man, and to birds, and four footed beasts, and creeping things.
As we saw earlier the ancients often used animals and birds to represent their chief deities in
their representation of Sun-god.
However, it was the Eagle which took flight daily across the vault of Heaven and traversed the
celestial dominion of the stars and constellations, descending toward the Rising Sun form the
storm clouds of Adad. The Eagle was a symbol of the Sun-god as the Spring and Morning
Sun, victorious over the powers of Darkness and the Underworld through which he passed
nightly_

•

As several time earlier I have tried to show that it is Satan (Lucifer) who is being worshipped
through a camouflage of pagan gods symbolized as humans, animals or birds. It was Lucifer.
who was the original "Light Bearer".

Very few Masons, like the Roman Catholics, understand the religion they blindly serve.
They're told to do things they don't understand and they do them without questioning why. And
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so is it among the Protestant circles.
Very few Masons_ know that Albert Pike, was himself also the head of the Palladist, another
Secret Society which openly worshipped Lucifer and was bent on destroying Christianity,
replacing it with the worship of Lucifer himself. This order was known under the alternative
names of Luciferians and Paltadists. They were said to adore Lucifer. He was in their view the
God of Light, the good principle, while Adonai was the God of Darkness, the Evil principle. In
short, he was Satan himself. This worship was founded on a dualistic philosophy and was a sort
of topsy-turvy Christianity. The name ofPaliadists is derived from a palladium which they were
said to revere, namely the Baphomet, or grotesque idol, the worship of which was on e of the
articles of accusations against the "Knights Templars" in the 14th century. It was alleged that
the Baphomet was preserved in secret through nearly five centuries after the suppression of the
order and ultimately carried by one Isaac Long in 1801, together with the skull of the last Grand
Master, the unhappy Jacques du Molay, fonn Paris to Charleston in the United States of
America. These relics were averred to have there become the sacred objects of a society which
was a development of Freemasonry.

The head of the societY, we. are told, was one Albert Pike, under whose influence it spread all
over the civilized world.
After Albert Pike's death, Adriand Lemmi transferred this Luciferian Secret Society from
Charleston to Rome. And it was reported that the most foul, cruel and obscene rites, along with
the adjuration of Christ and his religion, accompanied by the appearance of Satan himself, were
all part of the ceremonies that took place during their meetings.
Lucifer himself a Worldwide Conspiracy working today, behind the public eye, that is bent on
\13

ANALYSIS OF CABALISTIC
SYMBOLS OF LUCIFER
As Embodied in Freemasonic, Lodge
Designed by Jewish Occnltist
Eliphas Levi

Luciferian lIIuminism

Equality

Desire of Brutal Power over man

Lucifer's Symbol of his man
_ _ _'\~"~
in 5 pointed star

Peaee and Love

He is a Spirit

I

Reconstruction on
Luciferian Cabalistic
Principles

Disolution of Existing
Civilization

Snakes of Deception and
Duality
Wings mean he is :a~.f="'"
Spirit
Victory

Hoofs of the Beast

Throne of the Earth with
Satan sitting on it.
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destroying the Christian religion, and establishing a Luciferian Government on this earth. This
gospel of Lucifer is Illuminism, and is the foundation of the various Secret Societies.
If the reader has any doubts about Albert Pike's involvement in the Luciferian Conspiracy, let
his own words in his own book, Morals and Dogma, help convince you. Here fonn page 787 is
how Pike slowly instructs unsuspecting Masons about the importance of the Eagle, which is
another emblem of Freemasonry, and form ancient times a symbol of Lucifer..
"A great Black Eagle, King ofBirds. He alone it is that can fire the Sun. material in its nature,
that has no form, and yet by its form develops color. Ihe black is a complete harbinger of the
work: it changes color and assumes a nahITalform, out whereof will emerge a brilliant Sun ..
"lhe true name ofSatan, the Kabolists say, is that ofJehovah (God) reversed; for Satan is not
a black god. but the negation of God The Devil is the personification of Atheism or Idolatry.
For the initiates. this is not a person, but aforce, created/or good, hut which may servefor evil,
it is the instnlment of liberty or free will. They represem this force, which presides over the
physical generatioll, under the mythological and hornedform of the god PmJ; thence came the
he-goat of the Sabbath, brother of the allcient serpeJl/, and the light bearer or phosphor, of
which the poets have made the false Lucifer ofthe legend

Liberty = the meaning is; The state of being exempt from the domination of others or from
restricting circumstances; freedom. A special exemption; franchise; privilege. A place or
district within which certain immunities or privileges are enjoyed.

You do not have liberty, the controllers have liberty. They are literally getting away with
murder in the world to achieve their world control and this country is no different and to throw
it in our face they put up a statue of false promises to the entrance of this country, they have not
control on them by we have many. Basically we live in a open air prison.
The statue of liberty has the halo of a new day dawning for a new world order and is a
light-bearer. And is the image of the mother goddess.

Bible scarlaor have stated that in their
oppinion the Statue of Liberty is a representation of the wife of Satan. It is also the light
bearer. With all of the symbology on this
statue and the hidden meanings I think it
could mean many different things to many
different groups but what you have to consider is where it came from, which is France
and this is the home of the Grand Orient
Lodge.
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The symbol of the sun or the sun rising which is the symbol for the Dawning of a new world
order or "Dawning of a new day'" or a new way of life.
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Luciferians teach it is Christ who is the impostor and the Evil One, while it's Lucifer who is the
Good God.
Then you have the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, this secret Society, which exists today,
teaches the use of magical weapons and practiced ceremonial magic mixed with drugs and sex.
Next is the "Ordo Templi Orientis,'" for its centers around much of the Antichrist movement
among our young people toady. The Ordo Templi Orientis claimed that it could communicate
in nine Degrees that secrets not only of Freemasonry, but of the Rosicrucians, the Dluminati,
tbe Order of the Holy Grail, tbe Knigbts of tbe Holy Gbost, and tbe Holy Sepulcber.
Blavatsky and her associates claimed they were the key which opens up all Masonic and
Hermetic secrets, namely, the teaching of sexual magic (phallidsm), and this doctrine of sexual
magic would explain, without exception, all the secrets of Nature, all the symbolism of
Freemasonry, and all systems of religion.
Now here are some more astonishing facts. Have you
ever wondered how the strange structure called the
Washington Monument came into being? In the myth
of the Egyptian god Osiris, which derived out of the
legends of Nimrod, Osiris was said to have been killed
by a rival god and cut into 14 pieces, this rival god
Thc Washington
threw all of the parts of Osiris along the Nile. Isis, his
MOllumcnt
wife, found all the pieces but one, his genital member.
~ -~
Now remember, Osiris was worshipped as the Creator,
.the Impregnating Force of the Universe, so the mother goddess Isis molded with
her hands an image of the dead god's Phallus, and set up one to be venerated as
a monument to Osiris. This is the origin of Phallicism. So in the Temple
This is a n Egyptian Obclish (rom LU;lOI' now ill services of the pagans, a coffin with an image of
Paris. France. Home o(the Grand Orient
Osiris' .Phallus (penis) in it became part of the

•
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that you came find in Paris with the Obelisk in
the center of town is "Egyptian" oriented and is
repeated at the Roman Catholic Vatican and then-

again at the capital of the United States. In
Washington on the adjacent map you can see that
the street layout is in the shape of the Masonic
square and compass.
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NATIONAL FLAGS
The following pages are of different national flags.
Please look closely and see how many of the Masonic symbols that you can find on them. Most
flags have at least one Masonic symbol on them, You should look for:

Crescents, Five pointed Sum, Phrygian Red Cap, Diagonal hands, Trees. Circles, Wreaths.
Double and single headed Eagles, Dragons, Serpents, Triangles, Shields, three pronged forks,
. sun rises~ suns, pentagram, Fleur-de-lis, swords, Buffalo·s. Look for the British and Communist

masons symbol, square's, keys, torches and the configuration like the logo for the Trilateral
Commission that is representative of the 666, such as found in the flag of the Isle of Man and
Anguilla.. These are only a few of the national flags and we haven't even started on the separate
State flags of the united States. Also remember that these secret societies colors are red, white,

blue and green.
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It was not by chance that the Pentagram ( 5 pointed star) was chosen to represent states in the
AmeriCan Flag. It was not by chance that the Pentagon is shaped after the center of the
Pentagram that witches and warlocks get in the center of to cast their spells.
It was not by chance that red, white and blue, three of the four colors of witchcraft, were chosen
to become the colors of the flag.
It was not by chance that the Eagle (the ancient symbol of Lucifer) was chosen to become a
symbol of the United States.
America, during the Inquisitions, was still a wilderness and became a haven for Bible-believing
Christians. This wilderness land that was later to be called the United States hid God's
Bible-believing people from the persecuting power of the Dragon. which in Prophecy is a
symbol of Satan and Satan's religion. The Roman Catholic Church was a false religious system
that caused the Protestants to flee from the Old European countries, to come to America.
Have you ever wondered what the Christmas Tree has to do with the Birth of Christ? Or the
ornaments you place on the tree, or the meaning of the word, Yuletide? Or where the tradition
of the mistletoe came from and how it became a symbol of Christmas? They have nothing
whatsoever to do with the birth of Jesus, but are some of the traditions observed to honor the
birth of pagan god-child Tammuz. There is no scriptural evidence that supports the birth of
Christ as being December 25th: but history says December 25th was kept thousands of years
before the birth of Christ, in honor of the pagan Messiah. Another name for Tammuz, the pagan
god-child, was Baal-berth, which means: Lord of the Fir-Tree. The following picture is a
Masonic picture with a Christmas tree on the top, under the AII-Seeing-Eye.
The Sun-god, the Mother goddess, and her son, according to Babylonia mythology were
mystically changed into trees. This is the origin of burning the Yule Long. the Sun-god was
symbolized by a big fir tree stripped of all its branches and cut almost to the ground.
Now take the word Yuletide. The word Yule is the
Chaldee word for infant or little child. and the 25th of
December was._c~lled by the pagan's, Yule-day. or
Child's Day.-Til'e paieP Egyptians, and the Persians both
observed the 25th ofllecember as the birthday of their
god.
•
In Gennanic Mythology, they too, had a supreme god to

whom they gave sacrifice. These war-like people
promised their god, whose name was Tiwaz, that if he
would give them victory over their enemy, they would
give to their god all the spoils of the battle. Like the
Babylonians, they believed their gods could transfonn
themselves into trees. If the god answered their prayers,
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they took their dead victims along with the spoils of war, and dragged them to their sacred
grove, and they hung them, or just their heads on their sacred trees. Such offerings have been

recovered from the bogs in Germany. This begot the origin of hanging ornament from the
Christmas Tree.

This is the glass pyramic in Paris, France where all of the peace talks are held.

- ----.
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The Magic Square within the Circle
This is the same configuration that relates to the Washington Monument, it is just
another symbol for Lucifer.

_
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The C:ircle Within a Circle with a Pyramid in the Center
This is the same symbol that is on the back of your dollar bill, it is also another
symbol for Lucifer.
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FEMA and GSA patches provide evidence of plans for a
national police force in the United States, bnt also look at all of
the Masonic symbols on these Federal Badges. Would you
say that the government is now rnn by a high level Masonic
Cult
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The Squue progressed
to Sixty dcgre<$

The Third side added
making it an equilateral
Triangle. !he symbol of
Deity.

1bc Six·Pointed. Star.
symbol of th<: Pcrfed
Union ofOod and Man
The Thin! side added.
makinJ it aD EquiIataal
Triangle
(pointing
upward) symbol of the

:Pcrfe<:t Man
Th, Comp~

The Square
The square is a well known symbol in freemasonry, and means things that are fair,
right and correct. Things are in order. You will see a square design in the Ooor of
most Masonic Temples. When you alternate the color of the squares with a light
and a dark you create the symbol for confusion or chaos.
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The Double Square or the Eight Pointed Star
The double square or eight pointed star of freemasonry represents disorder,
dishonest, chaos, or confusion. The symbol for Chevron Oil Company is a double
square chevron, the chevron's that military personnel wear are freemasonry, they
mean a state of power or the powers that be in government and military have total
control. The eight point star is the star's that the sheriff's wear that are in law
enforcement.

Cllevron

~

..
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The Double Cross of Freemasonry

The double cross of eastern freemasonry means that you have been de(:eived or
cheated. You will see this same double cross on the Enon Oil symbol, the
American Lung Association.

+

AmerieQn Red Cross
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The Seven Pointed Star
The mystic star of Eoocbian magic is also a type of star tbat you will see the police
and sberifrs wear and it means Egyptian Black and White magic, is it comforting
to know tbat a secret society is behind tbe law and law enforcement in this country.
That is wby police drive black and white cars. The Enocbian Star is also the symbol
of the "Order of the GoI,~--, Dawn".
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Order out of Chaos and from
Chaos comes their kind of Order

This is the peD of the 33rd degree Masons, they believe tbat tbey bave tbe rigbt to
bring order out of chaos and do it with a world government.
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Liberty, the Joke
Remember a little earlier in the book where you see the Statue of Uberty, you
really have DO liberty, that is a promise of "liberty". of which you have not gotten
as of yet. The Masonic order believes that by promising liberty, which causes chaos
that tbey cao bring about order with their Doe world government. Lady Liberty in
tbe New Yot:k~barbor is just another view of tbe bad guys laughing in your face.
That statue is ant\tter symbol relating to Lucifer, it is the Torch Bearer, with a new
day dawning on h~ h~d. Do you not remember where the statue of liberty came
from, it was sent to us by probably the French Freemasons Do you see have bad
tbey have for decades and centuries pulled the wool over our eyes through twisted
"words", that make things sound like tbey are good. The sad truth people is tbat
we have been meotaUy and pbysically raped, robbed aod brain washed by this
group of corrupt people. It is time to wake up America. As for New York, wbat is
that, well New York is the new empire of the branch of the York Freemasonry.
America is run by the York/Scottish Freemasonry. Tbat is why all the big banking
houses and big companies are in New York, tbat is their empire.
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The use of a Branch in Freemasonry
The symbol in Freemasonry that refen to Nimrod is the ivy branch and the ivy
wreath. The Ivy wreath is a symbol of a united empire. If you start looking you
will see wreaths of leave on everything.
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The Pentagon and the Pentagram
The pentagon is what is left after you remove the arms off of tbe upside down five
pointed star of Mendes of Baphomet. This is also the symbol for the United States
Defense Department and also for the Chrysler Corp.
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Symbols from the Runes and other places
Dagaz • This stands for day, the security of daylight as opposed to the inconvenience, if
not actual terror, of night Day is the time of being able to see and thus counteract one's
foes, the time when work may go ahead well. It also has been found to mean
breakthrough and transformation and surrender to god. It also looks very much like a
vesica Pisces. Of Masonic information of this mark [ have found no less than eleven
variations, all of them completely distinct. each from the others, and yet every one
preserving evident traces of the original type.

The Masonic order has put this symbol to use in the banking industry by using it on the
Master Card Credit Cards and on the Gnus Interbank Cards.

Colon of the Freemason's
Their colors are Red, Blue and Green.
Most frequently seen as Red, White and Blue.

The Sword
The sword is considered as real power and you will see this sword on many different
emblems of this country and others.

The Double Headed Eagle

Phoe~ix~ ~endary

The
:
bird which according to legend lived 500 years, burned itself
to ashes on a pyre, "and rose alive from the ashes to live again. It was one of the most
familiar symbols in Egyptian and Atlantean cultures. Moreover, the single-headed
phoenix eagle was the national emblem of ancient Rome, before Constantine divided the
empire. The Eagle Displayed, that is, with extended wings, as if in the act of flying, has
always, from the majestic character of. the bird, been deemed an emblem of imperial
power. Marius, the consul. first consecrated the eagle, about eight years before the
Christian era. to be the sole Roman standard at the head of every legion, and hence it
became the standard of the Roman Empire ever afterward. As the single-headed eagle
naturally became the representative of the double empire; and on the division of the
Roman dominions into the eastern and western empire. which were afterward
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consolidated by the Carolingian race into what was ever after called the Holy Roman
Empire, the double-headed eagle was ever after called the Holy Roman Empire, the
double·headed eagle was assumed as the emblem of this double empire; one head
looking, as it were, to the West, or Rome, and the other to the East.
To Freemasonry the double-headed eagle represents immortality and resurrection. In this
form it becomes the emblem of the 33rd degree Mason.
Below is coins from just some of the countries that are ruled by this single or double
headed eagle order, take a look.
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OIL COMPANIES AND THEIR MASONIC LOGO'S

SHELL OIL = Is the symbol for the
"NEW
DAY
DAWNING"
or
"DAWNING OF A NEW ORDER".
What you are seeing is a trick, what you
are actually looking at is the sun rising
between two pyramids.

ARCO OIL = Is the symbol for the
"KNlGHTS OF MALTA" , and
what makes up this symhol is that
you are looking down from the top
of the great pyramid which has no
capstone, so instead of a point you
get a flattened place on the top.

ARea

AMOCO OIL = This is the torch of
IILucifer", need 1 say more.

.fhellfon
.... -

CHEVRON OIL = This symbol is the
double square, which represents disorder,
dishonest, chaos and confusion ..

'-
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EXXON OIL = This is the symbol of the
Masonic double cross. Which means that
you have been tricked, cheated or deceived.

E

o

CITGO OIL = This is the symbol for the
"Delta" or "Triangle" in freemasonry.

CITGO
MOBIL OIL = Mobil bas their regular
sign that you have seen in many places but
you may not have seen the the red flying
horse if you are real young. I had not
seen this sign for Mobil in many years
and J found this one in south Florida. I'm
sure there is a reason for a red horse but J
haven't found it as of yet but the Mobil
sign does live up to the usual red, white
and blue colors that are used by the
Mason's.

M bi\
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ANCIENT MYSTERIES
When the Jews were deceived into worshipping the cosmic gods of nature and were
sent into captivity by the Lord to Babylon as a punishment for their idolatry,
certain Jewish priests, while in Babylon, studied deep into the ancient Babylonian
mysteries of witchcraft. These priests produced what became a philosophy called
the Cabala, Cabbala, or Qabbalah whose meaning is "Receiving," or "that which is
received."
This Jewish movement didn't catch on among the Jews as a whole until ahout nine
centuries after the resurrection of Christ. It reached its height in Spain when a Cabalist's
Bible called the Zohar was published.
It is mind boggling to try to understand any of this nonsense; but hang in there we have
to lay the foundation of information before you will understand the impact of the
information to unfold later in the book..

The Cabala is part of what the philosophies of the Secret Societies is based on. It is
from the Cabala' that modem Witchcraft and the Secret Societies say they draw many of
their crafts.
The Cabala teaches that man is a microcosm (miniature universe), and has both male and
female elements in the Godhead. The female element of the Godhead is found in one of
the ten emanations (Sefiroth). The Shekhinah, they say, is the female element because it
is the passive aspect to the Deity, the manifestation of the divine power which vitalizes
all creation.
Cabalists say man has spiritual intercourse with God through the Shekhinah.
Another belief 'bf1he Cabala is also found in their philosophy about the 10 emanations.
Cabalists claim thdfthe 10 sefiroth is the Tree of Life from which the Universe emanated
or came into existebce, and that man can unite himself with. or become, the One by
rising through the spheres', spiritually climbing the ladder of the Sefiroth to reach God.
In magic, the adept must experience and master all ten Sefiroth in order to achieve
supreme perfection and power, for the Tree of the Sefiroth is believed to be a cosmic
diagram, the basic pattern which shows how the Universe is arranged and how its
phenomena are connected. And since man is a miniature replica of the Universe
(microcosm) and of God, man is capable of spiritually expanding himself to become
God. To a great extent this is true, but as I have said before what is wrong with the
whole educational process is that the truth has been perverted or hidden from the general
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population. The general population has been lied to over and over again by the people
that know the truth and use lies to keep the public ignorant and controlled
In order to fully understand the origin and purposes of the Secret Societies you need to
have read my chapters on Egnatious Liola, The I1uminati, and the Catholic Church in my
first book Pandora's Box. At this time it would be a good idea to refer back to them.

Secret Societies
It is from a sect of the Illuminati who existed in the ISth century that the Rosicrucians,

and international Secret Society, claim their modem fraternal order originated. They also
continue to claim that it actually derived out of the Egyptian mysteries before that time.
Rosicrucism is a mixture of both Christianity and Witchcraft.
The number 13 in Witchcraft plays a very important part in the practice of Witchcraft.
And so it does in this fraternal Order of the Rosicrucians.
The one secret society that is probably the lest known about but is the most controlling of
all is the Illuminati of Bavaria. This Secret Order wasfounded on May 1. 1776. isn't
that strange that is the same year that we founded our country. The creator of the
Illuminati was one Adam Weishaupt, a professor of Canon Law at Ingolstadt, Germany,
and an ex-Jesuit Priest. Weishaupt, and his Order of Illuminati is we explain in
Pandora's Box 1.
The Rosicrucians, who claim also to be Illuminated or Enlightened, say that Thutmose III
of Egypt was the founder of their Secret Order. He erected two obelisks bearing a
record of his achievements. One of these obelisks is now located in Central Park in New
York.
According to the Rosicrucians, after Thutmose III died, his son Amenhotep took up his
father's work in their Brotherhood about the end of September 1448 BC. He was
succeeded by his son Thutmose IV, who ruled from 1420 to 1411 BC. The came
Amenhotep IV, with whose history all the Rosicrucians are greatly concerned. He was
the Great Master in the family of the founders, and the one to whom they owe their
philosophies and writings used so universally in all their Lodge work throughout the
world. He ~ ~ 'in the Royal Palace at Thebes, according to the Rosicrucians, in
1378 Be.

,

Of all of these secret orders that have a long history it is not surprising that it is held
today that the Illuminati is a front for the Roman Catholic Church to unite the world
under her banner again. There have even been reference to the fact that "Catholic"
means One World. That would fit with the New World Order skim to unit the world in a
One World Religion probably under the Catholic Church.
Like the Rosicrucians, the Freemasons trace their origins to the Hermetic writings. And,
ironically enough, the Freemasons admit that it was Nimrod along with Hermes (Cush),
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who founded their order. The following will be taken from an authorized publication of
Freemasonry called An Encyclopedia of Freemasonry and Its Kindred Sciences.

Thanks to the writings of a former 33rd Degree Mason and past Master of all Scottish
Rite Bodies, we have now one of the complete studies into the Secrets behind
Freemasonry. These former high ranking Freemasons now expose Freemasonry for what
it actually is, in hope that deceived Masons will see who is really the hidden teacher of
their mysteries, and choose another avenue to travel.
Another figure in Freemasonry that you need to study is one Albert Pike 33 degree
mason, In my first book I have a chapter on Albert Pike that you might like to take a
look at. Albert Pike states in his book Morals and Dogma, which is a Bible of
Freemasonry, that "Masonry is a search after Light. That search leads us directly back,
as you see, to the Kabalah.
All a reader needs to do is glance at the pages of Masonic books and you will see this
same philosophy taught from the Cabala.
Masonry uses symbols of the Bible to hide the real Masonic meaning behind their
Hermetic Rites, They use the name Solomon for their Temples. The truth is • Solomon,
the King of Israel, was not a Mason, nor did he ever have any connection with
Freemasonry. The real reason Freemasonry uses the name Solomon is to hide the real
name of the Sun-god from three different nations.
"'!his name Solomon is 110t the Israelites Icing. It is name in form, but different in its
meaning. It is a substitute which is externally like the royal name. This name is a
composite. Solomon-()I1, the names of the sun in Latin, Indian, and Egyptian, and is
designed to show the unity of several god ideas in the ancient religions, as well as with
those ofFreemasonry. "
The secret meaning of G.A.O.T.V., which means the Grand Archite'et of the Universe.
More information comes form the statement:
The Lodge room then is brought before us as a symbol of the Universe, governed by the
Sun-god, llTlliitj ~bjcal form expressed in the language ofthe ritual is made to represent
the united power ~ighl and darkness, and the constant conflict which is supposed to be
always going on b€lween them. In other words the lodge room is the real heaven (in
miniature), where the god oj Nature the G.A.a. T. u., always presitks, where his symbol
is always displayed, where his worship is always practiced
Now here we see who this god of nature, the Grand Architect of the Universe really is, [t
is the Sun-god. And just as the Witches hold their meetings at night, so does the
Freemason meet at night. Here from Symbolic of Freemasonry, by Albert G. Mackey 33
degree states~
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"Darkness, like death, is the symbol of initiation. It was for this reason that all the
ancient initiations were perfonned at night. The celebration of the mysteries was always
nocturnal The same custom prevails in Freemasonry and the explanation is the same.
The Sun-god, as in many others, was worshipped as we saw earlier as a trinity. The
trinity was formed because of the three phases of the sun's course in the sky.
In Baal worship. it is taught that the god of nature, the Ruler of the Zodiac. the Sun, was
both male and female. Now the three gods of the Trinity, or three great lights (sun,
moon and stars) were symbolized as the geometric symbol which the Greeks called the
Delta. or the Triangle.

The Egyptian pyramids to the Sun are solid figures on a triangular square with sloping
sides meeting at an apex. The male and female elements of the Sun-god were
symbolized. as we saw earlier, by two pyramids or triangles: The male symbolized as' a
triangle pointing upward, the female pointing downward. As we saw earlier, the pagans
combined the two to fonn what is called the Hexagram. One of the most common uses
for this symbol is the Star of David in the Jewish faith. This six pointed star commonly
used by the deceived Jews is called the Seal of Solomon among Masons. And the five
pointed star called the Pentagram, that witches get in the center of to cast their spells, is
also a Masonic symbol. They call the Pentagram the Blazing Star.
Now keeping in mind that Freemasonry is astrological in all areas as this will help us see
other deceptions as we go on. The chief gods of the Zodiac were the Seven Stars; The
Sun, Moon, Venus, Mars Jupiter, Mercury and Saturn.
The Morning Star, which is the East Star (the Phoenix, or Venus to the Romans), was the
representatioR- 'Of~e' hidden Sun-god Osiris, or his soul according to Egyptian
mythology. He "'9" called "Athtar," the East Star, among the Arabs, which actually
meant "Lucifer," th~ Illuminated One. The Masons have adopted the name «The Blazing
Star" to describe this symbol (the Pentagram) derived with its two horns(points)
attacking Heaven.
The French Masons place the letter Yod, in the center of the Blazing Star. The Blazing
Star or glory in the center refers us to that grand luminary, the Sun, which enlightens the
eanh, and by its genial influence dispenses blessing to mankind. In ancient Masonic
folklore the spiritual connection between Freemasonry of the York rite and God was a
little spiritual creature called Yeda or Juda.
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The Blazing Star has been regarded as an emblem of Omniscience, or the all-seeing eye,
which to the Egyptian initiates was the emblem ofOsris the creator. With the Yod in the
center, it has the cabalistic meaning of the Divine Energy, manifested as light, creating
the Universe.
The pyramid with the all-seeing eye as the cap stone, which is a symbol of the eye of
Lucifer, can be found on the back of an American Federal Reserve Note for One Dollar.
Very few Americans know that more than SO of the signatories of the Declaration of
Independence were either Masons or Rosicrucians, and were much into the esoteric
(secret) sciences such as Astrology, Numerology, Tarot, Cabala, etc. Our own Benjamin
Franklin and Thomas Jefferson were both expert astrologers.
Many of the lower Degrees of freemasonry in America and England will urge that the
things we have exposed about Freemasonry thus far are false, because they have been led
to believe that Freemasonry is a Christian organization. But the higher Degrees of
Freemasonry should know that nothing could be further from the truth. Now it is true
that in Christian lands the Bible is placed with a Square and a Compass on the altar of
their lodges. However, like the name Solomon, the Bible is just a symbol in
Freemasonry, not a standard of measuring truth. Albert Pike's Morals and Dogma states:
The Holy Bible, Square, and Compasses, are not only styled the Great Lights in
Masonry, but they are technically called the Furniture of the Lodge; and, as you have
seen, it is held that there is no Lodge without them. This has sometimes been made a
pretext for excluding Jews from our Lodges. Because they cannot regard the New
Testament as a Holy Book. The Bible is an indispensable part of the furniture of a
Christian lodge, only because it is the sacred book ofthe Christian religion. The Hebrew
Pentateuch in a Hebrew lodge, and the Koran in a Mohammedan one, belong on the
altar; and one ofthese, and the square and compass, properly understood, are the lights
by which a mason must walk and work. "
The truth is, Freemasonry has nothing to do with the Bible. It is just used as an ornament
to attract Christian men into the lodge in Christian lands. In a book, Digest of Masonic
Law, on pages 207 through 209 we find a statement that says this:
"Masonry.-haa-riot/JJ!}g whatsoever to do with the bible, that it is notfounded on the bible,
for if it were it wol#J not be masonry, it would be something else. "
Now here we start to see the real colors of Freemasonry. Again, from the Masonic Hand
Book, page 74, we read the following:
When a brother reveals any ofour great secrets; whenever, for instance, he tells anything
about Boa:., or Tubalcain, or Jachin or that awful Moh-hah-bone, or even whenever a
minister prays in the name of Christ in any of our assemblies, you must a/ways hold

yourselfin readiness, if called upon, to cut his throat from ear to ear, pull out his tongue
by the roots and bury his body at the bottom ofsome lake or pond
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Are you beginning to see for yourself that this doctrine of Freemasonry is antichrist, and
it speaks as a dragon. However, we want to make clear to the reader that most Masons
do not know these things that have been shown to you, until they reach the highest
degrees of Freemasonry.
When the initiate finally reaches the highest level of pagandom and of Masonry, he
discovers from the learned doctors that these gods that he was taught to worship do not
exist. Initiates are taught to worship these gods at first because within the worship of
these gods are knowledge of secret sciences of the Universe, and the worship of these
gods will teach to the student of Freemasonry the discipline of a close knit civilized
society which is beneficial to mankind.
Masons are purposely deceived at first, then as they progress through the higher Degrees
of Masonry (which is nothing less than learning more about the satanic power of black
witchcraft), they are gradually conditioned to accept the Luciferian doctrine that it is
Lucifer who is really the god behind all gods. To see this is true, we will go back and
quite again a statement by Albert Pike. He states:
"Our northern ancestors worshipped this Triune Deity; Odin, the Almighty Father; Frea,
his wife, emblem of the universal matter; and Thor his son, the Mediator. But above
these was the supreme god, the author ofeverything that existeth, the eternal, the ancient,
the living and awful being, the searcher into concealed things, the being that never
changeth. "

Above all the gods, Pike says there is another. Now since we have already seen
statements found in authorized books on Freemasonry that this other god is not Jesus, it
should not be hard for you to believe the shocking truth we are now about to see. Pike
knows that these cosmic gods of astrology do not exist, and he plainly states how
ignorant they are that worship them. He states:
In all the histories of the gods and heroes lay couched and hidden astronomical details
and the history of visible nature; and those in tum were also symbols of higher and
pro/oumler truths. None but the rude uncultivated intellects could long consider the sun
and stars and the powers of nature as divine, or as fit objects of fmman worship: An
they will ~ori8idef-;Jhem so while the world lasts: and ever remain ignorant of the great
.
spiritual truths of ¥ich are the hieroglyphics.
Now, the Blue Lodge Masonry is a deliberate hoax especially designed to deceive
Masonry's ignorant masses into believing that they know something about the secrets of
Masonry, when in reality they know nothing whatsoever.
Very few Americans know what part Secret Societies have played and are playing in
Lucifer's attempt to establish his total rule on this planet. American Freemasonry has
become a mass movement. [n many small towns of the South and middle West, almost
every white male Protestant gentleman belongs to the Masonic Lodge.
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Satan has been hiding behind these Secret Societies to further his plans in his conspiracy
to condition the inhabitants of this world to accept his rule. But this is only one of his
fronts. We will lay wide open, as we did Freemasonry, and even more diabolical
scheme.
It should not be too hard now for you to understand why we have today these signs of
this craft mingled within our own United States governmental symbols. Now that the
reader is aware of the paganism in these Secret Societies and how their own members are
deceived into believing that they are a Christian organizations, it should not be hard to
realize how the inventor of the occult, the god of these Secret Societies, used deceived
Masons and Rosicrucians to help establish this country. Benjamin Franklin, himself and
expert in occultis~ joined one of the first American Lodges of Masonry, and published
and edition of Anderson's Constitution in 1734. George Washington joined the
Fredricksburg Lodge of Masonry in Virginia in 1752. Patrick Henry, Paul Revere, and
John Paul Jones wore the apron of Masonry, and so did Benedict Aronold. A plaque on
the wall that surrounds the Alamo in San Antonio, Texas lists the names of those who
died in the Texas Revolution in February and March of 1836. The plaque was dedicated
by the Freemasonry Order in honor of Masons who gave their lives there. Among the
names are Col. William Travis, James Bowie and David Crockett.
Since there have been, from the start, Masonic Presidents, Governors, Senators, and
Congressmen making our laws and governing the affairs of our Nation, it should not be
too hard for the reader t understand how a pagan goddess that witchcraft exalts, that the
Roman Catholic Church worships as the Virgin Mary, is standing on top of the capitol of
the United States of American.
It was not by chance that the Capitol Building itself was designed after the rotunda, or
dome, of S1. Peter's Basilica in Vatican City. James Hoban, believe it or not, was a
Catholic Freemason who designed the Capitol of the United States and was the chief
founder of the Federal Masonic Number 1, in the District of Columbia.
When the Illuminati was founded in Europe there was a branch that was also fanned to
come to America and get itself established her and it is known as the Columbian faction
of the lllumi"natf. ~hat is why you have the District of Columbia, Columbia University,
Columbia Broadc~ing Company, Columbia Recording studio. Columbia Pictures and
anything Columbia is their branch establishment.
America, during the brutal Inquisitions, was still a wilderness and became a haven for
Bible-believing Christians. This wilderness land that was later to be called the United
States hid God's Bible-believing people from the persecuting power of the Dragon,
which in Prophecy is a symbol of Satan and Satan's religion. The Roman Catholic
Church was a false religious system that caused the Protestants to flee from the Old
European countries, to come to America. Revelation 12: 14.
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The three great powers that Lucifer will use to cause the whole world to unite in our day,
under one banner. These three great powers we will learn about from the propbecies are
the Roman Catholic Church. The II1uminati. and American Protestantism. It will be
these three powers that will bring Lucifer's great conspiracy to its final stage.
All of the legends of what has caused the problems in our world go back to the Sun-gods
and can be traced back to the Babylonian religions because that is where it began.
It was the Papacy. not Christ, or his Apostles that changed the original day of worship.

the Seventh Day, into the holy day of the Sun-god called toady Sunday, the first day of
the week.
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The above picture is in the United Nations main assembly hall notice the picture story
that it tells. In the center it has a Phoenix bird, also notice the people coming up out ·of
the underworld. Notice the arches on each side and much more.
Below notice that all of these may different heads of State and of different religions
beliefs are bowing to the Pope. Why would they do that unless he was the high official
of something that the general public knows nothing about.
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CENTRAL BANKING AND
THE MONEY SYSTEM
To plainly state it, all the foot prints from Adam Weishaupt's time to our time will lead
us to the doors of a ring of international bankers, who control the worlds wealth, and
have the same beliefs as Albert Pike. Under them, is a network of industrialist, scientists,
military and political leaders, educationalists, economists and entertainers.

It is a well known fact that International Bankers have financed nations to fight against
each other. Where do you think the countries get their money to buy tanks, guns,
unifonns, etc., to arm their nations for war? They borrow from international bankers.
International Bankers have financed both sides of countries at war with each other. They
care not who wins because, while the nations are borrowing huge amounts of money to
kill each other, international bankers make huge amounts of money from the interest
charges they make the nations pay. They also have the power to control the out come of
the war by simply cutting off the flow of money they lend. So under the threat of war,
international bankers have used their power to gain or increase control over governments.
By keeping a nation in debt to them they are in a position to demand a voice in the
government affairs of that nation.
Gary Allan, in his book None Dare Call It Conspiracy, points out that in Karl Marx
Communist Manifesto, one of the planks written for world conquest was to get control of
the Monetary Systems. He says:

"Lenin later said that the establishment of central bank was ninety percent of
communizing a country. Such conspirators knew that you cannot take control ofa nation
without military force unless that nation has a central bank through which you can
control its economy. "
It was on May 1st, 1776 (the communist May Day) that Adam Weishaupt backed and led
by the Hgusit gf :..~othschild, formed the International Revolutionary force called the
llluminati which l~r became known as Communism. Now, the revolutionary slogan for
the Illuminati in Lann, was "Novus Ordo Seclorium," which means "A New Order of
the World," which comes from the philosophies of Astrology.

In studying the insignia on the back of a dollar bill with the AIl-Seeing~Eye, was a
witchcraft sign found among the Masons, which the Illuminati was a part of shortly after
the Americans signed the Declaration of Independence, on July 4th, 1776. Americans
are made to believe that the Roman numerals MDCCXXVI on the pyramid, which add to
1776, is to celebrate Independence Day of July 4th, 1776. But nothing could be further
from the truth about this matter. This occult sign with its slogan "Novus Ordo
Seclorum" is to commemorate the founding of the Illuminati on May 1st, 1776, not the
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fourth of July. It is not by chance that the Eagle which was a symbol for Lucifer to the
ancients, and was known as the Phoenix, is now used as a symbol of the office of the
President of the United States. which according to Bible Prophecy, will "Speak as a
Dragon,"
Other symbols that are important to these people is the number 13. The number 13 to
witches is a most powerful magical number in practicing warlockery. Witch covens
today have usually 13 members in number.
Take a very close look on the back of your One Dollar Federal Reserve Note. Not only
is the Phoenix (Eagle) displayed here, but look closely at the stars over the eagle's head.
Notice there are 13 st~. Look how they are arranged. It is not by chance that these 13
st~ from the Hexagram which by the way. is a sign of witchcraft. Americans are made
to believe that these 13 stars represent the 13 original colonies. However. if you will
again look closer into this great seal of the United States. you will discover that those
who designed this seal did not display this magical number 13 by accident. Note the
number of times 13 is used.
I.
The Hexagram formed by 13 Pentagrams (stars)
2.
The Eagle Breast Shield has 13 Stripes
3.
There are 13 Berries on the olive branch in the eagle's right talon.
4.
There are 13 arrows in the eagle's left talon.
5.
There are 13 leaves on the olive branch.
The reason again for the witchcraft signs found on the back of the One Dollar bill is
because the six men who had a part I its design were Benjamin Franklin, John Adams.
Thomas Jefferson. Francis Holpkinson (also the designer of the flag), Charles Thomson,
and William Barton.
More than 50 of the signatories of the Declaration of Independence were earlier Masons
or Rosicrucians and were identified with the esoteric sciences (Occult). So you can see,
it is not hard to understand why the nations seal and the Federal Reserve displays
witchcraft signs on their notes. because, believe it or not. the Federal Reserve itself. is
comprised of 12 member banks and one Federal Reserve Board - 13 in all. The reader
will be shOCKed ~Jmow that the Federal Reserve is not a U. S. run institution. as I
explain in Pandor~ Box I.
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In the mid-1800's, another Gennan Illuminati was sent on a mission from the House of
Rothschild to accomplish a goal of this New World Order. His name was Jacob Henry
Schiff(1847-1920). He came to New York first for the sole purpose of getting control of
the monetary system. He ran into a slight brick wall with the banking house owned by
the Payseurs so he had to figure out another plan, to work from the inside out. He
eventually became the head (manager) of the banking finn of Kuhn, Loeb and Company,
He became the director in many important corporations, including the New York City
National Bank, the Equitable Life Assurance Society and the Union Pacific Railroad.
Back to the railroad, again.
Using charity as a front to hide his Illuminati one world government activities, Jacob
Schiff became one of the most important successors of leading the U.S. towards anarchy.
As stated by Lenin earlier, one of the first goals of the Communists is to get control of all
monetary systems of the world, and this was to be Schiffs first achievement.
A Republican, Senator Nelson Aladrich (is Rockefeller's uncle) proposed a National
Reserve Association in 1911 consisting of a Central Bank, fifteen branches, and atop
board controlled by the nation's leading bankers (which was then dominated by J. P.
Morgan) of whom we will study more of in a moment. But Aldrich's proposal never
passed. However, the Illuminati conspirators landed one of their first men to become a
President of the United States. His name was Woodrow Wilson. We will also look into
the life of Wilson and what part he played in this conspiracy in a moment. However,
before we examine how actually our Presidents became candidates for the Office, we
should understand another achievement that Jacob Schiff accomplished in the United
States. This was connecting the bankers of America, J.P. Morgan, Paul Warburg, and the
Rockefellers into this Luciferian Conspiracy, and the American big" bankers fonned a
confederacy with Jacob Schiff, who was actually working as agent for the House of
Rothschild:
"Paul WaTOuYg~afried Nina Loeb, daughter of Solomon Loeb of Kuhn Loeb, and
Company, Americl'(s most poweiful mternatIOnal banking firm. Brother Felix married
Frieda Schiff, daugflter of Jacob Schiff, the ruling power behind Kuhn, Loeb." Stephen
Birmingham writes I his authoritative Our Crowd: "In the eighteenth century the Schiffs
and Rothschilds shared a double house" in Frankfurt. Schiff reportedly bought his
partnership in Kuhn and Loeb with Rothschild money. Both Paul and Felix Warburg
became partners in Kuhn, Loeb and Company.

Senator Nelson Aldrich, whose daughter married John D. Rockefeller Jr., together with
Paul Warburg and other internationalist bankers set-up a secret meeting at Jekyll Island
Georgia, to make plans to get control of American's Banking Systems by establishing a
central bank. Some of the invited guests were Henry P. Davidson of J. P. Morgan and
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Company; Frank a Vanderlip, President of the Rockefeller controlled National City
Bank; Assistant Secretary of the U. S. Treasury; A. Piatt Andrew and Benjamin Strong
of Morgan Bankers Trust Company.
After a few more years of research since if finished Pandora's Box [ and published it, [
knew even something else was missing our of the Louis Cass Payseur story of power,
control and ownership of just about everything that touches our lives today. As we
uncovered in that book that one family that's blood line goes back to the royal family of
France, (Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette and their surviving son), which with the help
of the royal family of England had see up a new kind of empire in America. Beside the
fact that everything is hidden in ownership by railroads and is all leased out to operating
companies, I wanted to find the other thread that is binding this powerful group of people
together. I feel that the other missing link is the secret society or Freemason a religious
order is the other missing thread. Which all goes back to the Catholic Church.
It was stressed during this secret meeting at Jekyll Island that in order to get Congress to
accept this Central bank scheme, the name "Central Bank" must be avoided at all cost.
Out of the Jekyll Island meeting came the Aldrich Bill. But, the centralization of the
American Banks never passed through Congress. However, these conspirators just fell
back and regrouped again and renamed the central bank conspiracy, "The Federal
Reserve Act," to make it sound more like a U.S. Government run agency. To see to_ it
that it would pass through congress this time they landed their own president in office.
His name was Woodrow Wilson. Jacob Schiff, Bernard Baruch, Henry Morgenthau,
Thomas Fortune Ryan, and New York Times Publisher Adolph Ochs, all contributed
heavily to finance the Wilson Campaign.
When Wilson tried to get this central bank called the "Federal Reserve System" to pass
through congress, he chose Rep. Carter Glas to propose this Federal Reserve Act instead
of Aldrich. In December while congress desired to adjourn for Christmas, the Federal
Reserve Act was passed by a vote of 298 to 60 in the House and the Senate by a majority.
As it was during the French Revolution, so is it today. The Illuminists or Communists
have penetrated into the high levels of American Politics, and the high levels of its
governmental ins.titut~ons. Be not deceived! They have their top men posing as
Congressfue;r,-~ev>rs. even Presidents, FBI and CIA agents, as military officers, and
even as c1ergymen.~"

The power of the Illuminati is money. They use their money to gain control in the
Religious, Political. Economical. Educational, Medical, Military, and Social areas that
deal with society as a whole. During the "Russian Revolution.," it was under the name of
"Bolshevism" that the Illuminati penetrated in these same areas and caused the overthrow
of Czarism in Russia.
It was confirmed by the New York Journal American of February 3, 1949, that Jacob
Schiff gave 20 million in gold to help the final triumph of Bolshevism in Russia.
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Now we need to take a deep look into the American politics and learn how this same
Luciferian threat is planning and working behind the scene in the United States, as they
succeeded in doing to the Russian people. Jacob Schiff, again acting from orders of the
House of Rothschild, planned an organization akin to that of the Jacobin Clubs and the
Bolsheviks in Russia. These aristocratic terrorists would penetrate into American politics
as their brethren did before them is France and Russia. Woodrow Wilson was the sole
property of Jacob Schiff and J.P. Morgan and other internationalist bankers. But the man
who was really running things in the White House was the mysterious "Col." Edward
Mandel House during Wilson's term in office.
Edward House, who was a British educated son ofa representative of England's fmancial
interest in the American South. wrote a revolutionary book which he admitted to later,
that revealed plans to overthrow the government of the United States. The book was
called Philip Dro: Administrator, and it was symbolically written to also show the
detailed plans for the creation of a One World Totalitarian Government.
It was House and the international bankers who promoted Wilson as the Presidential
candidate. Woodrow Wilson, who was the 28th President of the U. S., served two terms
as President from March 4th, 1913 to March 4th, 1921. But it was House who converted
Wilson to accept the principles of the centralization of the U. S. monetary system. It was
House that helped promote the Presidential candidacy of Franklin D. Roosevelt. It was
Franklin D. Roosevelt who gave the Communists East Germany and eastern Europe.
It was' Edward M. House, under the watchful eye of Jacob Schiff, who was under the
watchful eye of the head of this international conspiracy (the House of Rothschild of
London and Paris), that established the 1921 what their earlier comrades established, to
overthrow the governments of France and Russia. Called the Jacobin Clubs in France in
the 18th century, this aristocratic revolutionary movement today in America is catted the
council on Foreign on Relations, and its off-shoot is the Trilateral Commission. The
Council on Foreign Relations, is the political side of the Illuminati toady. They have
produced Congressmen; Senators and even Presidents, that they have used to pass laws
that have little by little led America into becoming a Socialist country.

Tril~te'~l" ~mmisSion

The
is an international organization founded by David
Rockefeller, who al~ had a part in founding the Council On Foreign Relations, and who
is the chairman of the board. The Trilateral Commission is the Illuminati's attempt to
unite Western Europe's Common Market, Japan, Canada, and the United States, into an
economic and political side of the Illuminati (Council On Foreign Relations), they are
trying now through the economic approach.
The first attempt in the 20th century to unite the whole world into a One World
Luciferian slave unit was tried in history by these super-rich conspirators at the close of
World War 1. President Woodrow Wilsoo on January 8th, 1918 laid out a 14 point plan
to congress for lasting peace. Within this package of world peace was neatly hidden a
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plan for these conspirators to get all nations of the world to give up their sovereignty. It
was labeled as "The League of Nations."
These modem money chargers used World War I to make tons of money and as a tool to
frighten the war tom people of the world at that time into believing if all the
governments of the world would unite into a One world Government. this would stop all
wars between nations, and would achieve world peace and security.
The League of Nations headquarters was in Geneva, Switzerland, and it was during
World War I that our own President Woodrow Wilson in 1918 began to draw the United
States citizens, along with the rest of the world, into accepting this sham. Eventually,
with the help of Edward Mandel House, 63 nations joined the League, although the total
However. President Wilson was
membership at one time never exceeded 58.
dumbfounded when he was unable to obtain the two-thirds vote in the United State
Senate required for ratification of a treaty, and the United States never joined the League
of Nations.
This caught these conspirators completely off guard because surely. they thought .the
United States would fall for this, for it was the President of the United States who was
promoting it.
When the conspirators saw that their One World Government couldn't be achieved using
the name The League of Nations, House, under the direction of Jacob Schiff, formed and
aristocratic secret organization called the Council On Foreign Relations. This private
Secret Society is to produce enough Congressmen, Senators, and Statesmen, so the next
attempt to incorporate the United States into a One World Government will not fail,
because of the voting power they hope to have. But reader, remember, this is not a
United States Government run establishment. From a publication of the Council On
Foreign Relations, annual report 1979-1980, which is controlled by David Rockefeller
we read the following:
"The twenty - one Americans, who, together with British counterparts, founded in Paris
in 1919 "The Institute of International Affairs, were a diverse group that included
Edward Na06e;';' Rtr::bert Hoover, Tasker Bliss, Christian Herter, and such scholars as
Charles Seymour, ~ater presIdent of Yale, Professors ArchIbald Cary Coolidge of
Harvard and Jame~ Shotwell of Columbia. In 1921 their AmericaJJ branch of the
Institute merged with a kuger, existing group ofNew York business and professional men
to form the Council on Foreign Relations.
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If you think that the Mason movement is not involved with your government and money take
• look at the new mint that bas been built in Texas. The entire thing is one big Masonic
symbol.
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MASONIC ORDERS AND RAILROADS
In my first book "Pandora's Box: I reviewed the fact that just about everything in this country is
owned and controlled (including most of the land of this country) by the Railroads. All the
Railroads and their sibling companies which is most of the Fortune 500 and many more are all
inter connected, I knew that there had to be a tie that bound them for such a large organization
to stay focused on one goal for so long. As you discovered in the first book that all the Railroads
and companies are in a trust which goes back and is controlled by the crown of England. Which
is really interesting when you look at the big names in the British Israel Document which are the
same people that were the managers and trustees of the Railroad Companies.

But, what is the tie that binds these elitist people together in this joint venture for World
Dictatorship. It is the Secret Societies of the world which go back to a very high level of
Freemasonry
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Long ago everyone knew that if you were a mason that you got special favors when dealing with
the railroads. [ thought it to be interesting to find this picture with the Masonic symbol on the
front of the engines.
Phil Schnieder had also said that a company in Oregon is building thousands of box cars for
trains that has shackles built into the floors and walls. They all have to be in on this big plan to
grab, imprison and enslave most of the World.
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Notice the picture of the asphalt turned off of a highway toward the railroad tracks which just
stops there at the tracks.
Could this be for loading something onto the train off of the highway.. There are a lot of things
going on in this country that doesn't look right, Take for instance the odd markers on the
interstate highway signs and on the backs of road signs
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Did AT&T Have a Baby Devil?
HUMAN SLAVERY IN THE TECHNETRONICS AGE
The men who comprise the Inner Circle of the Illuminati have a global plan. In implementing
this plan, they appear to have the full cooperation of the planet's largest and most powerful high
tech corporations or are they all working together for our destruction. The world's premier
telecommunications combine, of
course, is that giant of giants, AT&T.
Recently. it was announced that
AT&T is splitting into three separate
companies.
One of the three-the
Lucent Technologies
company formerly known as Bell
Bell Labs Innovations
Laboratories-has
been
freshly
renamed Lucent Technologies.
Does the name Lucent have any link to the name Lucifer? In the Bible, Lucifer is bequeathed
the title. the "son of the morning." He is said to often come disguised as an "angel of light." He
was anciently worshipped by pagans as "the Sun God, the Illumined One, the God of Light. "
Modem-day New Age groups continue this ancient glorification of Lucifer. One prominent
New Age organization is the Lucis Trust. Its late founder, Alice Bailey, hailed the homed one
as "bringer of light," the "shining one." He is, she trumpeted, the "II1uminator" of mankind.
Lucent Means "Glowing With Light"
Now read carefully the accompanying (next page) article, published in USA. Today, February
6, 1996, entitled, "AT&T Names the Baby: Lucent." Note especially AT&T's possibly
revealing statement that the name for its spin-off corporation, Lucent, means "glowing with
light."
The logo for the new corporation is a rough-edged, red colored circle. This book exposing the
Illuminati, which sheds light on the true and concealed meaning of the fiery, serpentine circle.
"In ancient Babylon, the King ... a type of Antichrist... was acclaimed to be the Sun-god ... the
Dluminator of the material world ... the enlighteller of the souls of men.
It

To occultists, the circle represents their satanic deity~ the great and fearsome Solar Serpent.
The fiery, red sun. or circle, is his image. Scriptures reveal him as the "great rell dragon" and
his global system as the scarlet (red-colored) beast (Revelation 12:3 and 17:3-5). Ho.w
interesting that the logo for Lucent Technologies is a red circle.
Just as intriguing, in the USA. Today article, we read: "AT&T hopes the name and logo-a
simple red circle-will illuminate awareness."
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A Coincidence?
Perhaps AT&Ts unfortunate choice of name (Lucent = Lucifer?) for its new, baby hell spinoff,
is simply a coincidence. Without definitive proof we cannot, with certainty. attribute evil intent.
It could also he that the eyebrow-raising occult-infused language and terminology used by
AT&T and quoted in the US.A. Today like "illuminate awareness" and "glowing also incidental.
BUI combined with AT&T's choice for a new logo of the fiery-red circle so prevalent and
ominent in pagan and other dark cultures, these things do" arouse inquiry and suspicion.

Is there a connection between the curious circle logo adopted for Lucent Technologies and the
OCQJltic goals of the llluminati.

Brave New Technetronic World
Today, we have the mark of the beast identification system being constructed practically before
our eyes. Meanwhile. under the watchful supervision of the Illuminati. all the world's military
intelligence, spy, and police agencies are laboring furiously to invent ever more effective
electronic. high tech shackles. The intent of the controllers is to force us. as slaves, into a Brave
New Technetronic World. Their projected target date is the year 2000.
Suddenly, the planet's premier telecommunications company creates a research and development
spin-off named Lucent Technologies. Will the innovative brains at the venerable company
known historically as Bell Laboratories, but now dubbed Lucent, be active in carrying out Big
Brother's unholy mission of technetronic control?

Human Slavery in the Technetronics Age
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AT&T names
the baby: Lucent
I-~Ol

Will Lucent's world-class scientists
and engineers be at the fore front in the
development of advanced tools of
human control which have been
categorized as "black science?" Will
Lucent Technologies assist in inventing
the wiretap equipment, microchips, spy
and surveillance systems, artificial
intelligence, virtual reality, robotic
controls, and other devices which shall
usher in the final and ultimate Age of
Technetronics? Will Luncent play a
key role in institutiong new. high tech
equipment and methods which will
make possible the grim, financial
control system prophesied m the
Bible?
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that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the
number of his name. (Revelation 13: 17)

,
J

To Devour the Whole Earth
What once was inconceivable has now entered the realm of possibility even the circle of reality_
Lucent, as well as thousands of other high tech research corporations and centers, is briskly
pushing us-every last one of us-into that brutal and frightening era in which the final, crushing
blows will be delivered to man by his controllers.
The Bible prophet, Daniel, was shown a vision of this very age-the Age of Technetronics and
human slavery. Daniel's vision foresaw four beast kingdoms that would rule the earth in
historical succession. Now we are seeing and experiencing the momentous emergence of the last
and final kingdom, or global authority, on planet earth-that of the Fourth Beast Kingdom. Yes,
the prophesied, last days Beast is slouching toward Jerusalem. He is, moreover, setting up his
heinous and intrusive technological systems around the globe, filling up every nook and cranny
with his high tech eyes and ears, and his bloody hands. Very soon, the citizens of the U.S.A.
and, indeed, the whole earth will begin to shake and quiver before the unstoppable onslaught of
his unbridled, technological.
Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse
from all kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread It down, and break it in
pieces. (Daniel 7:23)

"Watch ye, therefore. ..

It

Are you ready for the rapid-coming arrival of the Fourth Beast and his dark, technological
marvels? Is your life in order? Be alert, be sober, be vigilant, the prophetic scriptures warn:
"Watch ye therefore: for ye know not when the master of the house cometh ... Lest coming
suddenly he find you sleeping." (Mark 13:35-36)
The hardened occultists who guide the
activities of the Illuminati honor their
lord, Lucifer, as the fiery-red, phoenix
is
Serpent
who,
symbolically,
represented as the circle. Shown here
is the supreme logo of Helena
Blavatsky's Theosophy. a 19th century
Luciferian organization which, in turn,
spawned the modem conspiratorial
group known today as Lucis Trust
(Lucifer + Isis = Lucis).
Look
carefully at this Luciferian logo.
Observe its
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crowned Serpent's circle. Inside this circle is a secondary, almost hidden, inner circle. with an
enclosed, swastika emblem. This inner circle and its swastika represent the exclusive, ten man
lllller Circle of the Illuminati. These are the Wise Men. Lucifer's depraved masterminds-super
rich elitists driven mad by theIr greedy, insatiable appetites for money, control, and power.
These men are prophetically described as the "ten horns" (see Revelation 13 and 17) who
oversee today's massive global conspiracy. Their goal: cataclysmicily cleanse the earth and
-illuminate the awareness" of the remaining, thinned-out population by the year A.D. 2000, the
bright dawning of their New Millennium.
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AT& T employee. wllh ba.nne, rellec:t1ng new name
and logo for Ball Lab., Corporalo .poknme:n
dubbed th~ new logo symbol the "lnnoll'allon ,Ing."
Ttle red Clrcltt Was .aid to "Illustrate movemont
Dnd 9nElrgy" Dnd to fepreaent "glowing with lighL"
AI,lell, in this U.S.A. Today (Fobruary 6, 1i96)
arhcle, AT&T "ays Bell Laboralorilt.' now name
lind logo "will iUuminale awareoess,-
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INSIDE THE SHADOW CIA
What? A big private company one with a board of former CIA, FBI and Pentagon officials;
one in charge of protecting Nuclear-Weapons: facilities, nuclear reactors, the Alaskan oil
pipeline and more than a dozen American embassies abroad, one with long-standing ties to a
radical ring-wing organization; one with 30,00)0 men and women under anns secretly helped
IRAQ in its effort to obtain sophisticated weapon's And fueled unrest in Venezuela? This is all
the plot of a new best-selling thriller, right'! Or the ravings of some overheated conspiracy but
right? Right?
In the WINTER OF 1991, David Ramirez, a 24 year-old member of the Special Investigations
Division of the Wackenhut Corporation, was sent by his superiors on an unusual mission.
Ramirez: a fonner Marine Corps sergeant based in Miami, was told to fly immediately to San
Antonio along with three other members of STD-a unit. known as founder and chairman George
Wackenhut's "private FBI," that provided executive protection and conducted undercover
investigations and sting operations. Once they arrived, they rented two gray Ford Tauruses and
drove four hours to a desolate town on the Mexican border called Eagle Pass. There, just after
dark, they met two truck drivers who had been flown in from Houston. Inside a nearby
warehouse was an 18 -wheel tractor-trailer, which the two truck drivers and the four Wackenhut
agents in their rented cars were supposed to transport to Chicago. "My instructions were very'
clear, It Ramirez recalls. "Do not look into the trailer, secure it, and make sure it safely gets to
Chicago." It went without saying that no one else was supposed to look in the trailer, either,
which is why the Wackenhut men were armed with fully loaded Remjngton 870 pump-action
shotguns.

The convoy drove for 30 hours straight, stopping only for gas and food. Even then, one of the
Wackenhut agents had to stay with the truck, standing by one of the cars, its trunk open, shotgun
within easy reach. "Whenever we stopped, I bought a shot glass with the name of the town on
i~ Ramirez recalls. "I have glasses from Oklahoma City, Kansas City, St. Louis."
II

A little before 5:g0_0!1 the morning of the third day, they delivered the trailer to a practically
empty warehous~outV Chicago. A burly man who had been waiting for them on the loading
dock told them to take ~ff the locks and go home, and that was that. They were on a plane back
to Miami that aftemoon~Later Ramirez's superiors told him-as they told other SID agents about
similar midnight runs-that the trucks contained $40 million worth of food stamps. After
considering the secrecy, the way the team was assembled and the orders not to stop or open the
truck, Ramirez decided he didn't believe that explanation.
Neither do we. One reason is simple: A Department of Agriculture official simply denies that
food stamps are shipped that way. "Someone is blowing smoke," he says. Another reason is that
after a six-month investigation, in the course of which we spoke to more than 300 people, we
believe we know what the truck did contain-equipment necessary for the manufacture of
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chemical weapons-and where it was headed: to Saddam Hussein's Iraq. And the Wackenhut
Corporation-a publicly traded company with strong ties to the CIA and federal contracts worth
$200 million a year-was making sure Saddam would be getting his equipment intact. The
question is why. [n 1954, George Wackenhut, then a 34-year old Former FBI agent, joined up
with three other former FBI agents to open a company in Miami called Special Agent
[nvestigators [nco The partnership was neither successful nor harmonious-George once knocked
partner Ed Dubois unconscious to end a disagreement over the direction the company would
take-and in 1958, George bought out his partners.
However capable Wackenhut's detectives may have been at their work, George Wackenhut had
two personal attributes that were instrumental in the company's growth. First, he got along
exceptionally well with important politicians. He was a close ally of Florida governor Claude
Kirk, who hired him to combat organized crime in the state; and was also friends with Senator
George Smathers, an intimate of John F. Kennedy's. It was Smathers who provided Wackenhut
with his big break when the senator's law finn helped the company find a loophole is the
Pinkerton law, the 1893 federal statute that had made it a crime for an employee of a private
detective agency to do work for the government. Smathers's firm set up a wholly owned
subsidiary of Wackenhut that provided only guards, not detectives. Shortly thereafter,
Wackenhut received multi-million-dallar contracts from the government to guard Cape
Canaveral and the Nevada nuclear-bomb test site, the first of many extremely lucrative federal
contracts that have sustained the company to this day.
The second thing that helped make George Wackenhut successful was that he was, and is, a
hard-line right-winger. He was able to profit from his beliefs by building up dossiers on
Americans suspected of being Communists or merely left-leaning "subversives and
sympathizers," as he put it-and selling the information to interested parties. according to Frank
Donner, the author of "Age or Surveillance", the Wackenhut Corporation maintained and
updated its files even after the McCarthyite hysteria had ebbed, adding the names of antiwar
protesters and civil-rights demonstrators to its list of "derogatory types." By 1965, Wackenhut
was boasting to potential investors that the company maintained files on 2.5 million suspected
dissidents-one in 46 American adults then living. in 1966, after acquiring the private files of
Karl Barslaag; a former staff member of the House Committee on Un-American Activities,
Wackenhut could confidently maintain that with more than 4 million names, it had the largest
privately held- file i)f~i..,uspected dissidents in America, In 1975, after Congress investigated
companies that had p"fate files, Wackenhut gave Its files to the now-defunct antl-Commumst
Church league of Amerlca of Wheaton, Illinois. That organization had worked closely with the
red squads of big-city police departments, particularly in New York and L.A., spying on
suspected sympathizers; George Wackenhut was personal friends with the League's leaders, and
was a major contributor to the group. To be sure, after giving the
League its files, Wackenhut reserved the right to use them for its clients and friends.
Wackenhut had gone public in 1965; George Wackenhut retained 54 percent of the company.
Between his salary and dividends, his annual compensation approaches $2 million a year,
sufficient for him to live in a $21 million castle in Coral Gables, Florida, complete with a moat
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and 18 full-time servants. Today the company is the third-largest investigative security firm in
die country, with offices throughout the United States and in 31 foreign countries.
It is not possible to overstate the special relationship Wackenhut enjoys within the federal
government. It is close. When it comes to security matters, Wackenhut in many respects "is" the
government. In 1991, a third of the company's $600-million in revenues came from the federal
government, and another large chunk from companies that themselves work for the government,
such. as Westinghouse.
Wackenhut is the largest single company supplying security to U.S. embassies overseas, several
of the t3 embassies it guards have been in important hotbeds of espionage, such as Chile, Greece
and EI Salvador. It also guards nearly all the most strategic government facilities in the U.S.,
including, the Alaskan oil pipeline, the Hanford nuclear-waste facility, the Savannah River
plutonium plant and the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.
Wackenhut maintains an especially close relationship with the federal government in other ways
as well. While early boards of directors included such prominent personalities of the political
right as Captain Eddie Rickenbacker, General Mark Clark and Ralph E. Davis, a John Birch
Society leader, current and recent members of the board have included much of the country's
recent national-security directorate: former FBI director Clarence Kelley; former Defense
secretary and former CIA deputy director Frank Carlucci: fonner Defense Intelligence Agent
director General Joseph Carroll; former U.S. Secret Service director James 1. Rowley; fanner
Marine commandant P. X. Kelley and acting chairman of President Bush's foreign-intelligence
advisory board and former CIA deputy director admiral Bobby Ray Inman. Before his
appointment as Reagan's CIA director, the late William Casey was Wackenhut's outside legal
counsel. The company has 30,000 armed employees on its payroll.
We wanted to know more about this special. relationship; but the government was not
forthcoming. Repeated requests to the Department of Energy for an explanation of how one
company got the security contracts for nearty all of America's most strategic installations have
gone unanswered.
Similarly, efforts to get the State Department to explain whether embassy contracts were
awarded arbi.traH"lf~.., through competitive bidding were fruitless, essentially, the State
Department said, "Sont! of both. "Wackenhut's competitors-who, understandably, asked not to
be quoted try name hi'Ve their own version. "All those contracts;" said one security-finn
executive, "are just another way to pay Wackenhut for their clandestine help. And what is the
nature of that help? "It is known throughout the industry," said retired FBI special agent William
Hinshaw, "that if you want a dirty job done, call Wackenhut. "We met George Wackenhut in
his swanky, macho offices in Coral Gables. The rooms are paneled in a dark, rich rosewood,
accented with gray-blue stone. The main office is dominated by Wackenhut's 12-foot-long desk
and a pair of chairs shaped like elephants-Republican chairs," he calls them-<:omplete with real
tusks. which, the old man says with some amusement, tend to stick his visitors. The highlight of
the usual collection of pictures and awards is the Republican presidential exhibit: an autographed
photo of Wackenhut shaking hands with George Bush (whom Wackenhut, according to a fanner
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associate, used to call "that pinko") as well as framed photos of Presidents Reagan, Nixon and
Bush, each accompanied by a handwritten note. The chairman looks every inch the comfortable
Florida septuagenarian. The day we spoke, his clothing ranged across the color spectrum from
baby blue to light baby blue, and he wore a lot of jewelry-a huge gold watch on a thick-gold
band, two massive gold rings. But Wackenhut was, at 72, quick and tough in his responses. Near
the end of our two-and-a-half hour interview, when asked if his company was an ann of the
CIA, he snapped, "No!"
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Of course, this may just be a matter of semantics. We have spoken to numerous experts,
including current and fonner CIA agents and analysts, current and former agents of the Drug
Enforcement administration and current and former Wackenhut executives and employees, all of
whom have said that in the mid-70's, after the Senate Intelligence Committee's relations of the
CIA's covert, and sometimes illegal overseas operations, the agency and Wackenhut grew very,
very close. Those revelations had forced the CIA to do a. house cleaning, and it became CIA
policy that certain kinds of activities would no longer officially be performed. But that didn't
always mean that the need or the desire to undertake such operations disappeared. And that's
where Wackenhut came in.
Our sources confinn that Wackenhut has had a long standing relationship with the CIA, and that
it has deepened over the last decade or so, Bruce Berckmans, who was assigned to the CIA
station in Mexico City, left the agency in January 1975 (putatively) to become a Wackenhut
international operations vice president. Berckmans, who left Wackenhut in 1981, told SPY that
he has seen a formal proposal George Wackenhut submitted to the CIA to allow the agency to
use Wackenhut offices throughout the world as fro~ts for CIA activities. Richard Babayan, who
says he was a CIA contract employee and is currently in jail awaiting, trial on fraud and
racketeering charges, has been cooperating with federal and congressional investigators looking
into illegal shipments of nuclear-and-chemical-weapons- making supplies to Iraq. "Wackenhut
has been used by the CIA, and other intelligence agencies for years, "he told SPY. "When they
(the CIA) need cover, Wackenhut is there to provide it for them. "Canadian prime minister
Pierre Trudeau was said to have rebuffed Wackenhut's effort in the 1980's to purchase a weapons
propellant manufacturer in Quebec with the remark "We just got rid of the CIA we don't want
them back." Philip Agee, the left-wing fonner CIA agent who wrote an expose' of the agency in
1975, told us, "I ~o~'t have the slightest doubt that the CIA and Wackenhut overlap."

-te~;~o~

There is also
from people who are not convicts, renegades or Canadians. William
Corbett, a terrorism expert who spent 18 years as a CIA analyst and is now an ABC News
consultant based in Europe, confinned the relationship between Wackenhut and the agency. "For
years Wackenhut has been involved with the CIA and other intelligence organizations, including
the DEA," he told SPY. "Wackenhut would allow the CIA to occupy positions within the
company [in order to carry out] clandestine operations. "He also said that Wackenhut would
supply intelligence agencies with infonnation, and that it was compensated for this "in a quid
pro quo arrangement," Corbett says-with government contracts worth billions of dollars over the
years.
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We have uncovered considerable evidence that Wackenhut carried the CIA's water in fighting

Communist encroachment in Central America in the 1980's (that is to say, during the Reagan
administration when the CIA director was former Wackenhut lawyer William Casey, the late.
super·patriot who had a proclivity for extra legal and illegal anti-Communist covert operations
such as Iran-contra). In 1981, Berckmans. the CIA agent turned Wackenhut vice president,
joined with other senior Wackenhut executives to form the company's Special Projects Division.
It was this division that linked up with exCIA man John Philip Nichols, who had taken over the
Cabazon Indian reservation in California. as we described in a previous article Badlands." April
1992], in pursuit of a scheme to manufacture explosives, poison gas and biological weapons-and
then, by virtue of the tribe's status as a sovereign nation. to export the weapons to the contras.
This maneuver was designed to evade congressional prohibitions against the U.S. government's
helping the oontras. Indeed, in an interview with SPY, Eden Pastora, the contras' famous
Commander Zero, who had been spotted at a test of some night-vision goggles at a firing range
near the Cabazon reservation in the company of Nichols and a Wackenhut executive,
offhandedly identified that executive, A. Robert Frye, as "the man from the CIA, " (In a
subsequent conversation he denied knowing Frye at aU; of course, in that same talk he quite
unbelievably denied having ever been a contra.)
In addition to attempted weapons supply, Wackenhut seems to have been involved in Central

America in other ways. Emesto Bermudez who was Wackenhut's director of intentional
operations from 1987 to '89, admitted to Spy that during: 1985 and '86, he ran Wackenhut's
operations in EI Salvador, where he was in charge of 1,500 men. When asked what 1,500 men
were doing for Wackenhut in El Salvador, Bermudez replied coyly, "Things." Pressed, he
elaborated: "Things you wouldn't want your mother to know about." It's worth noting that
Wackenhut's annual revenues from government contracts-the alleged reward for cooperation in
the government's clandestine activities increased by 150 million, a 45 percent jump, while
Ronald Reagan was in office. "You've done an awful lot of research, George Wackenhut said to
me as I was leaving. "How would you like to run all our New York operations"
If that was the extent of Wackenhut's possible involvement in a government agency's attempt to
circumvent the law, then we might dismiss it as an interesting footnote to the overheated,
cowboy anti-Communist 19805. However, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of Florida
has been conducting an investigation into the illegal export of dual·use technology that is,
seemingly innocuot:is.:1echnology that can also be used to make nuclear weapons to Iraq and
Libya, And SPY has Qrned that Wackenhut's name has come up in the federal investigation,
but not at present as a t~get. _
Between 1987 and '89. three companies in the United States received investments from an Iraqi
architect named Ihsan Barbouti. The colorful Barbouti owned an engineering company is
Frankfort that had a $552 million contract to build airfields in Iraq. He also admitted having
designed Muarnmar Qaddafi's infamous Gennan-built chemical weapons plant in Rabta, Libya,
According to an attorney for one of the companies in which Barbouti invested. the architect
owned $100 million wonh of real estate and oil-drilling equipment in Texas and Oklahoma. He
may also be dead, there being reports that he died of heart failure in a Hospital in London on
July I, t990, his 63rd binhday. Barbouti, however, had faked his death once before, in 1969,
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after the Ba'ath take over in Iraq which brought Saddam Hussein to power as the second-incommand. That time, Barbouti escaped Iraq; resurfacing several years later in Lebanon and
Libya. There are no reports that he is living in Jordan or, according to other reports, in a CIA
safe house in Florida. Those reports can be considered no better than rumor; what follows,
though, is fact.

As reported on ABC's "Nightline" last year, the three companies in which Barbouti invested
were TK-7 of Oklahoma City, which makes a fuel additive;
Pipeline Recovery Systems of Dallas, which makes an anti-corrosive chemical that preserves
pipes; and Product Ingredient Technology of Boca Raton, which makes food flavorings. None
of these companies was looking to do business with Iraq; Barbouti sought them out. Why was he
interested! Because TK-7 had fonnulas that could extend the range of jet aircraft and liquidfueled missiles such as the SCUD; because Pipeline Recovery knows how to coat pipes to make
them usable in nuclear reactors and chemical-weapons plants~ and because one of the byproducts in making cherry flavoring is ferric ferracyanide, a chemical that's used to manufacture
hydrogen cyanide, which can penetrate gas masks and protective clothing. Hydrogen cyanide
was used by Saddam Hussein against the Kurds in the Iran-Iraq war.
Barbouti was more than a passive investor, and soon he began pressuring the companies to ship
not only their products but also their manufacturing technology to corporations he owned in
Europe, on which, he told the businessmen, it would be sent to Libya and Iraq. In doing so,
Barbouti was attempting to violate the law. First, the U.S. forbade sending anything to Libya,
which was embargoed as a terrorist nation. Second, the U.S. specified that material of this sort
must be sent to its final destination, not to an intennediate locale, where the U.S. would risk
losing control of its distribution. According to fonner CIA contract employee Richard Babayan,
in late 1989 Barbouti met in London with Ibrahim Sabawai, Saddam Hussein's half brother and
European head of Iraqi intelligence, who grew excited about the work Pipeline Recovery was
doing and called for the company's technology to be rushed to Iraq, so that it could be in place
by early 1990. And the owner of TK-7 swears that Barbouti told him he was developing an atom
device for Qaddafi that would be used against the U.S. in retaliation for the 1986 U.S. air strike
against Libya. Barbouri also wanted the ferrocyanide from product ingredient.
Assisting BarbouR ~th these invesbnents was New Orleans exporter Dan Seaton, business
associate of Richard S~rd, the right-wing U.S. Army General turned war profiteer who was so
deeply enmeshed in the Iran-Contra affair. It was Secord who connected Barbouti with
Wackenhut. Barbouti met with Secord in Florida on several occasions, and phone records show
that several calls were placed from Barbouti's office to Secord's private number in McLean,
Virginia; Secord has acknowledged knowing Barbouti. He is currently a partner of Washington
businessman James Tully (who is the man who leaked Bill Clinton's draft-dodge letter to ABC)
and Jack Brennan, a former Marine Corps Colonel and long time aide to Richard Nixon both in
the White House and in exile. Brennan has gone back to the White House, where he works as a
director of administrative operations in President Bush's office. He refused to return repeated
calls from SPY. Interestingly, Brennan and 'Tully had previously been involved in a $ 181
million business deal to supply uniforms to the Iraqi army. Oddly, they arranged to have the
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uniforms manufactured in Nicolae Ceauceseu's Ramania., The partners in that deal were former
U.S. attorney general and Watergate felon John Mitchell and Sarkis Soghanalian, a Turkish born
Lebanese citizen. SoShanalian, who has been credited with being Saddam Hussein's leading
arms procurer and with introducing the demonic weapons inventor Gerald Bull to the [raqis, is
currently serving a six-year sentence in federal prison in Miami for the illegal sale of 103
military helicopters to Iraq. According to former Wackenhut agent David Ramirez, the company
considered Saghanalian "a very valuable client."
Unfortunately for Barbouti, none of the companies in which he made investments was willing to
ship its products or technology to his European divisions. That, however, doesn't necessarily
mean that he didn't get some of what he wanted. In 1990, 2,000 gallons of ferrocyanide were
found to be missing from the cherry-flavor Factory in Boca Raton. Where it went is a mystery;
Peter Kawaja, who was the head of security for all of Barbouti's U.S. investments, told SPY,
"We were never burglarized, but that stuff didn't walk out by itself."
What does all this have to do with Wackenhut? Lots: According to Louis Champan, the owner
of Product Ingredient Technology, it was Wackenhut that guarded his Boca Raton plant, a fact
confirmed by Murray Levine, a Wackenhut vice president. Champon also says, and Wackenhut
also confirms, that the security for the plant consisted of one unarmed guard.
While a
Wackenhut spokes person maintains that this was the only job they were doing for Barbouti, he
also says that they were never paid, that Barbouti stiffed them.
This does not seem true. Spy has obtained four checks from Barbouti to Wackenhut. A 11 were
written within ten days in 1990: one on March 27 for $168.84; one on March 28 for $24,828.07;
another on April 5 for $756; the last on April 6 for $40,116.25. We asked Richard Kneip,
Wackenhut's senior vice president for corporate planning, to explain why a single guard was
worth $66,000. a year~ Kneip was at a loss to do so. He was similarly at a loss to explain a fifth
check, from another Barbouti company to Wackenhut's travel-service division in 1987, almost
two years before Wackenhut has acknowledged providing security for the Boca Raton plant.
Two former CIA operatives, separately interviewed, have tile explanation. Charles Hayes, who
describes himself as "a CA asset" says Wackenhut was helping Barbouti ship chemicals to Iraq,
"Supplying Iraq was originally a good idea," he maintains, "but then it got out of hand.
Wackenhut was jUsria.-iJ: for the money," Richard Babayan the former CIA contract employee,
confirmed Hayes's accliJint. He says that Wackenhut's relationship with Barbauti existed before
the Boca Raton, plant opened: "Barhouti was placed in the hands of Secord by the CIA, and
Secord called in Wackenhut to handle security and travel and protection for Barbouti and his
export plans." Wackenhut, Babayan says plans were working for the CIA in helping Barbouti
ship the chemical-and-nuclear-weapons-making: equipment first to Texas, then to Chicago, and
the to Baltimore to be shipped overseas. AU of which makes the story of the midnight convey
ride of David Ramirez" recounted at the beginning of this article rather less mysterious. SPY has
learned that this shipment is now the subject of a Joint USDA- Customs investigation.
When we asked George Wackenhut what. was being shipped from Eagle Pass to Chicago, the
sharp, straight forward chairman at first claimed they were protecting an unnamed executive. He
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then directed an aide to get back to me. Two days ladder. Richard Kneip did. repeating the tale
that had been passed on to David Ramirez-that the trucks contained food stamps. We told him
that we had spoken to a Department of Agriculture official. who informed us that food stamps
are shipped from Chicago to outlying areas, never the other way around, and that food stamps,
unlike money. are used once and then destroyed. All Kneip would say then was, "We do not
reveal the names of our clients."
Wackenhut's connection to the CIA and to other government agencies raises several troubling
questions: First, is the CIA using Wackenhut to conduct operations that it has been forbidden to
undertake? Second. is the White House or some other party in the executive branch working
through Wackenhut to conduct operations that it doesn't want Congress to know about? Third,
has Wackenhut's cozy relationship with the government given it a feeling of security-or-worse,
an outright knowledge of sensitive or embarrassing information-that allows the company to
believe that it can conduct itself as though it were above the law? A congressional investigation
into Wackenhut's activities in the Alyeska affair last November began to shed some tight on
Wackenhut's way of doing business; clearly it's time for Congress to investigate just how far
Wackenhut's other tentacles extend.
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A mac;hine and method (or drillinl bore hole5 alld lun·
nels b)' meltilll in ....hich a housing is pro~ided for 5Up'
ponin.a heal sowa: .nd a he.ted end ponion :alld in
....hich the ncc:cuary mellill' heat is deli~ered to lhe
walb of the end portion .1 • rale sul'ficienl 10 meh
rock and durin. operalion o( whiellthe molten maier;·
a! !No)' be disposed adjacent 1M borin. zone in cr:ach
in !he rock and as:o. vitreous ....alilinin. of Ihe lunncl
so formed. TIle heal IoOUrec can be eleclr;';:al or
nudut but for deep drill.in. is preferabl)' :I nuclur
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A ulnneJin, machine for producinl IUIe lunnel, in
soft roek 0' ....et, o;:l;J)'tY. unc:onilOlicbted or boulde')'
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walls to p~. when solidified. a <:onunuous waU
IUpport,n, linu. and delao;:hinl the tunnel face o::i._
C1.nnsc:ribed by the hrf wilh powe.ed mechanical
eanh deuehmenl means and in which lhe !'tnt re_
quired for mcltinl lhe kerf and liner material is pro.
.ided by a com~l nuclea. 'eaclor.
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This invention relates to aircraft, and relates more
particularly to aircraft capable of vertical ascent and de- 10
scent during takc-<ltr and landing and of high altitude flJght
at supersonic velocities. It is a Ileneral object of the in·
venticn to provide vertical rising and descending aircraf~
characterized by their unique aerodynamically efficient
~"~ign ~d by propelling, refrigerating and control sys- 15
tems for producing safe, efficient, supersonic. Jong range

f1ighL The aircraft of the inventioD is designed not only
for vertical ascent and descent to facilitate landing and
taking off at smaU fields or landing areas but also [Of 100;range flight at a Mach number of, say, 4, and at altitudes 20
in Ihe region of 100,000 fL
Another object of the invention is to provide aircraft of
circular pl:m-fcwm and of bi-convCJ[ verticaJ cross ~tion
which may be d~oid of the conventional fuselage, wings,
and empennage. The circular plan-form airplane of the 25
invenlion has spheric convex upper and lower skin surfaces constituting the major surface areas of the airplane.
This simple structure or design bas many inherent ad·
vantages ar.d features. It:
(1) Is an inherently rigid, strong structure having greater 30
resistance 10 bending and torsional moments than otber
airborne configurations;
(2) Provides for a more uniform weigh1 distribution oVer
the lifting surface than other aircraft configurations;
(3) Allows a more uniform distributicn of landing forces 35
into L'Je airplane stnlcture and due to its circular r'anform permits the employment of ally selected or required Dumber of landing struts;
40
(4) Is not subject to flutter or to damage by gusts;
(5) Is stnlclurally efficient in containing internal cabin
pressures, fuel and other internal loads by reason of the
spherical convex upper and lower slin surfaces joioed
one 10 the other at the circular periphery of the crafl;
(6) ')perates to effectively or uniformly distribute the
thermal stresses and deformations resulting fror.1 higu 4.5
Mach Dumber flight;
(7) Permits the positioning or concentrating of the uscful loads in concentric relation to the center of gravity
nnd geometric center of the structure and the disposition of the fuel loads in balanced or concentric rcla- 60
tion to the ccntet-Or-ifa9:it~a!,d·,eometric center;
(8) Is stable during vertical _01 and deseenl due to
iLl circular plan-form;
~
(9) Provides a muimum vohilhetric C3pacity for the 65
pay loads and fuel;
(10) Is simple and inexpensive to constrUet owing to its
rimp1e regular confiauration and becallSC many of its
paru may be of liko or IdcotiCiro' IW: and abapc;
(11) Occupies a minimum of field or fto~ 'Il-I-ce when
ClO
not in flight due to Its inherent compac~;
(12) Is Inherently aerodynamlca1Jy efflclent, baving a
good LID ratio and present a IIlMtlRUally continuous
unbroken peripheral edge (Ieadina and tumna edaes)
and a 'month profile olTerina a minlmum of .kin fric·
6G
tion drag; and
(13) May land and lake off from any medium, beina
stable even on rou;h water.

These and other c:onsideratJoas and advantaaca all ,reo
suit from the ,implo compact circular plan.form airframo 70
of bl-convex CfOU section.
Another object of Lbo invention It
provide aD air·

'0

craft of this character having a diametrically Cll:tending
thin plate airfoil region or portioo containing in part lhe
primary propulsive mechanism or means, Ihis thin pl:.le
airfoil constitutina only a relatively small portion of the
total airfoil and yet assisting in producing aerodynamic
lift with a minimum of drag.
Another and important object of the invenlion is to
provide a novel. effective and dependable refrigerating system fot an ain:raft of the kind mentioned, which utilius
the propulsive fuel 3J a refrigerant. As is well known,
operation of an aircraft at supersonic velocitit.;s is accompanied by aerodynamically induced skin tempcramrcs Ihot
are so high or exccssiveas to endanger the structural in.
tegrity of the aircraft and to make it untenable for the
personnel and pa.ueogers. For ex.ample, the heat input
to the ilin of the airplane of this invention having a diameler of SO ft. flying at a Mach number of 4 ~~::! :::':1. :l!!i!!)d~
of 100,000 fL will be in the neighborhood of 28 million
B.t.u.'s pet bour, resulting in a skin temperature approach·
ing 1140· F .• disregarding solar radiation which is of :10
m:llerial consequence in the case of (his aircraft. p.c..cn:
day aircraft cooling systems are wholly in:'ldcquate 10 ~opc
with tem~ralures of this magnitude and such teOlr<:ra·
tures would endanger the .internal structure :'lnd m;.ke
human occupation of the aircratl impo»ible. With Ill':
fuel storogt: rooling system of the invention lhc ~kin
temperatures at such speeds ane: altitudes ;lIe rcduccd Iv
a level where a slin formed of stainless steel, or comparable material, maintains ndequale strength charactcr·
l~tics and the invention utilizes the fuel as a rcrrigerant to
maintain the temperature of the cabin or passcng.:r ;LIld
cargo compartments at levels where passenger comfort
is assured. To furt."Ier ; :duce the temperature of the skin
the surface of the latter is trealed chc:nically or Co.1teJ
to impart a high emissivilY of radiant heat. The retluc·
lion in $kin temperature subslantinl1y reduces the slm
friction:.1 drag because the viscosity of thc boundary Ia)cr
air is proportion:ltely reduced. Furthermore. th~ fud·
re(rigcrnnt is employed to cool the re~ions or porlion~
of the propulsh-e mechanisms, etc. embodying beafln~~.
shafts, rotors, gearing. lOnd the like, which might be adversely affected by hieh temperatures.
Another object of Ihe invention is to provillc an "ircr;,((
of the chara,-!"!r above referred to which emrloy-", a 10"
boiling point fu.:!, such as butane or propane ".'< (,Ie fll<:1
and refrigerant. Such fuels have dllpro... imatcly I ~'::.'
more ener!;!:y value than convention:.l nircr:'ft fuel ... hut
are muen less ';ense, (hereby n:quirinii: comideralJly
weatcr tank space or volume. The circubr plan-flJI"J1l
bi<onvex airplane of tne invention sUP'J'lies Ihis nece:<:",aq'
fuel stora@:e volume and conlain, lhe low boilin~ pt.inl
fuel in such a manner that it effeelively cool.. Ihe ~llO
and aSJi'ts in protcctini Ihe pns...<:n~er nnd C:lr~o eOI/l·
put.ments a~nn ell~ssively high lempcrntures. The
low boilinJ point fuel through vaporiution (If even only
one third of the tOlDI fuel «tried nbsorbes in the neiJ!hoor·
hood of I million B.t.u_ r>er hour. thefC'by hrinllinl.l the
skin ~raturn into eqUilibrium It 3 ,ub~tantinlly lo\>o:r
value. Thus the conft,utlltion of the :>irframe <>r l>c"h·
aliI! lh.;; type of propulsive fuel nnd itll mC'lle "f ,Inr'w,·
mutuAlly contribute lU the COO:inll of the ~~ ill .\n,1 ro. ;,.
vide slOl1IJtC reaions of ample volume fllr the l\lw dcn"t"f
fuel. It Is of primary importance th:l( the invenli,.(\
elTectlvoly ulilizes the low baWnll fuel U :l rdriilcfant for
coolina Ihe air tupplied to the JlIIs.'Cnller nnd C:lrJlIl com.
p:lrtments And for coolina the ruton, bctllinll~, and ntlh:r
crilica.l mcehanitmt.
Anolhct oblcct of lhe Inwnllon I. 10 provkJe A fuel .'V"
tem and cooUnl l')'YIem for this 1Yf'C: of lIirer;>fl whcrcl/l
1M fuel or • portion thereof is Vllroriled in nn nnn"b,
vnroriur :>round tbe hl,h temrcr.tur~ tAil ripe nr r:lfl1
}d ~butUoa lone to proleQ tbel UnJClUte UKrl'uf ;/'n,1

Sept. 10, 1963
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disscmin2tioo. andanagal"Y savia::s. The staDdfast
crsuypot pelky is

The: CCP is establislr.d as tao forward as poss:ibJe
during lbe flow bactJe. SiD.cc it is tcIlJ(Xll"""!.
soecting ""'iII be Q.a.ick... It may indude screcring rex
intdligenc:e infonnatioa and eIJlO"gency asrntmcr
Scmeni:1g to segJq:8Ie EPWs oc allied soldiers from
0Cs must take place. Local civilians a civilian
agencies (police. Cacmen) tmek:r the SlJ'peIVisioo d
taetical (X' support troops a CA personnel cauld
opcr.u.e the ~ MP becxme involved in IX:
~ wbeD mzDOlVaforce mobility is ~
by-gee cmgcstioo a100g MSRs. They will be \be
rIISC U.s. dearr.ls to addR:s:s DC problans and will.
initiafe 3Ctioos aimed aI. It:Staing foo:e mobility
(Fogure 10-3).

witbin the aul1:tcriu£ivc:
C3p3.bifity d U.s. (aces.. A HN may have ooc thai. we
'NOU1d support. but we do not ~c the amhaity oc thI=
right to enface it.
I1CJ(

CiPilitur Cc/!.ee:m P~'7l
The purpose rA the CCP is to establish caurol a.'XI
c1im=tionO\utbc= movemcJl: of the civilian PCJIX1bce. h
is the primary ~ measure ased to pin in:it.ia1
cootrol over DCs. A CCP is temper-ul' rO(" small
Q1JI1l!x:'s of Des uutillbey caD retmn to their bomes or,
iftb: taeticaf sinlatioo R:qllires. move to a cia an::a.

;!'~ :~;~,:,..;:;:
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NOTE: Not to scale

Figur-e 10-3. DC over1ay.
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Civilian COllection Points

Check Points
Assembfy Area
Emergency Rest Area (as required)
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Figure 1().11. FEMA regional boundaries and field Installations.
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THE CONVElmON ON BlOLOGICAL DTVE:RSITY. W1'I'H ANNET.ES.
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LEI IER OF TRANSMI'ITAL
THE WHiTE HOUSE, November 19, 1993.
To the &nnte of the United States:
I tranBmit herewith. for the advice and cansent of the Senate to
ratification. the Convention on Biological Diversity, with Annexes,
done at Rio de Janeiro, Jone 5, 1992, and signed by the _United
States io New York on Jone 4, 1993. The xeport of the Department
of State is also enclosed for the information of the State. _
The final text of the Convention was adopted in Nairobi by the
Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee for a Convention on Biological Diversity (INC) on May 22, 1992. The INC was preceded by
three technical meetingB of an Ad Hoc Working Group of ~
on Biological Diversity and two meetinga of an Ad Hoc W
.
Group of ~ and Technical Exi>erta. Flve seasions of the IN
were held, ttom Jone 1991 to May 1992. The Convention waa
opened fox signatore at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro on June 5, 1992The Convention is a =pre!lenaive agreement, addressing the
many facets of biological diversity. It will playa major role in stemming the 1088 of the earth's species, their habitats, and ec:osystems
through the Convention's obligations to conserve biodiversity and
sustain ably use its =ponents as well as its provisions that facilitate access to genetic resotm:e8 and access to and transfer -of technology so crocial to long-term BtlBtainable development -of -the
earth's biological resou:xces. The Con.ention will also create a much
needed forum for foctlBiog inte:rnatimuU activities and setting global priorities on biological <fuexsily.
The objectives of the Convention as set forth therein are the conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components, and the fait and equitable sharing of benefits arising out of
the utilization of genetic resouxceB. These objectives are implemented through specific provisions that address, inJo alia, identification and monitoring, in sim and e:: sim conservation, sustainahle use, research and training, public education -and awareness,
impact assessment, access to genetic: resources, access to and transfex of..,!erb.Ilology, technical and scientific cooperation, handling of
biofeclinolllW and distribution of its benefits, and financing.
Economie· iocentives will help all Parties achieve the environmental benelits of conservation and sustaioahle use of biological di-vexsity. The Administration thus supports the concept that benefits
stemmjng from. the use of genetic resowees should :now back to
those nations that act to conserve biological di....sity and provide
access to their genetic resou:rc:es. We will sb:ive to realjzp this olr
jective of the Convention. A2. lecognized in the Convention, the adequate and effective protection of intellectual property rights is an-
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other important economic. incentive that encourages the development of mnovative technologies, improving all Parties' ability t6
conserve and sustainably use biological resources. The Administration will therefore strongly resist any actions taken by Puties to
the Convention that lead to inadequate levels of protection of intellectnal property rights, and will continue to pursue a vigorous policy with respect to tha adequate and effective· protection of intellectual· property rights in negotiationa on bilateral and multilateral
trade agreements_ In this regard. tha report of the Department of
State provides a detailed statement of the Administration's position
on those provisions of the Convention that relate to intellectual
property rights.
Biological diversity mDservation in the United States is addressed through a tightly woven partnership of Federal, State, and
private sector programs in management of our lands and wate.rs
and their resident and migratory species. There are hundreds of
State and Federal laws and programs and an extensive system of
Federal and State wildlife refuges, marine sanctuaries, wildlife
management a.reas, recreation areas, parks, and forests. These existing programs and authorities are considered sufficient to enable
any activities necessary to effectively implement our responsibil·
ities under the Convention. The Administration does not intend to
disrupt the existing balance of Federal and State authorities
through this Convention. Indeed, the Administration is committed
to expanding and strengthening these relationships. We look forward to continued coopeIation in conserving biological diversity
and in promoting the sustainable use of its components.
The Convention will enter into force on December 29, 1993.
Prompt ratification will demonatrate the United States commitment to the conservation and 8''Stein a h le use of biological diversity
and will encourage other CXl1mtries to do likewise. Furthermore, in
light of the rapid entry into force of the Convention, early ratification will best allow the United States to fully represent its national
interest at the fir.rt Conference of the Parties.
I recommend that the Senate give early and favorable consideration to this Convention and give its ·advice and consent to ratification, subject to the understandings described in the accompanying
repGrt'"of~Secretary of State.
WILLIAM J. CLnIToN.
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TO:
FR:

RE:

ASI Affiliates. ASI Legislative and Resource M:lI1.J.gemen1 Councils. interested Pa.n:ies
Tom McDonnell "'I,..,
Ecosystem Managemc:.ot and the:: Convention on Biodivc::rsiry_
Note: Documau Length 18 Pages. Remainder Appendices .J..nd Tablo.

An...ched is one of !.he:: I!'~st jmOOrt2m documents ever comniled.
While org31ti..z.:J.tions.
industries. privau:: property owners and this ~tion's citizens tuve been fighting b.:mle.s in the
arenas of range reform, mining refonn, clean wJter. wc:tl:lI1ds. endangered species, private
propc:ny righlS. etc., federal agencies have been Quietly implementing an all-encompa.ssing
agenda that is me.ant to tr.lI1sfonn the economic, sociJ..1, moral and philosophical idrology of
Amc:rica.

On May 5th and June lSI, ASl circulated !.he EnvironmenuJ Prota;;tion Agency's (EPA) National._
Perio-nnana:· Review and Department of the Interior internal working documentS on ecosystem
management. Within these documents if bc:cune evident WI the fedc::r.aJ government intends to
w:e control of all of this nation's legislative, judicial and administrative powen:, along wilh the
nation:S natura! resources - private, stale and (edenL These rwo documents, however, did not
make ii clear that the federal government has, in fact, been implementing the United Nation's
Agenda 21 and the Convention on Biological Diven:icy (Biodiversicy Tracy). The anached
document oullines the purpose of the Biodivc:niry tre:ary, its relationship to ecosystem
management. and how the r.atification of this ttt:3ty ~ assign ~ ~ven::jgnry~ ~.e !J .~. to
the United Nations.
. -

-

.-'_.

The Biodiversiry Trc::.aty mov~.out of the Senate:: Comminec on Fon::ign Affairs and is now
bc:fore the full Senate:. The only thing mat has prevented action on the In:3ry is a holding order

by one Senator. This Senator, however, can not continue this hold. and the rrc::.ary must come
before the Senate. in the $.ys to come. After review of the testimony given before the Scnat.e
CommittCl:, it is-C1~-vat the. r.amifications of the lrcry's r.atific::arion ar-e not understood. This
document is critical in'1?roviding that information.

As the Biodiversity Trc::.ary is deliber.ate.d by the U.S. Senate, sc:vc:ni imporunt factors must be
considered. Fim is the faCt that the Convention on Biodivcniry is a document ba.so:1 on
philosophy, not science. The pn::amble of lhe trc::.acy su~ Wt lhac is a -general lack: of
information and knowledge regarding biological diversicy· and notes thaI there is only -tJu'c:at
of significant reduction or loss of biological diveniry (and that)~ of fiJI! scientific certainry.
should nOt be used as 2. reason for 122stp9ning.mcasurcs ~o pvo.id or minimize sudl a threaL·

--

--

...

--_ .. _.-- ---

-- --"
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The United Nations Plan to Make

"NATURE WORSHIP'
a State Religion

"Treaties nw.de, or which shall be made, under the Authority ofthe United States shall
be the Supreme Law ofthe land; and the Judges in every state shall be bound, thereby,
and Thing in the Constitution or Laws ofany State to the Contrary notwithstanding. "
Article VI, Constitution ofthe United Stales ofAmerica
Most Americans are of the erroneous impression that the U.S. Constitution guarantees
them certain rights, such as freedom of speech. freedom of religion, right to protection of
property, and, if indicted by grand jury, right to a fair and impartial trial by a jury of your

peers. The awful truth, however-unknown to the masses-is that our founding fathers
buried within the body of the Constitution a most disingenuous and diabolical escape
clause, a ticking time bomb. These men, the majority of whom were Masons or
Illuminists, inserted one, brief, seemingly insignificant provision. This little known
provision could, in light of current events, soon prove to be the utter undoing and voiding
of every inalienable right, every freedom, and every vestige of liberty we once were
privileged to enjoy as Americans.
What Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, Hancock, and other founders did was to specify in
Article VI of the Constitution that any and all treaties entered into by the U.S.A. and
foreign countries have precedence and authority over every article, jot, tittle, and iota of
the ConstituJj(>Il; _ In . other words, our Masonic forefathers masterfully tricked the
citizenry mto beli~g a lie-that the government would forever guarantee the rights of
free citizens. In faCt. these men made sure that dictatorial, ungodly, and savage breaches
and violations could craftny be written later into law simply by the ruse of treaties.
Treaties, then, are the Supreme Law of the Land. A treaty, says Article VI of the
Constitution, is of greater authority than the basic Constitution itself and all of its
provisions. Moreover, every judge in the United States from Supreme Court justices to
local, municipal traffic court magistrates. is legally bound to enforce treaties and favor
them over all other laws. As the wording in Article VI puts it, the provisions of a treaty,
however satanic, disgusting, and mean-spirited they may be, shall ever be enforced, "any
Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding."
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This probably sounds preposterous to you and it is. But it's also fact. A treaty made
with, say, corrupt politicians down in Mexico, with Jesuit "Father" Aristide over in Haiti,
with commie boss Boris Yeltsin in Russia, or with some Islamic Arab skeik from
Kuwait, immediately becomes the Supreme Law of the United States of America. Every
provision therein must be complied with by residents of every town, city, and village
throughout the U.S.A.
How does that make you feel, fellow Americans? Do You feel secure?
Treaties become the Supreme Law when approved by the U.S. Senate and the President.
That's it. No majority vote by the citizenry needed or requested. Just two-thirds of the
corrupt politicians who sit in the U.S. Senate plus the rubber-stamp approval of the one
man who resides at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue-that's all it takes for Big Brother
government to dramatically transform our lives in almost unlimited ways.
In short, our most cherished constitutional rights may quickly and without public debate
be legally abolished by a scheming,. wicked, Bill Clinton and a passel of graft taking
politicians in Washington, D.C. Together, these traitors are free to draw up a diabolical
treaty with any third world, puppet government, or prime minister on the face of the
Eanh.

you don't believe this is possible, I heartily recommend you go to a law library and
read up on the following Supreme ~ourt cases. Yes, read for yourself and then weep:

[f

U.S. v. Thompson, 258 F.257, E.D. Ark. (1919); U.S. v. Samples, 258 F. 479,
W. D. Mo. (1919)
Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416, 434, 40 S. Cl. 382,384 (1920). Also see U.S.
v. Selkirk (1919);
and U.S. v. Rockefeller (1919); and U.S. v. Lumpkin (1921).
Also Cerrito Gun Club v. Hall. 96 F.2d 620 (9th Cir., 1938)
Bailey v. Holland, 126 F. 2d 317 (4th Cir. 1942) U.S. v. Jin Fuey Moy, 241 U.S.
394, 36 S Cl. 658 (1916)
Stutz v. Jlurea\nlfNarcotics, 56 F. Supp.81O, 813 (N.D. Cal., 1944) Balfour,
Guthrie & Co. v. ~ited States, 90F. Supp. 831 (N.D. Cal., 1950)
Lowell H. Becraft, Jr., a highly regarded attorney from Alabama, has carefully
researched court precedents relating to the chilling, abusive power of the federal
government based on treaties. He warns:

It's easy to imagine what may be on the minds of a multitude offederal agencies; the
pursuit oj more power which is otherwise prohibited by the Constitution Based on the
Supreme Court's blessing ojtreaty basedpower, the federales could theoreticallyfeign a
"treaty" with tiny Guam to secure huge municipal power over virtually any subject
formerly reserved "to the States respectively or the people" by the 10th Amendment.
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Who can doubt that, at this very moment, Attorney-General Janet Reno and her mentors,
Bill and Hillary Clinton, are working on a slew of sickening schemes which can be put
into action by simple treaty. All that's needed, they must reason, is to grease the palms
of a cooperative Mexican, Haitian, Pakistan, or other decadent foreign politician, many
of whom are already secretly in the employ of the ClA.
Universal health care Hillary's failed, socialist medical scheme may soon be resurrected
and put into effect by treaty. Ownership of firearms by the citizenry could be banned
and outlawed by treaty. Ammunition could be confiscated~ patriot newsletters closed
down~ resisting Christian churches raided~ homosexual rights extended, and government
funded abortions required all enacted into Supreme Law by simple treaty. The desires
and wishes of the suffering electorate notwithstading.
Indeed, the Clinton administration has already sent to the U.S. Senate for ratification the
most astonishing, most heinous treaty ever devised by the sinful hearts of evil men. It's
called the Convention on Biological Diversity, and if this document is voted into law,
you can kiss 220 years of American freedom and justice good-bye forever.
When you read the Biological Diversity Treaty, you will scarcely believe your eyes.
This is unquestionably the Treaty From Hell. How a president of the United States could
have the audacity to actually propose the adoption of this treaty beggars the imagination.
Bill Clinton and his co-president, Hillary Rodham Clinton, have to be demon possessed,
period!
The treaty itself is vaguely and fuzzily worded. In effect, it gives the Clinton
administration's environmental crazies a blank check to rewrite and override the
Constitution. It enables the United States and every other nation on earth to change and
revise all existing laws to confonn to ten United Nations objectives.
When you examine this filthy, stealth document for yourself and the ten UN objectives
which accompany it, You will be outraged. The world's slimiest occultists first put this
piece of trash together at Rio de Janeiro's Earth Summit in 1992. Maurice Stong, the
llluminati,,- is-""-lhe ~Jef, conspiratorial plotter behind it. Strong, the chainnan of the
United Nations En~onmental Program, is tied in with the notorious elitists who run the
Trilateral Commissid'n, the CFR., the World Economic Forum, and the Bilderbergers.
Here is just a sampling of the malignant UN objectives that are to be accomplished
under this treaty:
First, it proposes "to make nature worship a sate religion."
Second, "people will be classified as the enemy," menaces to society. Populations must
be reduced to save the planet!
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Third, entire land areas of the United States will be "make void of human presence" to
create huge, unpopulated, environmental "biosphere's." The people who now live in
these vast regions will be driven off their land. Their homes, farms, and ranches will be
confiscated. This is necessary, say treaty sponsors, to protect fungi, plants, bugs, birds,
and other endangered species.
Founh, all passenger motor vehicles will be prohibited because, supposedly, they
"pollute" the environment. All home air conditioning systems must be inactivated
because they use too much energy and theoretically release ozone destroying pollutants
into the atmosphere.
Fifth, a global environmental tax will be levied on richer nations, such as the U.S.A. and
Canada, so that citizens of these countries can pay for damage they've supposedly of
these countries can pay for damage they've supposedly of these countries can pay for
damage they've supposedly done to Mother Earth over the decades and centuries past.
Sixth, a world government authority will be set up to enforce the treaty.
Seventh, citizens anywhere in the world who fight the system will be arrested and
punished by international court.
This is only a brief overview of the tremendous horrors to ensue once this monstrous
treaty is enacted. Thousands of bureaucratic regulations based on the Treaty From Hell
will forever supersede and take the place of our U.S. Constitution. Moreover, the treaty
will render obsolete most state and local laws and ordinances. The Bill of Rights will be
history trashed and forgotten. The radiant fullness of the New World Order will finally
be ushered in. Christians and patriots who dissent will be crushed and discarded. The
ages old dream of Lucifer and his Secret Brotherhood will be realized. All because of
the passage of this one, monumental, but deceitfully innocent. treaty the Convention on
Biological Diversity.
Surely these horrors will not come to pass. Why, they could never succeed in getting
such and evil treaty passed by the U. S. Senate.

~ni~o~¥

To these
citizens, I say, WAKEUP! Just this year, the Republicans and
Democrats, working..together in Congress, slam-dunked on us the GATT bill, complete
with its provision for a dictatorial World Trade Organization. Senator Bob Dole and the
boys also gave us the Brady Gun Control Act, and they backed President Clinton 1000.10
in doling out some $40 billion to the international bankers during the recent Mexican
peso financial crisis. When the American people complained, our controlled leaders
hollered, "Shut up, and take it l "
Keep in mind, too, that the controlled, liberal media is populated by a host of
environmental wackos. They're thrilled to promote the politically correct agenda of the
biodiversity conspiracy. CBS CNN, and the rest of the media will never tell Americans
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the awful facts about this treaty. They don't want the public to know what is about to
happen. Instead, the masses are to be propagandized and made to believe that this treaty
is just another, wholesome tool to help America clean up its suffering, at risk
environment. It's something good, we'll all be told, like recycling and saving the bald
eagle from extinction. A mass media blackout of the true facts regarding the Biological
Diversity Treaty is already in operation.
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Second. the Sen3.!e will nO( be ratifying J. finished do-:ument. bUl merely J. SlJ.LCmenl of
principles. The Jc:uaJ prolOcols (international laws) of the trealY will be: decided al !.he Uni~
Nation's ·Confe=-~:lcc of the Parties, - lhe first one of I,l,.·hich will take place in November. 1994.
By raliiying the t:e.:lIY the Senare' will be handing a blan~ check: 10 the le.:ldership of me
iniemationaJ environmenuJ movemenl who 4te drafting these prolOcols. (Alee lhe treaty is
ratified. the Uniled Stales. lIS Congress and ~-= ~"!~rican~p'le_ ..~il)...be .Ieg~y ~~nd .to
implement
any protocols dr.tfled and adopLed by lhese non <leered agencies.
- _.'
-- ....

.

Third. lhe 'Sena~ needs to consider th.l.I !.his new doclrine of ·sustainable use· demands th.lI
human c.x.is~nce shalJ have no more juridicaJ rights than any Iessc:r species. The spo:ches of
me UN's Secrewy Gener.J1 and Ex.ecutive DirectOr found in the anachmenls make it clear that
governments' first obligation will be to the environment and its species. not to !he pc:op!e. This
principle violat:.s the U.S. Constirution-:--.,
._. . - -.. -.
-Founh, this ueary calls fOf me U.S. to rum its national sove~jgnry over to a UN body which
Maurice Strong and Elizabeth Dowdc:swell (so:: anachments) refer to as Lhe.:New.-World Order.·
Under this World Ordcr, the'_ United SUlC:S will be no more man a colonial fonn of goyemmcnl
10 whom environmenuJ, economic, social and moral standards wiU be dictated. ntis is dirtt:lIy
conlr.3diclory (0 lhe very principks upon which !.his nation W3.S flnt founded.
Fifth. this tracy offcrs developing counules an ·equitable- distribution of W'c.aJth.· 1ltis-equitable- disuibution requires that the .P-roducri~c:..2p'p'araru!.of..(ky.clo~natiQl)s be tom down.
in order 10 offer developing nations opportunities to se:U their products in those formerly
productive counrri~. Un~ this -equiubility· of nations occurs. the taxpayers of the Unito1
States will have to subsidize d_~doping nations at funding lcvcls that will not be: deu:rmined
until after the U"eaty has been signaL The entire U.S. economy will be placo:1 in jeopardy
should this tn:aty be signed.

)!

Si:r:lh. the U.S. Senate must investigate the fact that the federal govemment_ has . bo:n
implementing the biodivenity treaty since June of 1993. without approVal or nofication of the
Senau:!·· Furthermore, EPA ecosystem documents revea.l·that feder.al agencies deliberately
intended to bypass Congi-ez 5n. their implemen.t::ation of United Nations -mtt::rTUtioiuil
provisions: 'EPA and De~t
of the Interior documenlS afso make it evident that the federaJ
.
.
agencies fuUy intend to determine and diCt.3.te the needs of Cong~ and the people rather th2n
~nding te- niXd~ ~imined by the people through their Congres:s. These actions arc: in
direct violation of the ~.S. Constitution.

t:re.atr

III summary, me Convention on Biodiversity is a violation of the U.S. Constirution and Lhe civil
rights of the people of this nation. It is our belief. that the,U.S. Senate: must nOl ratify this
treary based on these facts. The Senate must also initiate an immediate investigation into the
federaJ govemmenl's unconstitutional implementation of this treaty withoUl ratification and Lhat
Congress must begin taking back of the authority which lhac agencies have usurped from this
nation's Congress and the people.a.nd sta.te govc.mmenlS which Congress rqJresents.
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Recenlly the: Americ:m She~. p Industry Association circulated a Series of internal working
documents from the Environmental ProteCtion Agency (EP A) and me Depanment of the ln~rior.
These documents delToonsrrate !ha( over !.he past Ye:1I·and-a-haJf there has !Jeen a massive
restrucruring of fedc:r:a.J government by which the philosophy of government has been reoriented
from one of serving the people U) one of equally serving all species. This ptUJosophy, called
~ecosysrem management· n:p~nts a very profound rransfonri.a.tion of our consorutional form
of government and has very serious implicuions to the future of this naoon.
To understand what fus happened, however, one has to 100.1.: at the origins of this
philosophy. Ecosystem management is a combination of a new scientific discipline, or belief.
c:al.Ic:d biological divers!ry (biC?diversiry) and a new politic:a1, economic :J.nd .social theory ca.J1ed
·suswruble development, ~ or ~susta.in:J.ble use.· Under these new belic:fs. the world's biological
diversity is its most important asser an~_il has to be maint4in~ through sustainable usc.
Environmental extremists :u-gue that biodivernry is under as.uuJ( by the activities of man,
and as a result, they allege, the world is now bcing the gre::J.test euinction of spe.cies ever
wiUlessed in the history of the world, even going back: to the time of the dinosaurs. They argue
Ihal in order 10 save biodiversity, an international legal regime h::is to be crc:at.e:d tD imp1emem
protectionary laws down 10 the loc:U level, and that nations have to scrap their prc.sc.nt
politiCl1la::onomic policies and rep!:J.ce them with susL3inab1e usc policies.
Thii:;s the first of a sales of repon5 thai wilJ eumine the issue of biodiveni£)' and its
relationship (0 ecosystem management and the new philosophy of government being implemented.
under the: National PerforTnance Review. In lhis n:port we will endeavor to present documentary
evidel"!ce of the international regime that is being cre::ated to promote a set of international laws
that will protect biodiversity.
As this report is being issued, !.he U.S. Senate: is days away from ratifying the
Convention on Biological Diven:ity. Also blown as the: ·Biodiversi£)' Tra£)': it will mandate
the: United States and other nations to adopt.3. new philosophy of government with a va!t system
of laws and regulations based on the docoine of ·sustainable use.· If the Senate ratifies this
uucy, the: national sovereignty of the United StaLeS will be handed over to a. the a supr:a.narional
authority thai is being set up oy the United Nations to administer this treaty. 1b.i.s ratification
is unconstiruuonal_and _must be stopped!

--- ...

-~

-

The Diodi versil y T rc3t Y

The Convention on Biodiversity, a full copy of which is conwned in Appc:ndi.x l(a).
commils nations to protect biological diversity-~osystems and genetic resources as well as
species. The lIc:aty mandates the adoption of AsusuiJJable llSf:- policies as the basis to maintain
world"s plants, animals and all oUler orgznisms at sustainable: levels.
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Under thl: I.reary. counuil:s pledge (0 develop national plans for the conservation and
suslai'lable use of biodiversity. This is to be accomplishe.d lhrough in...~tories of resource.s an':1
the integr<ltion of ~sust.ainable use~ plans into development str.uegies. They are also requir~
to enact laws to protect thratl:ne.d species and habitaLS and expand n:irural pro~t.ed areas.
The l1'e3.ty requires that developed countries assist poorl:r nations in carrying out thl:ir
conservation programs through the use of ~approprUfJ:: ttthnologjes.· Appropriate technologies
often mans, primitive t.a:h.nologies that allegedly do not hann the environment, thus. the treaty
may prohib'it the transfer of adV2Jlced leChnologies to underdeveloped counaies. In fJ::rms of
cnnsporurion. for example. motorized ux:hnologies (Cl.fS. ttUcks. etc.) are frowned upon and
non-mo(orizc:d leChnologies are. the ones (D be promolCd (bicyctes. horses. donkeys. ele.).
Modem {ann equipment is discouraged. aJong with modem energy production (acilitie.s including
fossil fud planLS. hydroelecmc plants. and nuclear power.
The Biodivl:n:iry" Treaty statt:s that dl:veloped counaies shill ·provide new and additional
financial resources' to deVeloping countries so they CilJ1 CUT)' out lllei.r treJ.ty obligations. The
treaty does·not dt:flIle what constirut.e.s a developed or a developing country, nor does it set an
amount of flJ'W1ci.a1 aid. The amounts of fmanciaJ aid will be dl:tam.in~ dwing!.he Conference
of the Parries. the fIrst one of which will uh. place in November. 1994. ~ months 4.ft.cr !hI:
deadline for ratification is closed.
The neacy promotes agrecmenLS for the ::t.ccess (Q genelic re.soura:.s and the tr.lI1sfer of
promotes ttu:: .pf"CServation of indigenous c:ulru~ such as N3tive Ameria.n
and aborigine and their tnditionaJ knowledge in the conservation and use of biologic:a.l diversity.
The preseTva.tion of biodive:rsiry. according to the Convention. must be done with the active
involvement of indigalOus pc:oplcs who possess such knowledge, so that they can benefit from
its use'"
biotc::ehno~ogies. It

Constitutional Issues
An eumination of the .Biodivcnicy Tn:aty demonstr.ucs that it violates sevcnl principles
of the U.S. Constitution and·the Ded.antion of Independence. In short:
I) The Scna~ will not .ratify a fmished document. but me.rcly a statement of principles.
The aauaJ profbcoh--.f!,nti:mational laws} of the ~ty will be decided 3.t a. Unitaf Nations
·Conference of the PHtics.' the first one of which will ta.U: place m November. 1994. By
ratifying !.he tn:3ty, the~"SenaJe will be handing a bb.nk: ~hc::ek: [0 the extremist far-left f.a.crion of
me intl:mauonal environmental movement. Once the ueal)' is ratified. the United States. its
Congress and the: American people will be legally bound to implement any protocols dnfted and
adopted by these non-dected agencies.
A supranational body has already been created to enforce the mandates of the convention_
The three environmenta.l organizations thai are in control of the drafting of the protocols are the
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THE PLAN TO PROTECT BIODIVERSITY
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Representanons of areseNe an~ corridor system 10 prolect biodiversity In different regions the Uniled Slales. Based on lhe guidelines of Ihe Wildlands Project. Mde 8a·e of lhe Convenlion
on biological Diversity Treaty provides Ihe legal framewOf1<. for this plan. Section 10.4.2.2.3 of lhe Uniled Nations Global Biodiversify Assessmenl (GBA) that will be used to derlne the enabling and
ernortemel'll protocol for Ihe lreaty specifically cans for Ihe Widlands Proleclto provide lhe plan's conceptual framewor';. According to the June 25, 1993 issue 01 Seillnes magazlne,lhe plan cans
far 23.4~~ allhe land la be pUllnla wlldelness and 26.2'/. Inlo corridors and human buffer zones. Such a system of reserves and carridors, notes Science, would create' an archipelago of
human~nhabiled islamls surrounded by natural areas." Accordinllto the GBA, reSeNtS woulcl include wilderness areas and nalional par1ls while inner buller zones woulcl permil no agriculture. no
mote thin Q,5 miles of reid per $Quart !Tilt elland. primitive campln;. and only light selectlon harvlsdn; of foresls. ISell "Tile Wildlands PrOjllCr. Wild Elnh. December, 1992 Also see Science,
"T"....10" Calla' BIOdl"••• I,.,..' 25 Jun... Vol 2eO. 1 Y93. pp llell-""
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_.. - ',-.v""'IJ!lI~) Willi!:! rnner OUller lones would per~l no agriculture. no
..·..-·............·.. r" ..•..• ndl'993.Pp18SB.1871.
p/lmlij~e camplllO. ana only light selectkln haNBsting of foresls. --.
(See "The Wildlands Proiecl', Wdd Ear1h, December. 1992 Nso see Science.
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next few decades," See: "The Wildlands Projecr' ~Id Earth, Dec" 1992, and Science, "The High Cost 01 BiodjveSlly," 25 June, Vol
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A representation of a reserve and corridor system in to protect biociversity In the Northeast Based on li'le guidelines 01 the Wildlands PIOj8l:1 proposed by leaomr.:: " :_ l L~.=
SocIety of Conservation Bidogy, lIle plan is being advocated by some members of the Northem Forest AJliance-a group 01 28 nalional and local environmental organl:]: : -, .s~="
re$ElN8S end corr1dots are proposed lor lhe entire United Slales, A reserve and corridot syslem was plomOled in l11e 1993 Aulumn Equmox and 1994 Spring Equlnc;, ;':. :ns :'
171, North9rn Forest Forum, and separalely by National AudJbon in Ihelr 1993 lund raising campaign, the spring, 1992 Issue ollVilderMSS. and A New MaiM W::::Xi :~s~r.!
proposed by the Wlldemess Society In 1989. 'AI 19ast hall of the land area 01 the 48 conlerminous stales shOuld be encompassed in cOle reserves and innler com::' ~ :M$
({usenUolly extensions 01 axe l'e5eIVM) within th9 next lew decades' stales prqeelleader Reed Noss in "The Wildands Projecl', Wild E.tth. '992. According 10 the Ju,~ :3. 199)
Iswo Or Selene" magazine, such a syslem 01 reserves and coo1ch~ would creale "an archipelago 01 human·inhcbited Islands surrounded by nalural areas: Chapler 10 ~ : 2 J at
lIll UN Global BIodiversity Assessmenl and ArtIcle 8a-01 the Convention on Biological DiIJersily oulllnes Ihis melhoOOlogy 10 conseIVo and restore biodlversit)',

I
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THE PLAN TO PROTECT BIODIVERSITY
THE BIODIVERSITY TREATY AND THE WILDLANDS PROJECT

is

•

CORE RESERVES··
NO USE

IlIIIl!l
IIIIIIII

CORRIDORS··
EXTREMELY LIMITED USE

:V>ir BUFFERS·-

i~'J~~i VERY LIMITED USE

"Alleasl hall olthe land area ollhe 48 conle/minous slales should be encompassed in COlt (Serves and innef COlndor zones within the
neld rew decades," See: ~The Wildlands Projecr' \'Ylld ElIffh, Dec., 1992. and Science, "The Hrgh Cosi or BIodI"eslty," 2S June, Vol
260, 1993, PP 1868-1S71 Chapter 10 4.2.2 3 of the UN Global B[odjve~lry Ass~smenl and Miele 8a·of the Convention on BiOlogical
Dlvef'311y outlines this methodology 10 conserve and reslore blodivers~y.

I

ObjecUTe: To inventory c:uu.-.l llDd bu=

~urees_

United Nations
·Ideatify components o( biological diversity
(or its cooservltioo aDd NStaiu.able use·
(Biological Divenity Treaty: Article 71)
impo~t

"Monitor." througb ampling and other techniques,
the compoOa1ts of biological diversity· (BiologiaJ
Diversity Treaty: Article 7b)

.g.

·00 March 18, a pc:rf0fmlD.Ce
t bctwcc:a
the Pn:sident &ad the Socrctuy of Interior wu
rde.s.cd.. Major objective. for the dq..-t
t
iaclude cst&blishinC the Natioad BioloriCll
Swvey (NBS)•• .spccific pc:rfOI'1D&DCe meL<;Un:s
foc FY 94 for NBS ~ to dcvdop implcmeawioa
pla.o by the cad of FY 94 to mternte tM

depanmcal" bioloricd d",besc S)'Dem! with

·T0 belp provide. wlid basis for futun: Hocisiootm.k.iog and (ol!ow..up to the COOYa:laoD. [lINEP}
bas decided to carry au! ..-olobfl Biodiversity
Assessment (GBA). the funding.providod by me
'Glob1l Envirownent1.l Facility.'. The 50lid
~liD", of iDfonnatioa ceue.-.~ by tho GSA will
pn:7Vid", the objectivity o=s&ry· for prorr=s 10
coa.s:erviDr biodivernty. The coverare of the
GBA will be compn:bctlSive, both in terms of
orgl.oisms Io.lld ecosysrcms. Considerabk
ecnp.basis will be given to th", rd;r.tio"lShip becw.x:n
biodiversity conservatioa Io.lld resouroc
ma.o.agemeot. inciudiDC soctol'"S such as
agriculture. forestry. fisheri<:::s. grarinr. tourism.
di~fc and,the socW dilD01Sloa of !?i~iversity."
Keaton
Miller.
Di~r of the
.
. Biolorical
Rcsoun:es .Progn.m.. World R MOWCXS lnstiNl.r:.
IoDd me coordinator, Sed.ioa 10 of the GBA.
.~,

1993
·In otrler to CV11uale ~loh.J consen"atioa priority.
the CCB (Center for Conservation.BioloU) bas
developed .. tool. the Globll Coasc:r"tioa
AnI.lysis Pa.cbge (GCAP). that f'aCiJit&fd -.nd)'1it
of antbroPlJreWc (man~uscdJ t1u'eau to
biological divt:l'"Sif)- 00 the basis of tho follawiar
a.ssumptioD3:: the ov~1 ~ioloricd diversity of.
n:eioo. spCi::i';--d~tiODaod habit&! usc. rtZI:
of forest loss. aod bupn popuIatioa.s p~res.
The first Ippliatioa of this !d·p"ble -.ndytied
fOOl bas beca the ideotificar.ioa of U1:llS of critical
eoaeeru (ACq for me eouserv.tioa of bioloCical
diversity I f the coati..aettt&1 and globtJ levels. AD
ACe is defined as I country in wtUch hilb specif:;l;
diversity coincides with I dense and iDerelSml
bumm population, aDd/or higb ntes of .lfen.tioo
of forest babiuts." (Center for Conservatioa
Biolol)' Ne-:slctu:r Upd#l~, July 7. 1993).
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omu rdevant FedenJ and State databasc:s. publ.i.sb.
• reo<::n.Jly a.c:c:ept.ed defin.itioa of QI.O.1n..I f1::SOUroe
nanu and tread. aod provide iaformatioo 00
popuLatiOltS and CCD:SJStCm$ to rovenunc::ot
lleocies. ctates. IIDd ochCS' eotitiea [Uaitb::l Nations;
aDd NGo.--.«I'" (U.S. Fof'<:S! Service Eeocycfcm
Ml.d.IgemeDl News, Volwnc I. No_ 12. April
1994).
•A cumber of fcdenJ arc:ncies IIDd DOD·
govemmeat orpaizstioas a.re wori:i.nr toiether
through the lnfenl,QICY ~ ma.nagemeot
cooniina.tioo croup 10 coordinAte I.Dd conduct •
bro.d ccoloricd •
t of major eccn:riOIU
of me U.S. Tba iDtenrc:ncr ........) rem
mana.emeat cocmfiDatioo crouP is n:qucsti.De thaJ:
the NatioaaJ BiolaciaJ. Sarver (NBS) provide
puti.d fuDdiD, aad. Ci bj" O'V'l:nirbt of the
,
ts. .. (Deputmcat of the Interior lntenuJ
WOfkiD, doOl
I oa Eeoc) tNn Man.aremcnt..

Much 30. 1994)

-Ecosj em atahU md ~ 00 I Landscape basil
dwuld be used••• kJ diftld: compliance iaspo::ric:xu:
IUd dOt
i lldivitic:s 11 thoce facilitielll
advendy i , dine vu1Dcnblo &Dd.!or eodaorend
ceocy5lai:iS. .. (EzrrinJameau.J Protcctioo Arenr:r,
Natiooal Pcdon:tWlCl:l Review, F ] em
Proteetioa. Aupst 6, 1993).

Objeai,.~: To c:su:blish • Ictal rc:gilDC lUe "";11 uliliz.c: inu:rnatiOG&l LnSties to eoa1rol • .11 policies. froaJ
!be: t.aee:nn:lioo:al level 10 the: o.atiooLl .and loc:a.I leveb.

Unired Nations
"the New World Ordc:r••• must unit.c: w all i.e a
pumen:hip wh.ich••• (mustJ recognize the:
ton
di'ac sovereignty of 11&flltt, of our oaly
oae Earth: ·(Mauric:e Sltoua:, Ooci.llg S~.
Earth Summif, Rjo de ]auc.iJ,:,. JUDe: 15. 1992)

"The Executive Braacb cbou.Id direct fcden.1
CO evaJuzte aatiooal policies on
e:avUoamc:ataJ prouctioa &Dd n:soun:e
manarel:DCD.c· to 4fulfill existiDr i.ntc:n:1&tiooal
obliratioas (e.,. Cooveouoa oa Biological
Diversity, Arcnda 21)," aM CO 4ameDd aa.tioaaJ
policies CO man: c:ffcctivdy acbic:vc iace:nw.ioa.aJ
objoc:ti...c:s.•• Prcsc:ac ~datioas to Coarn:ss
for lqi.d.&tive c:h..Dres 0
nry to msure

rlo~

a~CI

Susuioabilifj' "will ~ fbe devdopmc::cc oC -.0.
errective aod eaforceahle iAtemauonaJ 1e:11.1
~rime which will a~ infO the inl.c:nl.a1ioaaJ
U'C:Zt& the ruJc: of law, wb..ich is the: b.r.si. for the:
effocti~ -.o.d equiw,1e funetiOai{ll-of a.a.tiooal
wcieti_.· (Maurice SCroo" L.cf::rurc: rlvc:a #to
Swedi.sh Royal Ae&&my i.n .s~olm. April 27,
)

na.ti0l1&J laW1l are coa..sisu:ot with D&1ioad policy
£01'" pro Odinr CXOSj
," aod" "Coa.vcne
DJ.m.m..i~ for Dcroc.ia.cinr dwJre i.e rqioa.a.l
oeoaocaia .., -.0. euc:utiaJ meaa:I (or manarmc
Qlruin·hle O::OSYSfmlS.· (EPA lntc:nuJ WCKkiur
Done
C, dafa1 August 5, 1993)

...

,

'RerioaaJ CCQoomic iateptioo organiz.t.t.ioo'

mc:.al1S Ul orcanintioo coascirutb;j by wvc:n:ira
nalc:S of. givea fCa:100, to which iu member
Stites have tnnsfetnd colXlpdmCC in rapcct of
matten: govaucd by this Cooveouoo..• (Biologica.l
DiV'Cmty Treaey, Aniclc 2 ~ti(lQ.ll:)

'we'·su.ad ~1 co c:oatinae CO sssist)be furtba
CooWllllioa. as if oomoa into
fon::e. ••• ThiS c::otcrpriso wiI1 ~ &om us aU in
the Uaikd Natioas system • rlob.J pattDenhip 10
bc:nc:r.n:::ipoad co fbo cum::D1 &Dd future oood.J of
mem~ Sl.a1eS. It will rc:quin;. a bCW matioasbip
evolution or !his

among thc various entities, ~ , 0f'I'UlS.
orJa.a..i.utioas of the Uaited Nations iacludibC
cpoc:i&liUld agc::ocies and thc"B~ Woods

WtiNtioas••••This CoG'n2Jtioa deaiaods from us a
arvag, c:ob~c and ...wble ~.__ThrouCb •
collabol'1luvcLlzCf'il'Olt: o{ UN arc:oc:ics. &cientific
lnsriNtioas. ~cioa.a.l cc¥a &Dd ck.NGOs.

tbnJurb wori:::iaC ~..IlUdic:s. • ts aod
traiDior. you will be able 10 aa: UNEP',
uncquivoaJ focus OQ biodiversifY.· (Ainbc1b
Do JcswdL Opca.ibr Rc:a:wb at the:: secoad
$CSStoa of the l.a~taJCommifC£Jc OQ
the Conven1ioo 00 Biologica.l DiversifY. Na.Uvbi;
Kc:aya. Juae 20. 1994)
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Objectil'c: To m.U:c

au.I1

cqua.l 10 ill ocher species.

United Nations

--

federal Agencies
• All cr;:os-yltCQl m&DAlcmeDt a.cOvjlic:a: shouJd
coasidc.t hum1n bei.ars as I;. biolo(iaJ
(B~u of ~ Maa.a,c:mcDt. lALc.rud Woct:ia,
DoauDct1! OQ Eccsyacm Ma.D.I.iCttICDl. April 30.

'Thc vis-ioD of Doe Ean.h. Doe Family
presupposes... 1; ~ ~ bdwccu peoplc aDd
g.al\l.R; 00 mc ooc b-.od aod OQ &be othc.r. &mOD'
differcal peoples &Dd lWioas: a coouaa
c:h..anac.riu:d by soliduity. iatc:.rdc:pmdcooe. aDd.
equity - the distinctivc ~ of ... bi,
(unily uniUld (or ... commoa Purpo$C.. "The
CoovcntiOD 00 Biolorica.l Diversity.•. provides I;
unique oppoetU.Q..iry and framcwort (or achievLaI
both.' (Elisabeth Oowdeswe1J, ~I ~
al the ~ s.c.WOQ of thc mlcqoverumcaw
Commin.oe 00 thc Cozlvcntioa
DO BioloriaJ
.
.,,,.
DivCl'Sity. Nairobi. Kc:oya. lwe:. 20. 1994)

rc:so=....

1994)

--.

Objectil'c: To lDU::C t.bc use of oabln! RSOW"CCS a COSl

Fedt:n.I Armcics

United Nations
S"naio,biliry 'CUI ooJy be ~evcd throu,h
major c.ha.o&,cs ia tbc syaetD of i.accotivcs .aod
pco.a1tics by which C0vctumcDU moUvw: the
CICOaOmic condud of cocporatioas aDd citiJ:al.s.••.
This Deeds 10 be ACalmp.aa.icd by the adoptioa of
aa:nuor.iar methods. both La oa.tioaaJ accoo mt( aDd
bc.uiAc::u .a.c.cot.IDUaC. ia whicb CDvin:Jameotd CIOSU
arc fully iD.cc(T1Jai.~ the casu of psodYCU.aDd
tnnnniog r ' - ~ stiQar. I..o:cutc riven. &0
Swcdi$b Royal A
'.Y ia S· '1ol,,! April 27,

'994))

.

......

:.~

1atcptc conri1cn.ti(X\.of sbc.'t'?

:

.aaiaD .aDd
sunalnrble usc: of bioloricd tc$OUR:ICS iA&o
I1aUo.W dccisiOQ-ma.!ci.D.&. (BioIa(ic:&l Divemcy
Treacy: A..niclc lOa)

Dcvdop ... fcdcnJ policy that • &CCOW1t. for
~oJia.l VaJUCI

~visc

aquaUy with CCOQOmic:

VaJUCII ••••

GOP iAdic:c:s &ad other ocooomic a:acaswa

to Uldude the loa of IWW'LI ~ thmuch
cxploit&tioo..· (EPA 1ALerua.I WOrl::Wr Doo...rn'
dau.d Aupst 5. 1993)

"00. May 10, &be Com
ce Depanmc.ot rdcucd
llS .fiRt .a of &WUnJ ftSOCUCC; a
'D" called.
"lbe GRaS GOP.' Tb.e n:port will a.tr.cmpe. to
pre &bo use of AASW'd n::soun:.a with c.xpansioa
or dcpldioa of a.&J:Wa1 ~ bc.ia.C viewed ..
cn:d.iu Of' debita. • (LaDd I..cucr. Jua.c 20, 199<4)

.

·-

Objecti ..e: To etusify people as the eoemy' .
Fcd~

United Nations

Ibc astouudi.og sucecs.s of the h=-m species. its
proJifecaLioa in oumben Uld i.a the: sale: a.c.d
taleasilY of iu activities. is threateu.ir:lg the futun:
of the. Eanh's life systems' (Maurio:. Sttoa,.
l.D::nu'e g1vea 1.0 S_cdish Royal Aademy in
Sto::k.ho~~ :April 27. 1994)

ACencies

-

'Siodivemry is beiae lost fu&c.r wday l.h&n &I. a.ay
siDt;.c: the di cft...s became atiDct wme 65
millioo years .ro. Ua1itc: pn:vious extinctions.
wtu.cb weft: primarily. result of D&.tUtd evCOlll.
Ibis dc:suuaioa of our plaoet'. life: fOrml U
!&rIdy. result of bwrwa aetioa. 10 particu1u the
ckgndatioa of biolGrica1ly rich c:axy rtem'_ .. •
(TUDDlby W"uth. UDdcno::::Rury of Sf..t.1c (Of'
Global Affairs. ScIwc Hcari.crs oa U.S.
nti6eu.ioa or Biodivasity T rcary. April 12.
1994).

Umc.

-rbc ,lobe'. popu1a.Lioa u rrowinr at • ~ that
is ac::rx:dcd only by our capacity to consume
r=oun;.c;s aDd produ.= wasu:.. This is CQmplddy

"oms"in'blc: counc.· (Tl.IDOthy wirth.
Uodc~ of Swe foc- Global Alfain.
Spcccb to Natioo.al Press Cub. July 13. 1994).

Objecul'c: To create

I.n2S

deToid of human pn::scn~

F~

United Nations

-."E.sublish. syStUD Or,tofrS:tDd

Agencies

--- ...

ugs

~~

'.L Wildlaads Project; NatiooaJ Wildlife
Refuges, Wildetuc:ssc$. NuioaaJ Pub.
Coaidon:. &Ad Buffer L:socs.

wbuc .specia.l me.asun:s need CO be lakco CO
coGSCt'Vc bioloCic.aJ divenicy;' (Biolorial
Oivcnily T rc::uy: Anide &a)
'PfO~ CDVUoomcol.&1Jy

5OI.IDd &ad p·g,;O'ble
pl'O eaee1 uc::a.
wil.b. • YICW to fw\bcriot pco·'Ctioa of tbc:sc
a.reu•• (Biological Di~ry T~: Article Ie)
devdopmc:DC i.a arc:u

&d~ 10
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The two d~agrams above appeared
1:1 a book tl tIed: "A Journey To
Tr.e Earth's !nterior",
It was published
1~ :929 by ~~r3hall B. Gardner. Diagrams
sr.:~ the earth as a hollow sphere with
po:ar openings and a ~~all central sun.
1

3.

~

2.

Ancient Teac:--.'::16S .:lalm that
a e;reat "Ca"/e::-:: flo:-ld" ex1.sts.
198

4.

1958 rlndlngs or modern
ICY scientist explorers.

THE
HOLLOW
EARTH

These [\\"0 photogr.tphs uf the :"onh Pole wac
t:lken bY:lIl Amaic.m SP:lCC s.l.d!i!c 011 ':j
November 196:0:. The t~ho[og:r;I~'h ,m the lc-ft
indic:l.tcs that there is:1 hole ill th,' N,'rrh Pole:
the ?iet\lfl' all tbe [lsht ';1\·....:>.\ m,'n.: traditional
view oi rlw P01c.:... ~hnludL'd in ci,'Iud
199

THE PLANNING OF THE NEW
DENVER AIRPORT

In the late 1970s, Denver began eyeing the Rocky Mountain arsenal and later the vast
acreage to its east to expand or replace congested Stapleton International Airport.
After he took office in ]983 then mayor Federico Pena chose the option of a new runway
on the arsenal, on the north end of Stapleton.

But by early 1985, worried by toxic waste on the arsenal and Adams County's
intransigent opposition, Pena opted for a new airport immediately east of the arsenal.
Several times between 1985 and 1987, the site has moved farther east.
Denver began its chain of mistakes by buying about 884 acres of land for the arsenal
runway, before making the final decision to build it.
The city spent $47 million on the Eastwood Estates mobile home park and undeveloped
acreage known as Section II because they were in the flight path of the arsenal-runway.
The city then decided to build a new airport instead, rendering the land unnecessary.
Denver ultimately routed Pena Boulevard, the main airport access road, through
Eastwood. Section II was left out of the DIA project altogether.
The purchases ousted 420 families and cost Denver $47.1, million, $22 million for the
homes $5.6 million for the undeveloped portion of Eastwood Estates and $19.5 million
for Section II.
The prices Denver paid stunned the real estate community.
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Although farmland in the area was selling for $3,500 an acre, Denver paid $30,000 an
acre for an undeveloped 132-acre section of Eastwood Estates that was platted for
commercial and residential use.
Three months later. the city paid the Alpert family $30,279 an acre for Section lI. after
the family claimed it had zoning and water rights that would support 4,000 homes.
Because the Alperts had signed an option to buy Section it IT five years earlier and had
locked in a $4.4 million purchase price, they did not even have to buy the land until the
city- decided to pay S19.5 million for it.
Denver gave the Alperts a S15 million profit on land they only held for five weeks.
'The Eastwood Estates and Section II purchases showed landowners and speculators
Denver would pay top dollar for airport area land if owners claimed their rural holding
were soon-to-be-suburbia.
Investors began flooding landowners with offers of up to S16,ooO an acre.
It put stars in the eyes of property owners, recalls one of them, fanner Bob Moffitt.

Seven investigations of land dealing around the new airport found smoke but no fires.
At one point, investigators for the: U.S. Deparyment of Transportation thought they had
found compelling evidence" of criminal wrong doing but said Colorado prosecutors
refused to take the case for "political reasons."
No charges were filed in any of the inquiries into allegations of conflicts of interest, leaks
of insider information and other wrongdoing surrounding land speculation and decisions
about the site for Denver International Airport
In a May 1989 memo obtained by the news, the federal transportation investigators said
they had found evidence of conflict of interest in airport land deals.
~- :; -

Despite c~mpel1inrevidence and allegations indicating criminal violations and conflict
of interest by affected landowners, businessmen and public officials, no prosecutors
would accept the case, according to the heavily censored reports which were obtained
under the Freedom of Infonnation Act.

The report referred to allegations inv~tigators received in July of 1988 that "elected
officials of Adams County, together with state officials, Denver city officials and various
developers may have been in collusion together.

201

DIA BOND ISSUE
IfDIA fails to produce sufficient revenue to pay off the bonds, what would happen to the
airport then.
It is rumored that the Queen of England is the major bond holder, wouldn't that just be
interesting if the airport defaulted and went into receivership the Queen would have a
new palace.

The mayor, then and now. Pena and Webb (right), conferring.
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LAND DEALING
It was 53 square miles of windswept prairies the emptiness broken only by an occasional
farmhouse. Then Denver decided to build and airport on it.

The abrupt transformation of the vast farmland northeast of the city into the future site of
one of the nation's busiest airports sent investors into a buying frenzy. The cost of land
for Denver International Airport soared by tens of millions of dollars.
Investigations show that:
• Denver spent $47 million on land for a runway it never built.
• One family made a $15 million profit from land it held for just five weeks before
selling to Denver.
• Denver's huge loss in its first land acquisition case prompted other landowners to go
to court., driving up prices and legal fees.
• Courts set the prices Denver had to pay for air-port and using values grossly inflated
during savings and loan scandaL
• The three years: that Denver needed to negotiate the airport's site fueled the
escalation in prices.

In paying S227 million for airport land, Denver has spent an average of $6,700 per acre.
Now that the airport is open, the price of land near DIA has retreated. Vacant fannland in
the area sold for an average of $2, 500 and acre in 199J.
HI think $500 would have been about right," says fonner Denver aviation director George
Doughty. "It's dust. It absolutely has no value unless you build something on it. Nobody
would have built something on it for the next 50 years if it weren't for the airport."
Regardless of public perception, it's tough to claim that DIA's land prices were illegal
when 85% wer&"setin-condemnation court.
~

Condemnation law -ts des.igned to protect landowners when government seeks to acquire
their property. But governments sometimes take land the owners expected to develop
over the long term. The law requires governments to pay for the "highest and best use"
the land might reach even if it's farmland at the time of sale.

As: a result. Denver paid for all of DIA's land as if a huge new city were about to
mushroom on the plains.
Only some of the 34.000 acres the city bought for the airport could have found a market
in the foreseeable future, without the airport.
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The rolling plains northeast of Denver had been home for generations to huge ranches
and smaller farms. Crisscrossed by dry creek beds and dotted with few trees, much of the
land had belonged to three families for SO years.

The Van Schaacks and Fulenwiders,. two of the biggest names in Denver real estate,
jointly owned 28,000 acres. The had bought much of it cheaply in the Dust Bowl of
1930s.
Neta Monaghan, who with her husband ran a construction company that built some of
Colorado's: most spectacular mountain highways and then raised champion racehorses
until she died at 93 in 1992, was the matriarch of the 9,700 acre Monaghan Farms.
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THREE MAIN RUNWAYS AT 0.1. A.

/
TWO SECRET RUNWA YS

n\ 0

secret mnways longer than any of
D,I.A runways. A source who worked for

Bechtel Corp. who helped build these lold of
the $50.000.000 lugh tech, nUlWays that
wcre builL in the wrong place in 1990 and
Ihen covered up with about ~ inches of dirt
(They will possibly uncover them someday

CONCOURSES
A,B,ANDC

SOOll 10 be used, Former directors of Bechtel

Corp, were George Shultz. Henry Kissinger
and Casper Wincberg.

FIVE UNDERGROUND BUILDINGS
As told to me by a person that worked with Olle of the
constiliciion companies. there nrc fire secret

I
I

underground buildings wilh a depth of from 75 10

I
I
/RUNWAYS
/

O~EANDTWO

120 feet on each one, all" ilh intercOlUlccling tunnels
to each oilier and with at 2.50 to 3.00 mile IOllg and
16 feet wide and 12 feet high tunnel COlUlccting to
the concourses area at that D. I. A. TIIC ImUlcl going
to the leoninal area was only finished half way therc.
All the people that had worked on lhe different
buildings and tunnels lost thcir jobs the buildings
were cO'·ered with din and all ncw crcws wcre
brought in to build the mnnels from the tcnninal and
out to this tUlmeL r have cvcn been told of a huge
forty foot diameter hllluel that was ,llready
cOllslnJcted and in place in this area and is belicvcd to
COimect with '·Dreamland".

UNDERGROUND TUNNELS
North

THE MAIN TERMINAL BUTLDlNG AT

DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
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East

West

South

DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
The dedication capstone at the Denver International Airport is the first thing about the
new airport that got my attention. For a week I had been hearing ahout this capstone so
when the Global Sciences Conference was over and I took some friends to the airport this
is what we all wanted to sm. What we did not anything about was all of the other
Masonic and Nazi symbols that are scattered all over the main tenninal area.
Some of the points that you might find Interesting about the capstone is that it Is called
Denver Intern8ti6nal Airport, first of all the airport can not qualify as an international
airport because It Ilito high in elevation and the planes would loose to much in fuel
consumption to mak~an il!temational flight.
Next, just what and who is the "New World Airport Commission. I have never heard of
such a commission have you?
Last and by no means not the least is the fact that this stone is by the mason's. I have
heard about the Denver airport for years but never did I hear that the "Masonic Order".
had anything to do with building this airport. How about you?
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Pictured here are the two Gargoyles statues
that are guarding the two baggage
department areas at the Denver airport and
strange as it may seem one of them looks very
much like the French representation of
Baphomet, the Devil. It is said that the cost of
these statues were $170,000.00 a piece is what
the airport paid for their creation.

A medieval French representation of
Baphomet, the "Devil" or foreign god
the
Templars
were
accused
of
worshipping. His name derived from
medieval Christian forms of the name
Mohammed, which became Mafomat in
Spanish, Bafomet in Provincial.
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ANIMALS = Instinctual life fertility and teeming life; the instinctual and emotional
urges which must be transcended before man can enter the spiritual realms passive
participation; animal nature in man; We can find no animal without some likeness to
man. Theriomorphis is explained as Under the semblance of animals the Egyptians
worship the universal power which the gods have revealed in the various fonns of Living
nature. Friendship with animals and ability to communicate with them symbolizes the
restoration of, and re-entry into, the paradise state: the Golden Age. Animals
accompanying or helping man on quests depict the different aspects of his own nature, or
the instinctive and intuitive forces of nature as distinct ronn the intellect, will and reason.

ALCHEMY AND ITS SYMBOLS Alchemy is by no means merely the fraudulent art
of turning base metals to gold, "But rather a non-ecclesiastical philosophy seeking the
refinement of the soul, obliged by its unorthodox doctrines to take its symbology form
the realm of the laboratory. Alchemy was primarily striving to extend the spiritual realm
of light by; systematically pushing back the world of matter, felt to be heavy and dark; in
this respect, alchemy-resembles some of the diverse sects of early Christian gnosticism.
The bewildering proliferation of symbolic and allegorical images in later medieval
manuscripts and in Renaissance and baroque books of engravings, seeks not to infonn
outsiders but to provide initiates in alchemy with guidance in their mediations. From
primal matter, -via several purifying steps, the philosopher's stone is to be fonned, whIch
will enable its possessor among other things, to tum base metals into GOLD AND
SILVER, the metals of the SUN AND THE MOON and to produce a universal medicine
for all disease. Many symbols link this ideology with the images of the Rosicrucians and
of Freemasonry. The most important motifs from the world of alchemy include the
androgyny, the caduceus, coral, the dove the drago~ the eagle, gold, the hexagram, lead,
the lion, the moo~ the peacock, the pelican, the pentacle, the phoenix, the quintessence,
Saturn, silver, sulfur and mercury, sun, toads and the unicorn,
AX = Since the Neolithic Age an important and thus richly symbolic instrument for
battle and work. As a weapon wielded by gods of the sky or of Thunder against their
enemies, the ax in early depiction's, such as rock drawings, is often difficult to
distinguish from a club or mace (hammer). The observation that blows of the ax often
produce ~arKs fed..t.9 the association of storm gods with Lightning and the destruction of
demonic creaturesJ~(nd thus sometimes a nonfunctional ax is often a symbol of the rank
of chief and of exectItive.power in general, as the Fasces or the ax of Fascism is: Since
large sacrificial animals and humans in civilizations were killed with an ax, it often came
to symbolize Blood Sacrifice, and often judicial authority, as in the fasces of ancient
Rome.

PANTHER, JAGUAR OR LEOPARD
animals.

= The panther is described as "the friendliest of·

In European HERALDRY the panther came to be portrayed as a curious combination of
lion. dragon. and buH (the source of its horns), whose breath, described in the
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Physiolo?;Us as sweet, is represented by flames shooting from its mouth. From the 14th

century onward it has Eagle's claws on it front feet, and in the 16th century it has flames
emerging from all of the orifices of its body. [n this form it is the heraldic emblem of the
Austrian province of Styria.
[n the New world the corresponding animal is the jaguar, which for example in ancient
Mexico was the symbol of the Aztec warrior order (Ocelot) and also of the 14th of the 20
day-signs of the Aztec calendar. The Maya called the jaguar balm, which was also the
epithet of a divinatory priest; on earthenware vessels the jaguar often appears with waterLily tendrils or pierced. by a javelin thrown by the god of the planet Venus. [n the myths
of the native peoples of Latin, America the jaguar is often the tutelary spirit of shamans.
The cat eyes also symbolizes its being variable, the varying power of the sun and the
waxing and waning of the moon and the splendor of the night; it also denotes stealth,
desire; it also denotes stealth, desire; liberty, funerary transformation, unfavorable
change, misfortune, illness, Satan, and darkness. As black it is lunar, evil and death.
SHAMAN

=

is a magician, a tribal medicine man or wizard.

LOTUS = An almost universal symbol as the eastern lotus or the western lily or rose. It
is solar and lunar, birth and death, appearing with Egyptian and Hindu Sun gods and with
Semitic moon gods and with the Great Mother as lunar goddess. It is the flower that was
in the Beginning, the glorious lily of the Great Waters'; that wherein existence comes to
be and passes away; it is the cosmos rising from the waters of pre-cosmic chaos as the
sun rose from the lotus at the beginning of the world. It is the Flower of Light, the result
of the interaction of the great creative forces of the fire of the sun and the lunar power of
the water.
HERON OR CRANE = In Chinese are the heron is often portrayed alongside the Lotus
blossom. Because of the homonym of the respective syllables with the words for "path"
and "ascent," the combination becomes a rebus to express the wish; May your path
always -take you higher and higher the ability to enter into higher states of consciousness.
King of the underworld, a herald of death or war, parsimony, meanness, evil women. ,An
intermediary"o~n·heaven and earth, immortality. The Crane also means longevity,
wisdom, social ele~tion.
BELL = Consecration; the motion of the elements; a charm against the powers of
destruction. The swinging of the bell represents the extremes of good and evil, death and
immonality. The ringing of a bell can be either a summons or a warning.
BUFFALO, BlSON OR OX = Portrays supernatural power, strength; fortitude; the
whirlwind. [n Buddhist: Varna., god of the dead.
BUTTERFLY = The soul; immortality. The promise of future generations, standing in
some contexts for beauty and metamorphosis. In the becoming a metaphor for the
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transformations undergone by our own souls~ this is one source of our hope that we may
one day leave behind our terrestrial prison and ascend into the eternal light of the
heavens. In some cultures the butterfly was associated with the Sun.
BIRDS = Transcendence~ the soul~ a spirit~ divine manifestation. spirits of the air~ spirits
of the dead~ ascent to the dead; ascent to heaven; ability to communicate with gods or to
enter into a higher state of consciousness, though; imagination. Large birds are often
identified with solar, thunder and wind gods, and their tongues are lightning. Birds are a
feature of tree symbolism~ the divine power descends into the tree or on to its symbol, a
pillar.
Two birds in a tree, sometimes one dark and one light, are dualism darkness and light,
night and day, the unmanifest and the manifest, the two hemispheres. Birds often appear
in the branches of the Tree of Life with the serpent at its foot~ this combination is a union
of air and fire, but the bird and serpent in conflict are solar and chthonic powers at war.
Fabulous birds also depict the celestial realms and powers opposing the chthonic serpent.
Birds frequently accompany the Hero on his quest or in slaying the dragon, giving him
secret advice. and he understands the language of birds. This ability symbolizes heavenly
communication or the help of celestial power, such as angels. X bird on a branch or
pillar is the union of spirit and matter? or a symbol of a sun god.
Celtic: Ambivalent as both divinity and the happy other world. or as magic power and
malevolence, as~ with the raven and wren. The Tuatha can appear as birds of brilliant
plumage and be linked together with golden chains when presaging an important event.
Garuda is the bird of life, the sky, the sun, victory; it is creator and destroyer of all, a
vehicle of Vishnu and sometimes equated with the phoenix..
CBEQUER BOARD FLOOR = The diversity of dualism in the manifest world light
and darkness, day and night.
CANOPY = Royalty; sovereign power. The sacred Tree of Enlightenment; one of the
eight auspicious signs. A white canopy is the pure mind embracing the Dharma (a wise
man whose numerous offspring personify the virtues and certain religious practices) and
protecting.- hiimari...berngs, sovereign power~ spiritual and temporal power, a square
.
canopy for priests ~d a circular for kings.
LADDER = A symbol in the Judeo-Christian world of the link between Heaven and
Earth, and of the possibility of ascending into heaven, rind of the possibility of ascending
into heaven. [n Jacob's famous dream vision, heavenly angels go up and down a ladder,
an expression of on going communication between God and humanity. Ladders have
appeared in naive descriptions of other ascents into heaven: [0 the symbolism of
Freemasonry, the "mystic ladder" with two times seven rungs is, in the Scottish Rite, the
symbol of the 30th degree; the rungs are, in one grouping, justice, mercy, humility,
loyalty, work, duty, and generosity, and in the other, the "Liberal arts" of medieval
scholasticism: grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, geometry, music and astronomy. The
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ancient Egyptian expression asken pet (the ladder of the sun god) refers, however, to a
staircase rather than a ladder in our sense.

COFFIN = Death, killed or exterminated.
COLORS = Color symbolizes the differentiated, the manifest; diversity; the affirmation
of Colors which give back Light, orange, yellow, red, are active, warm, advancing; those
which absorb light, blue, violet are passive, cold, retreating, while green synthesizes the
two divisions. Black and white represent negative and positive and all opposites. Light
and dark colors used in contrast symbolize the materialization of light. God: as light, is
the source of color.
BLACK: primordial darkness; the nonmanifest; the Void; evil the darkness of death~
shame: despair; destruction corruption, grief sadness, humiliation; renunciation gravity;
constancy.
Black also signifies Time, hard, pitiless and irrational and is associated with the dark
aspect of the Great Mother, especially as Kali who is Kala, Time and with Black Virgins.
Black or blue/black is the color of chaos. In ;he Occident black is connected with
mourning and with the sinister aspect of witchcraft, black magic and black arts.

CORN = is attributes of all com deities, especially in the Greek Mysteries, and
symbolize the fertility of the earth awakening life: life spring from death germination and
growth through solar power, abundance. The golden ears of com are the offspring of the
marriage of the luminous sun with the virgin earth. Com measures depict fruitfulness,
abundance. As funerary, com signifies abundance in the next world. The ear of com with
all its seeds represents the people and all things in the universe. Fertility, abundance, life
spring from death, creation.
CROCODILE = The devourer; the necessity of passing through death to life. with open
mouth it depicts going against the current, hence liberation form the limitations of the
world. The crocodile is sometimes a guardian of the door. As living on land and in water
it denotes the dual nature of man. The crocodile is also equated with the fertility of the
waters. Being swallowed b- a crocodile is the descent into hell. It is an emblem of Satan
in his typhoruc~cr as brutality devil. Symbol of vicious passions, deceit; treachery,
dissimulation and ~pocrisy; having swallowed the moon he weeps.
CHILDREN = The embodiment of potentialities, possibilities of the future; simplicity
and innocence. The child symbolizes a higher transfonnation of the individuality, they
self transmuted and reborn into perfection. In Alchemy a crowned child symbolizes the
Philosophers' Stone which is the supreme quest, the double being of the Hennetic
Androgyny; the reconciliation of all opposites; the attainment of unity; regaining the
Center; perfection; absolute reality; the petra gentrix; the mover at will spiritual, mental
and moral wholeness in man; the liberated and unified self.
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CROWN = A flame resting on the head, or surrounding the head represents divine

power, potency of soul or genius, the head being regarded as the seat of the life soul. An
adornment for the head, which seems to elevate its wearer above the level of others.
Their structure picks up the symbolic associations of the infinite circle. The points of the
crown are like sunbeams, as crowned rulers generally are to be understood as
representatives of a solar cosmology. In Freemasonry, the "Four Crowned Men" the
patrons of the research lodge which is named for them, were martyrs to their faith. In
medieval sculpture the virtues Faith and Hope, Wisdom and the church-were portrayed
wearing crowns, where as Synagogue, the personification of Judaism, is often made to
wear a crown tilted sideways. A triple crown (the tiara) marks the pope, and a five-tiered
crown, images of God the Father. In East Asian symbolism a crown resembling a flower
symbolizes the attainment of a high stage of development, the elevation of the spiritual
element over the corporeal.
energy~ the transformation of space into
time; the rhythm of the universe; imitation of the divine play of creation the
reinforcement of strength, emotion and activity.

DANCE OR DANCING = Cosmic creative

DEATH = The unseen aspect of life, omniscience. since the dead are all-seeing. Death to
the earthly life precedes spiritual rebirth~ in initiation the darkness of death is
experienced before the birth of the new man, resurrection and reintegration. Death is also
the change from one mode of being to another, the reunion of the body with the earth and
the soul with the spirit. The King of Death is often depicted as a skeleton with sword,
scythe, sickle and hourglass othe~ death symbols are the veil, serpent, lion. scorpion,
ashes, the drummer. Death is symbolized as a dancer, sometimes a beautiful girl.
DEER OR BUCK = Symbolic animal prominent in Old World cultures. The stag seems
to have been frequently paired with the Bull, in this case the Buffalo could be the
counter part as the Bull, to fonn a mythic and cosmological Duality, not unlike the wild
horse and the wild bull in Ice Age cave art in the hypothesis of French archaeologist. The
stag's tree like antlers with their periodic regeneration made him a symbol rejuvenation,
rebirth, and the passage of time. Other meanings are wealth, strength and longevity.
frequently depicted with the Tree of Life.

--'

[n Celtic ~yth th~\1eer ar·e "cattle of the fairies" and messengers between the world of
the gods and that oflnortals.
The imagery of Alchemy sees the deer as a symbol in the context of the classical myth of
the hunter Actaeon, who was transformed into a stag by the goddess Diana: for the
alchemist the deer is a reminder of the possible transmutation of metals in connection
with the lunar moon ( Mason) famine world of silver.
DOVE = The life spirit the soul, the passing from one state or world to another; the spirit
of light; chastity, longevity; faithfulness; orderliness, filial piety; Holy Spirit, inspired
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thought, peace and the dove is the emblem of the f(nights of the Grail or the Knights
Templar (Masonic).
DRUMS = Sound; the primordial sound; speech; divine truth revelation; tradition; the
rhythm of the universe. Attribute of all thunder gods. The drum was used in ecstatic
dancing. African: The heart; magic power. Also the voice of the Law; the drum of the
immortal in the darkness of the world. The beating of the drum wakens the ignorant and
the slothful. The voice of heaven or immortal, Sexual orgy, ecstatic dancing, destroyers
and magic power summoning spirits also symbiotically made from the Cosmic Tree.
ELEPHANT = Strength; fidelity; long memory; patience; wisdom, conjugal felicity.
The elephant is a religious animal worshipping the sun and stars and purifying itself at
the new moon, means invincible might; longevity; intelligence.
HEXAGRAM = the six pointed Star. composed of two overlapping triangles, a symbol
found in a wide array of cultures around the world. In Freemasonry, the hexagram is
refereed to as a symbol of totality, although the flaming star (the Pentacle or pentagram)
is more common in this sense.
HAl\1MER = 'The hammer and anvil together are the formative forces of nature. The
hammer and tongs and the double hammer, or Tau cross, are depicted with all thunder
gods, but especially with Vulcan and Thor. It also means Divine shaping of the universe.
GLOVE = A glove can mean the concealed The iron gloves are an attribute of Thor and
smith gods.
GIANT = The brute forces of nature; primordial power and forces; the elements;
darkness.
FOREST = The realm of the psyche and the feminine principle. A place of unknown
perils and darkness. It can also represent lack of spiritual insight and' light mankind lost
in the darkness without divine direction.
EAGLE:;;; SOlir;--..t1le 'symbol of all shy gods; the meridian sun the spiritual principle;
victor; contemplat~n; apOtheosis; (transforming a man into a god) royalty; authority;
strength; height the ~lement of air. The double headed eagles are attributes of twin gods
and can represent omniscience or double power. In Freemasonry the double headed eagle
means controlling power over the east and the west. Single headed eagle means the
masons are controlling that domain.
The eagle or hawk is equated with the deity. Celestial power; the luminous sky; the rising
sun. The eagle and raven are connected with war gods. The eagle is one of the four beasts
of the Apocalypse. An attribute of Zeus and as his lightning bearer sometimes has a
thunderbolt in its talons. An eagle is the Aryan stonn cloud bird.
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EVERGREEN TREE = is the Winter Solstice; the New Year and a fresh beginning. It
is the tree of rebirth and immortality, the Tree of Paradise of lights and gifts, shinning by
night. Each light is soul and the lights also represent the sun, moon and stars shining in
the branches of the Cosmic Tree.
FIRE AND FLAME = The transformation; purification~ tbe life-giving and generative
power of the sun; renewal of life; impregnation~ power; strength; energy'; the unseen
energy in existence; sexual power; defense; destruction; fusion; change or passage from
one state to another the medium for conveying messages or offerings heavenward. Fire
manifested as flame symbolizes spiritual power and forces, transcendence and
illumination, and is a manifestation of divinity or of the soul, it is also inspiration and
enlightenment. A Flame resting on the head, or surrounding the head represents divine
power, potency of soul or genius, the head being regarded as the seat of the life soul.
FLOWERS = The feminine, passive principle; the form of the receptacle, the cup of the
flower thus taking on the CUP symbolism. In the bud the flower is potentiality; in
opening and expanding from the center outwards it depicts development in manifestation;
this is particularly stressed in the symbolism of the lotus in the Last and the rose and lily
in the West. Five-petalled flowers the rose, lily. etc. symbolize the Gardens of the
Blessed. also the microcosm of man fixed in the five extremities of the five senses. The
six-petalled flower, especially the lotus, is the macrocosm. Divinities also emerge from
flowers, in particular from the lotus as representing the light of the sun and the primeval
waters the matrix.
Flowers also portray the fragile quality of childhood or the evanescence of life. A child
rising from a flower depicts either the birth of a god or the birth of a new days dawning.
A blue flower is the unattainable; the red flower depicts dawn, the rising sun, passion: it
is an attribute of the Mother Goddess; white flowers typify purity and innocence, white
and red together denote death. In Alchemy: The white flower is silver, the red flower
gold and the blue flower is the flower of the wise which grows for the Cosmic Egg
FISH = Phallic, fecundity; procreation; life renewed and sustained, the power of the
waters as origin and preservation of life; the watery element; associated with all aspects
of the Mother Goi:l9pss as _genetics and with all lunar deities. Fish swimming downwards
portrays the movd!tent of involution of spirit in matter and swimming upwards the
evolution of spirit rTlatter returning to the First Principle. Two fishes are temporal and
spiritual power. Also in Egyptian it means phallus of Osiris. Two fishes are the creative
principle; prosperity; fertility.
KNLFE AND SWORD = Sacrifice; vengeance death. power; authority; royalty~
leadership courage; strength; vigilance; physical extermination; is phallic with the sheath
as the receptive feminine. The sword separates and divides the body and soul.
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PLOW = This peaceful (Isaiah 2:43 (Maybe not by chose) They shall beat their swords
into plowshares) symbol for the agricultural life replaced the older dibble. [n ancient
agricultural societies the plowing of "mother earth?' was likened to a phallic sexual act.
SHELLS = The feminine, watery principle the universal matrix~ birth; regeneration, life,
love, marriage fertility (a vulva analogy). Mollusk shells are symbols of the moon.
SERPENT OR DRAGON = A highly complex and universal symbol. Tbe serpent and
dragon are interchangeable and in the East no distinction is made between them. The
symbolism of the serpent is polyvalent~ it can be male, female, or the self~created. As a
killer it is death and destruction; as renewing its skin periodically it is life and
resurrection~ as coiled it is equated with the cycles of manifestation. It is solar and lunar,
life and death, light and darkness, good and evil, wisdom and blind passion, healing and
poison, preserver and destroyer, and both spiritual and physical rebirth. It is Phallic, the
procreative male force, the husband of all women, and the presence of a serpent is almost
universally associated with pregnancy. It accompanies all female deities and the Great
Mother, and is often depicted twining round them or held in their hands. Here it also
takes on the famine characteristics of the secret, enigmatic and intentional; it is the
unpredictable in that it appears and disappears suddenly.
The serpent was also believed to be androgynous and is the emblem of all self creative
divinities and represents the generative power of the earth. It is solar, chthanic, sexual,
funerary and the manifestation of force at any level, a source of all potentialities both
material and spiritual, and closely associated with the concepts of both life and death.
Living underground. it is in touch with the underworld and has access to the powers.
omniscience and magic possessed by the dead.
Serpents, or dragons. are the guardians of the threshold, temples. treasures, esoteric
knowledge and all lunar deities. They are producers 0 slonns, controllers of the powers
of the waters.
The Celestial Serpent, -with the Dragon, symbolizes the Rainbow and both can fonn a
bridge from this world to the next. A child playing with a snake depicts Paradise
Regained,. freedo~.frnm conflict and the end of the temporal world. having the same
symbolism as the l~n and lamb lying together.
When the Eagle or stag appears with the serpent they are solar and manifest light with
the serpent as darkness, the unmanifest and chthonic~ together they are cosmic unity,
totality; in conflict they portray duality, the pairs of opposites and the celestial and
chthonic powers at war. The eagle is often depicted with the serpent in its talons, or the
stag as trampling it undetfoot, typifying the victory of good over evil, light over
darkness, heavenly over earthly and spiritual over temporal power. Lozenges as
ornaments on a serpent represent the phallic serpent and the female vulva as the solarlunar, male-female unity, dualism and reintegration; the reconciliation of opposites~ the
androgyny. The ram-headed serpent is an attribute of all homed gods as generative power
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and fertility. Undulating serpents or dragons signify cosmic rhythm, or the power of the
waters. Winged serpents or dragons are solar and typify the union of spirit and maner,
the union of eagle and serpent and of all opposites; they also represent quickened
understanding.
Two serpents together symbolize the opposites of dualism which are ultimately united.
Entwining a tree or staff they are the spiral cycles of nature; the solstices; the two
fundamental forces of winding and unwinding, the alchemist, On the Medical Caduceus
they represent the homeopathic powers of healing and poison, illness and health, nature
can overcome nature. Wound round each other they are Time and Fate, the two great
binding powers. Two serpents or dragons biting each other's tails suggest that, although
in seeming opposition, forces and things in the realm of duality actually spring from the
same source and principle. The serpent as a rainbow which quenches its thirst in the sea
occurs in French. The three principal colors of the rainbow are Blue, Red, and Green,
(these are also the colors of the Masons), were viewed as symbols, respectively, of
flood, fire, and the earth restored after destruction. The rainbow is also seen as union but
in some contexts as standing for fornication and represented as a seven-headed snake.
and the rainbow is associated with the Sun. The celestial serpent is also the rainbow and
either encircles the earth, or is guardian of treasures or is a thunder and lightning spirit.
The plumed serpent, a combination of the Quetzal bird and the snake, is the sun; the
spirit; the power of ascension~ rain~ wind~ thunder and lightning. the primordial motion
of wind and water~ the breath of life; knowledge; the eastern region; it accompanies all
rain and wind gods; it is phallic; eternal creation; unending time; and intermediary
between God and man. It is the White God from whose Black bowels the rain falls and
is also an attribute of Quetzalcoatl and the Sky God of the Zodiac when it is solar, but it
becomes lunar when the serpent represents the Earth Mother, the Snake Woman.
SATURN = Saturn, is a symbol used by the Nazi's in their sun worship religion only it is
refereed to as the Black Sun and this what we now find is the real sun refereed to in Sun
Worshipper not the sun as we know it.
SCAPEGOAT = Delegated guilt escape from the consequences of sins purging for sins
abolishing the past and its consequences by bearing the sins of others or of and entire
community,-''"lhus:.freeing them. In the King-sacrifice a scapegoat later took the place of
the king in the ferVtity sacrifice. In Christianity the scapegoat is a symbol of Christ as
suffering for the sins of Jhe world. Christ was a human sacrifice as was done in those
days upon the Masonic cross.
TREE = The whole of manifestation, the synthesis of heaven, earth and water; dynamic
life as opposed to the static life of the stone. The Tree in the midst joining the three
worlds and making communication between them possible, also giving access to solar
power; and omphalos; a world center. The tree also symbolizes the feminine principle,
the nourishing, sheltering protecting, supporting aspect of the Great Mother, the matrix
and the power of the inexhaustible and fertilizing waters she controls; trees are often
depieted in the style of a female figure. Rooted in the depth of the earth, at the world
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center. and in contact with the waters, the tree grows into the world of Time. An
evergreen tree represent everlasting life. undying spirit, immortality. A deciduous tree is
the world in constant renewal and regeneration. dying to live, resurrection. reproduction,
the life principle. Symbols of the tree are the pillar, post. notched pole. a branch, all of
which are often accompanied by a serpent, bird. stars fruit and various lunar animals.
WOLF = The howling wolf. is the God of Dance. A wolf swallows the sun, the sky
Father, at night. Evil; the Devil the spoiler of the flock; the stiff-necked people; cruelty;
craftiness, heresy. A bringer of victory. A mount of witches and warlocks.
WHALE = The power of the cosmic waters. hence regeneration. both cosmic and
individual. The whale is the emerging from the cavern of initiation into new life.
resurrection. The whale depicts the Devil, its jaws are the gates of hell and its belly is
hell.
WATER = The waters are the source of all potentialities in existence; the source and
grave of all things in the universe. Water is the liquid counterpart of light.
Water and fire are the two conflicting elements which will ultimately penetrate each
other and unite; they represent all contraries in the elemental world. In a state of conflict
they are the heat and moisture necessary for life, but burning water is the union of
opposites. Fire and water are also associated with the two great principles. Deep waters,
seas. lakes, welts are associated with the realm of the dead, or are the abode of
supernatural beings and are closely connected with the Great Mother.
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Troubled waters depict the vicissitudes. illusion and vanity of life, the phantom flux of
sensations and ideas. Troubled waters depict the vicissitudes, illusion and vanity of life,
the phantom flux of sensations and ideas.
Water is the symbol of the life destroying, separating and uniting powers of the waters
are often composite creatures. monsters or dragons, serpents, the falcon, lion,
crocodile and whale. Water is of great significance in magic rites. The waters are
primeval chaos. The waters have magical properties and are the dwelling place of
supematuratDefn~ithey also give access to the other worlds. Neptune (Lucifer) controls
the power of the ""'ters.
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MURAL STUDY
The four large murals at the entrance into the Great Hall, are very unique, and profound.
Because of all of the conspiracy knowledge and the secret society symbols and odd things in the
Great Hall and other areas of the airport it is easy to look at these murals and really get you
wheels turning.
I was so concerned about the messages that I was reading in the pictures that I contacted the
artist. The artist had a wonderfully laid out "canned" reply to every question that you ask him
and he seems like a really nice person. But you can't always judge a book by its' cover. He
stated that the art commission from the airport had a planning group with guidelines and a
criteria for them to follow. And that each artist that entered the contest to be the artist to do the
painting had to write a detailed description of the content of the paintings that .they proposed to
create for the airport murals. Well that sounds fair doesn't it.
By the time I traveled from the eastern part of the united States back to Denver to see the last
two murttls that he was finishing to put into the airport, the story had changed. The guidelines
were no more, and never were. By this time all rules had disappeared and the winning artist had
total control over the paintings
While in Denver to see the airport again, I got to talk to some other artist that had also entered
the so called art contest and they said, that there was no contest that the artist was picked long
ago and it was all a show for the public. Stories have really changed.
At this time after almost seven months of researching the things that I have found at the Denver
airport, all;:mg with other researcher that were aiding me, it is my opinion that there had to be a
l~think~thMhelp~thel~and~~~ly~gui&lin~~~

probably controlling the content of the paintings. It is either that or this artist has the same
religion, which -is ~nic, and the same mine set or he was subliminally controlled. You
would have to do toni..not pounds of research to put this many things together in a congruent
theme and art flow. I have done paintings before and I know that these things didn't just
happen, not with the impact that the meanings have.
Before I go any further I would like to say that it is my opinion that these paintings are not of
what has happened in the past, they just can't be. What I really think they are is the "New Worl<;l.
Order" peoples plans laid out in painting that they plan to carry out in the future. That is one of
the things that I have found in my research about the Masons and the Nazi's is that they like to
throw it in your face what they plan to do to you and then laugh at you because they have you to
hypnotized or to blinded to see what it is that they plan to do to us. But this stuff is really in
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your face if you will only take the time to look at it, which] hope you will. And I am going to
do the best I can to be your guide.
While we go through these paintings please try to remember everything that I have laid out in
the front of the book with the Masonic knowledge or you will be lost.
To help you even further beside the definition in the Masonic material, don't forget to go over
the word definition in this section. You will find them most enlightening.

Painting # 1. = This one as you can see has three \1:Ir:ilr1
dead people with each one in their respective coffins...
Let us start at the right and go to the left The first
dead person is a child. This child represents
European/American, Jewish (what kind of Jew?)
Christian child.
She is wearing a «Star of David"
that is like the ones' that the Nazi made the Orthodox
Jews wear during W.W.II.
Since this painting is about the future can we assume
that after what we have found out about "Lucifer's
signs and symbols", that this child was done in by the
"Mark of Lucifer" which is the six pointed star often
called the star of David. Next we see that she is
holding a Christian Bible and has a locket on with F''-what looks like here families pictures in it and there
is also a rose, could the rose represent the "Luciferian
Order of the Rose". and a daisy on her chest.
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In the next coffin is a native American Indian. This female Indian is
holding golden corn in her hand.
She also has a ceremonial Kachin
doll in her arm. This little doll is
holding a bell which is said to be a
bell to be used to wake up the community. Then there are printed or woven ribbons draped
across her and her right shoulder. The printing on them look like little aliens to me. And after
reading the Mojave stories I would be almost certain that they are.
And the flower just outside of her
coffin over the center of her head is a
flower that bears a very close resem-

blance to female genitali.,...----Jij
Up to the Indians right outside of the ~-...~
coffin is a flower that is called the'-_---Holy Ghost Orchid, and it looks like a globe with
Dove in it. Also you will see the Grand Master Flo

On the far left is a Tortoise, remember a tortoise is
another symbol for "Lucifer". and the whale or large fish
which has satanic meaning.
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In the back ground is a large city endanger of destruction from natural forces. The forest is on
fire.

Next you see the Serpent Bird or Quetzal Bird and
below it is a Panther and behind him are children
crying and one child is holding a Inca table that means
"Destruction to Civilization". --------J~
On the far right you can see a Buffalo Head and Seven '~I~~~~f
Elephant tusk.
~

I had a person that is very knowledgeable on flowers and wild flowers to tell
me that all of the flowers in these pictures were either poison or they would
produce hallucination.

We know that the New World Order people do not like any race except their own, that they hate
the black person, the red person and the gentile person and they have no respect for the female.
We know that they are working hard to put into motion their plan to depopulate the earth. We
know that the greed for money and power has given them a clear consent to enslave races and in
some cases destroy whole races and civilizations in the past and plan to in the future. To say
nothing of the different species of animals that have been erased or endangered. We know that
they have no respect for our earth and the environment and are systematically destroying our
rain forest and the inhabitants in the name of progress. But at the same time they have passed
legislation that has put the environment and animals ahead of the unwanted humans of this earth,
so that they can justify the taking of peoples land and homes away in the name of conservation
of the environment. We know that they plan to do away with by what eer means and I or totally
enslave the lesser classes of people that they deem below them. They plan to destroy the unity
of family. We know that they now have the ability to control the weather which could cause
massive earth destruction, not only to the human race but to every living thing on the surface of
the earth while they ride the stonn out in their well planned and well built underground cities
and transit systems.
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Painting # 2 = This picture is so large that my camera would not make a picture of the whole
thing so here you have it in sections touched up with my new art program. In this mural we see
all the many different races and nationalities of children coming together in song and dance. If
you will notice they are all dancing on the Rainbow.
This picture is suppose to represent after the destruction. We can also see how the earth is now
flourishing with the children (no adults around, ever) replanting nature and all the animals that
were at one time endangered are now multiplying. We also see many different terrain regions
of the earth that are now vibrant. This is a picture of the new Eden. Everyone is rejoicing!
Don't you bet on it!
In the picture of the children we see a representation of many nations.
.The picture is balanced around a center focus
where the children are planting what is called
the "Salvation Flower", or "Holy Ghost OrChId which really has a center that looks like
I
a Dove The salvation flower really looks
,.;~..... ltke an extrapolated Poppy flower The child ~
~
that is planting this flower is a Indian child
with a golden crown or sun rays on his head '"
and everything around his hands is illuminated. We see the side of the picture that has
the lovely Spanish dancing girl, dancing with
a Crane, (dancing with Lucifer), this is balancing with the other side which has two
whales, three wolves and a ScottishNork

f

dressed dancing boy. I guess he would be
dancing if they get to achieved their plans
and finally set up rule of their new empire in New York, the Scottish!
York Freemasons. The kilt bag has five black tassels on it which is
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(Scottish Rite) which means Earth, Fire, Water, Wind and
Spirit. Also notice that there are thirty two children in brightly
colored costumes clearly visible. Then there is off in the distance of
the picture in a silhouette reaching for the whale is another figure.
It is dark mysterious but it is the thirty-third figure. In the Masons
when someone goes beyond the thirty third degree it is into the most
secret miseries that is said to be the Illuminati, high level satanic
worshippers, world controllers, such as the people in the United
Nations, Council on Foreign Relations, Trilateral Commission,
Builderbergs, and the Society of the Green Men. The researchers
have shown that a large majority of the people in our government i
are members of some sort of secret society. Most are either •
members of the Council on Foreign Relations or The Trilateral
Commission, all bad news. Also in this picture you will see a pair
of Eagles and the Serpent Bird and his mate in the tree. There is
also a Bohemian owl in a tree. To the left of the center of the
picture is two ferrets, and butterflies.
We see on the far left a boy with a board
which has a serpent on it. Next to the
Scottish boy is a girl in purple with a
naming torch and a dragon painted on
her dress and the list goes on and on.
Also notice the boy with the surf board that has a snake on it. This snake is the symbol of
another secret society in the area of the orient.

,

Painting # 3 = The first thing that catches you eye is the green man of war. This solider has a
sword in one hand and a gun in the other and you never see his face to know who he is, he wears
a mask of secrecy. It is kind
of like what is
going on out here
you don't know
who you are
fighting, you just
know that there is
a war gomg on.
You can see the
city is destroyed,
and the Dove
seems to be lead;jng the way for
the sword. You
can see children
asleep on bricks.
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They appear to be alone and cold. Next you see a road full of weeping
people, the closest one to you is a mother carrying her dead baby and
weeping and they all look like they are near death with that gray color of
skin. In the lower right hand corner is a heart wrenching poem that a child
wrote at Auschwitz Concentration Camp. You know our children my be
"'firing poems like this someday in the near future if we don't wake up and
take our country back. You
know they have the concentration camps just about ready to
put you the American citizen
into. History has a way of
repeating itself, sad but true.
Painting # 4 = In this huge
picture you will see all the children of the nations
gathering up their countries swords (which means

real power), and turning them into this Nazi, excuse me, German
child, I want you to look really close at this child's right hand.
Here you see what we have been fearing for a long time, that iron
fist is out of the velvet glove, the hand which is also totally out of
proportion to the child's body. This is the hand of that giant ugly
thing on the ground and with the bammer he is beating the
swords into plows, (a plow in relation to earth is considered
another Phallic symbol), with the Doves, United Nations, looking

on.
Now look on the ground, war is dead, but look at the trophies on
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Now look on the ground, war is dead, but look at the trophies on
his hat. There you see a Eagle with his claws in a nude female
with seven visible skulls and
on his shoulder
is a decoration
with seven, five
pointed stars. In
the lower right
hand comer of the picture you see the soldiers
stand that the soldier has fallen off of and on the
bottom it says, war, violence and hate. And the
entire picture is warped up in a rainbow ribbon.
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TOURING THE "GREAT HALL "
OF THE
DENVERINTERANTIONAL
AIRPORT
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This is the locator board in the entrance haJl into what is called "The Great Hall". which
would lead one to think that you were entering into a MasonIc Temple if you have done very
much research about the mason's and have knowledge about their inside secrets.
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Thi. is two vi.... inside the maln termJnal building area under the giant tenL TIte top
photo .hows part of one of the rows of 34 towers that hold up the giant tenL The
bottom view is of the south end of the area with a huge window area in the same area
you will see in the lower right cof!ler the

caps~one.
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This is one of the j4 towers that sopport the giant tent a the airport. These are so
large that there are many people that think that the large section In the middle which
reasonable a crows nest on a large sailing ship, that it migbt be possible for a medium
size person to stand in these as if designed for a guard stand.
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This is a view of the Great Hall in the top picture whicb shows the "Wackenhut".
security check station that yon go through before .ntering the tram area. Th.
bottom picture is of the booths that have the monitoring system for, arrivals and

d.partures along with phones, bank (ATM) machines. Pi.... notice that in these
areas everything is moveable nothing is pennaneot eIcept the elevators and
escalators, walls and floor.
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This tower is one "of the ones which is also equJpped with the sky Ught system in it
which, if it was possible for a person to be up there in that crows nest would have a
J6lI degree vista. Like the other towen Is fully equipped with • lighting system and
what looks like some kind of camera system. One thing that I find interesting about
the lighting system in these towers is that they have the capability to change color to
any orthe primary colon or the rainbow.
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This is two more views of the airport dedication capstone. Ooe thing that I found
very strange about this piece of worl< is that it appears to be unfinished. With all the
money that has been spent on the airport and all of the time why would they put this
unusual geometric design In it with, what appears to be a plaque stand, with just a
piece of plaln plywood affixed to the stand. To my knowledge It Is stili the same way.
The engineer that was with me the first time I went to the airport told me that this
stand is probably waiting on a key pad to help direct saucers into the terminal area.
It is also strange that it looks very much like this structure that is found at
Lockheed's Hellendale, California facility and its use is till not known.
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On these two pictures you can see that on the roof adjacent to the meu.anine area of
the Great Hall which bas a door leading to this area, you ClIII see not only landing
lights but tie-downs for helicopters.
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The above is a picture of a MasonidNazi symbol that is in the Great Hall noor, the
black circle is representative of Saturn over the sun. The lower picture is Masonic
and is the circle within a circle with a pyramid which is representative of the Royal
Arch mason's and is the same symbol that you will see on the back of your one dollar
bill.
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The Alchemist "Gold and Silver"
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The Communist symbol for "May Day",
May 1 is \he <lay of celebration,
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The entrance to a Masonic Temple with the

piIIan, Jachin and Baaz.
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Trees. these could possibly represent
"TaH Cedar's".
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On this page are just a few of the designs that you can see in the floor in the "Great Hall"
and "Tram" areas of the airport. These designs that are done in the light oat meal floor
are very hard to see, but if you take the time to look you will see many Masonic symbols
and then again a few common designs mixed in to confuse you.

Subterranean Construction
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The U.S. Air Force Academy's an·faith chapel,
It has seventeen triangles on each side making a

total of34.
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The Masonic "Hammer".

This appear.; to be a compass pointing in all directions.
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This is the new type of ski, baggage carrier, system that Is In Denver Airport. I nnd It
very strange that these carriers have to be so large in order to transport ski's. But I
must say that it really isn't a big surprise to see that they are the perfect size for a full
grown person.
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The above picture is of the floor in "Concourse A", notice the large 90 degree angles,
they almost look like a stealth bomber. Then in between eacb one that is facing nose
to nose you can see the Masonic "G". Then you have all of that laying on top of
railroad tracks. Below you have "Concourse B" with the 90 degree chevron's which
is a square box over a box which mean chaos and confusion.
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uCO~~O~~B" area of the airport you will find this huge neon light rainbow
pyramid that is ave.. the moving sidewalks with a large open area above iL

In the
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These are pictures of the strange art work that is in "Coocourse A"', one is of an arch
made out of railroad track. I found this really Interesting in Ught of the fact that the
railroads own all forms of transportation and communication. The second picture is
a marble map of the world with the huge screens of some kind over IK'wering It.
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This i. the new Federal prison being bullt at SeaTac Airport in Washington State. Why are
they bUilding so many prisons at airport. I don't have a picture of the one at Oklahoma City
but it is huge also.
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This is the new Federal prison being built at SeaTac Airport In Washington State. Why are
they building so many prisons at airport.
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All of the following pictures are of the WldergroWld area at the Denver
Intemational Airport. There really is not much that I can say about them
other than most of them are areas that are not being used, dead baggage
equipment, long highways, many chain Unk fences and locked up fences that
lead to lower levels and to what I !mow not, many large open areas not being
used, many large fenced in areas not being used.
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CONCRETE TUNNELS
TItis is a picture of onc of the long four sided concrete tunnels at the Denver International Airport that runs along

adjacent to the tram tunnels. There is only onc entrance into this concrete tunnel Wldcr DIA from the tram
tUJUlcls. One end is open in the working areas of the underground and at the very end of the tunnel where the line
ends al Concourse "C" , there you will -rmd a huge steel door that is large enough for a dump truck to enter.
The steel dOOrs-tlpen--ohta.y; sQ~ miles of open nat empty land that could be used for anything.

,

The one thing that I fOWld ~ost interesting about the concrete tunnels is that about every five feet on the ceiling,
if you look closely in the picture
can see the walcr sprinkler rods that have four sprinkler heads on each onc of
the supply lines. It really seems out of place to have so many water sprinklers in a area that has nothing that
would bum because everything is concrete or steel. Or could it be in the plans to be used for something sinister in
the future.

you
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After traveling almost ten miles on "Pena Boulevard to arrive at the airport entrance
plaza you will be g.....ted by lbl••Igbt for vehldes eulerlng and leaving lbe airport
The very high tech surveillance camera takes a picture of your car tag and registers it
on a magnetic .trip on you parking ticket and when you leave and give lbe tell atlbe
exit point your ticket and if it does not matcb your car tag you are in trouble. Then
on to lbe airport
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Private Conversations with
Phil Schneider
Phil Schneider was the engineer that went into the underground area of Denver International
Airport with me on my first trip down into the underground facility and work areas at DIA.
He pointed out many things to me, such as, on the lowest level we could go into in the
underground was very hOI, not cool like a basement. He said that it was hot because there were
many levels below it and the heat from there was rising from below us. He looked at the electrical
panels as we passed them and a crew of electricians were working on the panels and he said they
were N.S.A. and that the size of the panels would indicate that there were at least eight levels
below this lowest level that we were on in the Denver International Airport underground.
After leaving the underground we went to the Great Hall were Phil pointed out many aspects of
the decor that he tenned as , Masonic, Nazi and alien oriented. Which are discussed in Pandora's
Box II.
While we ate lunch Phil discussed bits and pieces of knowledge that fit into the big picture of the
Masonic ISatanic conspiracy d1<~t is going on at this time on our planet and how that and the
neg~tive alien agenda is working together.
He told me about the time when he was in the battle in the underground cavern where they
accidentally broke into a nest of the large grays aliens. The one thing that I remember so well is
the description of the large gray's eyes. He said that in the fight with them, one of them that he
killed, the eye shields popped out and revealed yellow snake eyes with the up and down type of
pupil like a reptilian. He said that the black lenses that covered their eyes is for protection to the
light. He said that their eyes are very sensitive to light unless it is a particular hue. He ask me if I
had noticed that all the interstate and city street lights now have a pink hue to them? He side that,
that hue of pink is the only light that their eyes can handle without the black lenses.
I though that was really interesting because 12,000 years ago and more when these reptiles were
roaming earth in the open the hue of light both day and night was pink because the great oceans
were in the atmosphere about 11 miles above the earth, which changed the light spectrum.
He also discussed the underground bases I prisons camps. He said that there are thousands of
children being used in these underground prison camps and that when they are physically all used
up and can not go on, that the nasty Draco's kill, slaughter and eat them on the spot.
My question was how do they control SO many slaves? The answer was that they all wear a
necklace that controls the brain to make the slaves think that they are happy. Then I remembered
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the article in Pandora's Box about the happy halters for horses that were originally tested by and
approved for human use by the F.D.A. ow I know where the things are being used.
Phil gave me pictures that he said his father made at the bombing of the Bikini Atoll in these you
can see saucer craft fleeing the bomb site.
Phil said that the American and Japanese and other governments found out that there was a huge

build up of aliens on the Atoll and that they were planning at that time to invade Earth at what
was one of our weakest moments in time. The whole world had been at war for years.
The governments came together and agreed that they must end the war and joint together to fight
a greater foe, the big gray aliens. So the Japanese agreed to allow the American's to bomb
Nagasaki and Hiroshima to finally end the war because the next target was some 28,000 aliens
and their ships at the Bikini Atoll. To buy Earth time to advance in technology and power to fight
them off sometime in the future. "Independence Day Scenario"
Meanwhile since 1947, our government has captured many downed alien craft and along with
their technology that they have had and been developing since the 1890's because of Tesla's
technology they, mankind, first went to the moon before the tum oftlle century and the elitist of
the world have had a type of flying saucer or round wing craft since the 1920's. In 1952 our
government had a fleet of 500 inter-stellar round wing aircraft. They were first designe~ and
built at a secret base hidden in a valley in British Colwnbia and later was moved to Dulce. In the
United States.
They successfully flew to the center of the Earth for a meeting with the IMer Earth people and
then on to Venus in 1952. All of this is explained in the new book by Jolm Livennore by the
name of "The Secret Development of The Roundwing Plane". This is all new information that
has never been out before.
The common everyday "Joe", out here on the street has no ideal of the extent of the technology
that mankind, the elite, has because they have us ignorance and enslaved to a primitive life style.
We get just enough to keep us happy.
Humans on Earth are doing the manufacturing for these aliens because they don't have the
capability to do that although they have-the technical know how. So the elitist are bartering with
these aliens. The human trade manufacturing of high· grade metals for them and in return [he
aliens take heroin and. cocaine into space and in micro-gravity process it for the drug trading elite
humans. It is then very pure and incredibly powerful because of this type of processing. Then the
barter exchange takes place and the drugs are distributed to the American public tha[ have
become enslaved to drugs. And the aliens take the metals and use them to build what ever they
are up to.
As for the metals the humans can manufacture into their purest state, if they are pure enough,
did you know that the metal becomes transparent.
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A special team of military mercenaries, have been sense the 1970's, raiding ancient underground
and underwater cities and looting aU the gold and treasures in these places. They have even gone
into other countries and robbed them of these treasures.
The part of the covert government/military/CIA etc. that are involved with the underground
bases that are jointly occupied with these agents and negative aliens have been for years working
together to created a most deadly biologicaVgenn warfare product. They have found that by
using glandular secretions from the aliens to create the biological weapon that it is totally deadly
to humans while it has no effect on the aliens and of course there is no antidote or if there is the
government is the only one with it.
I hope you can sleep well knowing this information, as for myself I sleep very little knowing that
our civilization has sank to such a low respect for the life force to want to have a weapon that
could totally wipe this beautiful planet out and all of the human inhabitants. The traders of the
human race will someday have to pay the universe back for their treachery.
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CONTACT WITH A BEING
FROM ANDROMEDA
This is information from a being of the people of Andromeda and, about his people and why
they are here and what they have to relate about the other groups that are involved with earth at
this time.
There are three major groups of extraterrestrials invading earth at this time and this is a very
small amount of the identifying infonnation on each of these groups of beings.
One group is interested in ingenious beings with the ability for knowledge with inter strength.

They are looking for people with a mystic understanding of spiritual nature. They are looking
for people with a natural quest for scientific understanding and that have a desire to know the
_unknown, because to know is part of their destiny. They are not interested in anything else.
Physically and genetically these beings are very different from us. These beings are called the
great workers of the cosmos.
There are 10 billion suns in the milky way and there are innumerable of those suns with plants
that are inhabited, there is life everywhere it is not like it is here on earth but it is life. They are
your brothers and sisters. These beings are part of our brothers that are here and that is what the
radical few are all about.
They are interstellar, working with light. They are interdimensional and there are those that are
just here and now entities. There is an interdimensional craft that exist in another time frame,
another vibration level and it does materialize here out of another dimension because here in this
dimension it is needed because it has everything to do with time, distance, space and linear
thought, for evolution of the human being. It is needed for propelling time and distance.
Interstellar, there are people coming here from the seven sisters the Pleiadean system and a
greater group coming from the Andromedas. These are interstellar people and yet they have the
ability to go hyper-light, fold time, which is beyond what light speed is conceived in you known
physics, so in only a matter of a moment they can be here from an entirely different star system
and that is on social group.
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The next group is stationed within the interior of your earth and these are the ones your
government is in contact with.
The people of Andromeda are beyond the north star. they are interdimensional. They are very
tall measuring between 8 to 10 feet, thin in structure and look like giants their heads are very
large and these people are beautiful in appearance. They are illuminated in light they are in
mythology called the Winged Gods. They love the people of earth very much, you are their
brothers and sisters. They live off of truth. They were called the Arch Angles in the Bible.
Michael and Gabriel are of the people of Andromeda. They appear as white light.
Their craft is illuminated greater than 10 thousand suns. They are penetrating in thought. They
can look down through vibration levels, or dimensions, and see you very clearly. They observe
you at all times. They have reseeded this planet once when it was destroyed by the releasing of
the atomic levels. They have reseeded this planet when consciousness collapsed in on the people
due to decadence. They reseeded civilizations to bring about this race of beings which is, you.
Genetically, we are of the seeds of Michael and Gabriel. We look more like them more than any
other races, these care takers. Why from this strain and this house? Because these entities are
more closely aligned to the original physical make up of the genetic human being. The human
being in the beginning on this plan did look like an little ape but was not an ape he was the
beginning embodiment of man in a primitive body form, proto-type, the body had to evolve and
become refined through millions of years to get to where it is today on earth in the evolutionary
process. It was the beginning of the human beings, of the Gods in reality in this dimension on
this plan, in this understanding. During that time the Gods, those who have Lived in other
-dimensions have indeed .impregnated the human and have seeded them with excellence, up
grading continually the physical being. Upgrading their ability for experience of you the
physical being. That is why you look similar but not altogether the same as your bony ancestors,
these care· takers, these. angles, they are Lords of Host. They have the ability of understanding,
the knowledge to have the longevity and all the things that were necessary to impregnate and
insight the human spices to cultivate its continuum. They are highly evolved souls, soul and
spirit they do possess but they live the soul and spirit there is no image that binds the spirit that
is why they are illuminated. They are evolving in a discovery of taking the soul and turning it
inside out and living it. They are beautiful beyond description, the people of earth shadow
fragments of that beauty. They have taken care of you because you truly are their brothers and
sisters. Because you all came from the same source, you where all created in light. You all
possess it, it is the common bond between you. The people of Andromeda evolved very rapidly
in involution. In involution they went throughout the seven levels of understanding and back
again very rapidly. They are at what your understanding of where seventh level is. These beings
who are genetically part of each of the people of earth have been your overseers for civilization
upon civilization. They are threaded through mythology and legions which have survived some
civilizations. There comings and going have been recorded. They are responsible for Budda
climbing the wall. They are responsible for Mohammed and Gabriels scrta. They are
responsible for human evolution and keeping consciousness from collapsing in on the people of
earth.
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Not to many can look upon these people and not be affected. by it forever. Some people can't
look upon them period. Why have they protected you from your own evolution. Because there
has been times in your civilization that you have come by a fragment to an end of this
civilization. The people of earth are so powerful and do not know that they have powers in
consciousness that you have the ability to collapse that consciousness in upon yourselves and end
awareness. They have interceded over and over again. Continually pulling you out of you loins
and wombs. Pulling you away from your single minded power, and tyranny. Pulling you away
from your absolute insistence on being ignorant. They have stopped you from annihilating
yourself, and from killing an organism that this earth is, this emerald of your universe. Why?
Because they love you. Because that which constituted you outside of this body that you wear is
a great soul and spirit and that spirit connects you to forever and ever. It is that love that binds
and keeps you going forward. That is why they do it. There have been those born and have
evolved here on earth. Many have lived here much more advanced than you. They have
destroyed themselves through decadence through power, the releasing of the atomic energy.
That is one reason their here is to keep us from killing everything with nuclear energy because
we don't know enough to us it safely.
The other civilizations that have been here before us, there bones and remnants lie at the bottom
of the oceans or they are being refined as molten rock. How many people were saved from that
destruction, that the seeds are here on earth now. How can a whole civilization be put asunder
and yet another one live. You have big brothers and sisters who have taken care, to make sure
that you go forward, that you do not collapse upon yourself. They have been your care takers,
and guardians for a long time. They are the ones responsible for the green explosion in your
stratosphere that are continuously are there to neutralize the poisons, had they not, long ago this
earth would be covered if) a black cloud and there would not be any life here. Your insistence
upon polluting the air, that envelops this earth. They have been responsible for a few
remarkable human beings. They are impart responsible for setting up the ancient schools of
wisdom. They have been the teachers in those ancient schools. They have been responsible for
kidnapping, seducing away certain individuals and opening them up and giving to them the
waters of life and returning them back to civilization to teach a truth. There is on great law, that
is the law of the will of expression. Called, free will, because your loved. You have to evolve
according to your will. It is respected. That will must evolve in its own understanding. That is
why they stay hidden and far away. They give you seeds of truth that will aspire and inspire you
to greatness to start you thinking, to be an individual. Because that allows you to evolve to
where they are. That you can communicate with them. If they appear and invade you, you
would have a bunch of ignorant people, superstitiously believing in the resurrection of God
coming to save them. Throwing themselves down, bowing down before them or running around
hiding in the mountains because they are terrified of them. You do not have knowledge that way
nor do you have evolution. Those that have superstitious faith lose the ability to think when they
are intimidated by greatness. They don't grow, they are slaves and for some people that all
together did not want it that way, or you will have people that are afraid and are running and
hoping that the mountain will fallon you to hide you from them because of the terrible light.
That kind of mind is why you have always been intervened upon. These great illustrious group
have intercoursed your women and have seduced your men. They have created great people
from their seeds. The people on earth are those seeds. All of you carry in you that longing, a
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natural longing that looks into the sky at night. That is where it comes from genetically. The
spirit longs for nothing but god, the body longs for its genetic tree. Civilizations have been
destroyed and the peoples soul and spirits have reincarnated. The seed people, these my people
created the seed people. Those who would survive, and you know who they were? They were
the ones that were warned and told to flee to the mountains. They are the ones who survived
everything. Don't you know your genes are all hooked up to those survivors. Then regenerated
moral dignity, spiritual and moral qualifier, illuminated minds, you have intercoursed with them
and they have created greatness. That which is to come back into a natural destiny to move
forward to naturally evolve and go forward so that one day the ancient schools can come again
that their highways are open as they once where here on your earth. The great pyramids the ones
that have been ravaged and one that has been saved. They were natural temples of the ancient
schools and the highways of light were open through the dimensions. Selected initiates went to
those schools. Myth, superstition, dogmas, religion have gone about destroying the schools
throughout the centuries. Destroying them so that the world can be kept in tack through fear.
There is coming a day very soon that those schools are going to open up again. Then time,
distance and space will be collapsed. The collapsing of the dimensions will allow the interaction
of the of earth and the people from beyond the sun once again. You have to earn the right to' be
there. It isn't hysterical, worshipping, fall on your face kiss their feet, dogmatic worship that
will get you there either. When you have earned the right you will be chosen. These are the
seed people to illumination. The seeds planting themselves are remarkable people, in as much as
they begin first of all with simplicity. The simplicity is being uncluttered and yet having the
capability for brilliance these people are naturally more simple, they are more naturally
engendered with courage and tenacity and from that courage and tenacity can live a truth
regardless of what ever test they are put through no matter what, simple people are chosen as the
MEEK.
The meek afe chosen by these people as the next step civilization. A greater
civilization, which will be superconsciollsness. Their ability in consciousness to be aware to
grow and be empowered through consciousness makes their selection a very natural one. To
open up the communication once again for sharing the more equalized you become in
consciousness and are able to direct it energy the more equalized you become. Not only to seen
but to unseen intelligence. That is how you make yourself worthy. There selection has been
based with people that are their brothers. That they again the baby sitters of time will take care
to preserve truth. To preserve the reason, meaning and purpose of the human being. To
preserve the truth as to what God the light is all about. That a civilization can go all the way
through to its seventh understanding in consciousness. The seventh realization in evolution.
Inside that simple person truth rolls out of them like a river. Their courage and strength is great.
They are worthy of the Gods because they are Gods, both genetically and spiritually. My
peoples armada is legion. These people are the great intimidators, of ignorance that is. There
great mother ship is thirty miles in diameter and is invisible because of its exterior metal has
been created to be invisible, it looks black. It houses great Gods. Your government is aware of
this great ship and it is ominous to them. If it were to light up it would be brighter than ten
thousand suns. You would not be able to look upon it with your eyes. This ship has warriors on
it that would defy your imagination and it has Gods on it that would defy the word beauty. It is
legion that it has a sting like a scorpion from above. In a moment it can blast a continent to the
bottom of the sea and in a moment it could with one of its lights send this world spinning in its
orbit. In a moment it could take your world and tum it upside down. It was this ship that
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blasted Sodom and Gomorra off the face of the earth in one blast and it didn't take anything to
do that Yet this great guardian is your brothers. Those of the Gods. They are here to see you
the people that are chosen through with the truth. For the reason that these things are coming. It
is a destiny that is truly beyond your ability to change it. A few people have had a great contact
with these people and their code number is 32 and theif symbol code is the triad. There are
some people that will seat and draw triangles or write the number 32. Those are the codes and it
also means that you have had contact with these people it is also preservation and it also inspires
you to hear truth to be, to live the truth. It is like a greater source helping you to realize to bum
away your limitation to understand it is a code that pushes the buttons in you. This great ship is
call Mary-A-Moon which means, the silver life, and some people are going to see it. It is power.
That ship is here partly because of the disease of this planet and because of the collapse of
consciousness of this civilization and is here because of the changes that are going to occur here
on this your planet. It is also here because of another force of entities that are engaged here on
this planet, the Dracos or Reptilian aliens. It was this great ship and one of its ambassadors that
appeared at Fatima. It was the great spinning burning sun that dried the earth after the great
flood. It was this ship that gave the vision about the great wars that were going to come. It told
of the Great Scarlet Whore the Catholic church. It has also created great profits in the past. It
has aspired to do wonderful things to preserve seeds of people its truth and words have been
miss used misconstrued and taken and used by powerful men to enslave people and it has been
allowed but the ship is back for truth.
THE ZETA RETICULI GROUP AND THE REPTILIAN DRACO'S

Dividing up the what is what on the who's who is a job and a half because all of them are
.' operating to a greater degree in a mode of anonymity. Because some want to keep you ignorant
and the other group wants you off balance because they can keep you under control better that
way if you knew what was going on for sure ignorant people panic and in general flip out,
people don't really believe things unless their government or church or T.V. tells them, this is
what is really going on around you and you buy it hook line and sinker, wake up people you
have never been told the truth till now and the deception is going to put you into a messy trap.
The controlling group is gambling on this and mind control to keep you in place and a
disbeliever until they have everything in place that they have planned to do to you. This is true
to a greater extent with two main groups the Zeti Reticuli and the Reptilian Draco's. The
Andromeda and Plieadian people recorded in the Bible and mythology as the Arch Angels and
the winged gods they are trying to spread the truth and gather together the seed people the decent
children of the twelve tribes to a safer place to ride out the stonn, of the fall of this civilization
and the convulsions that the earth is about to go through. Billions of people are going to die
because you are not going to be prepared because you have been programmed to not notice what
is really going on around you. If earthquakes and volcano's and hurricane's do not happen in
your back yard and you continue to get your pay check this week you don't realize that mother
earth is getting ready to clean house and the government and the International Bankers and the
Illuminati group is getting ready to declare war on you, mankind, in the fonn of enslavement
and many other horrors. The group of brothers and sisters from the Andromeda are watching
over the activities on earth very closely and taking measures to prevent the destruction of earth
by man and his ignorance. This section is mainly about the Ziti Reticuli as related by one of
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them and information given by a being that is of the people of Andromeda about the Zeta
Reticuli and the Draco's.
Some people have had nasty experiences with the Zeta Reticuli because you experience with the
Zeta Reticuli is only been as great as your fear of them. Some people have probes sitting behind
your optic nerve and some have probes up your rectum at the mouth of the intestine. Some
people have them behind their ear drum and also in the fleshy parts such as your chest, anns and
legs.
The Zeta came here from a place in our Milky Way where the sun is blue. They are interstellar
people. They are very old and they never die, they are here to also seed but to gather seeds to
take home. They are not mean, nasty or cruel they are not decadent. They are humanoid that
poses soul and spirit. They are in the throws of a dying evolution to where they have become so
intellectual that they have burned away emotion. They have great difficulty in understanding,
love, touch, embrace, the warm touch of a hand. They are the Galactic Geniuses they are poor
in spirit. They are the most widely known. They are the little four foot gray people that have
been kidnapping people here on earth for a very long time. Their primary leader is a woman
which is very beautiful in her own right but generically comes from the people that the people on
earth are connected to, the Andromeda people. She is part of their strain and looks different than
all of her people. She is in a way their Goddess if you want to see it that way she is endeavoring
to reproduce the strain of her genetic line. Her genetic line is most similar to the people of earth.
It is most similar in evolution to where not only is the civilization combined as civilized
scientific mind but it is coupled with the intuitive, spiritual and mystic. The spirit that is the
idealism that is endeavoring to be replanted and reseeded. These people don't look like the
~ people of earth at all. ~is woman's' people are small, very fragile and tender, their bones are
very easy to brake. If you grabbed their arm you would crush their bones and their great black
eyes would fill with red water. They are very thin and their skin is bluish gray. They have over
billions of years in the time flow eroded away genetically from being great and beautiful similar
to the Andromeda people, to becoming genetically through evolution fitting exactly to what they
were evolving to , scientific knowledge. At one point in their genetic history they had a very
finn belief of doing away with the emotions and they have breed out emotions and breed in
intellect. They are the geniuses they are the ones that can set a nova into motion and explode it,
they are the ones that are matter gathers of the universe. They gather matter and create with it.
Matter creates in front of them. It is co-existent with their image they can create their image out
of raw matter. They are the raiders from above from above on the people of the earth. They
have used you and created specimens in a laboratory. They have control over you because their
power of though is magnanimous, qunucentual they can pick up matter and assimilate it. They
can hypnotize you in a moment, distort your time put you to sleep and everything in the
surrounding area with a thought. They have been doing interbreeding with humans for about
40,000 years. They have kidnapped humans and tried to take them to their planet to breed them
and to enter act with their people and the children there. The human being can not survive the
trip to their environment unless they are impacted with electro magnetic jell throughout their
intestine and organs and senses in order to make the trip other wise the human would not survive
the trip. To avoid all that risk and trouble they have come for you here. They select you on
merit of genetic ability to be "emotional, to be warm and loving." If you are an emotional
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person you have been selected. They select you on your physical endurance, your emotional
abilities, sets you up to be chosen. When you love or feel even anger you are chosen. You have
shared your seed with your brothers and sisters. It is without love and emotion, it is the power to
create and they are also learning about our sexual habits and behavior. Your seed is extrapolated
from you, it is then genetically seeded with their own and the child is raised in their
environment. So your seeds are reseeding. These people have been called kidnappers. They are
despised and are feared and the population at large thinks its insane. The public in general think
it is a wild fantasy of a bunch of neurotic people wanting publicity. Do you know that is the
way all civilizations have always destroyed the facts they didn't want to believe or look at,
through denial. This kidnapping has happened on a very large scale the numbers are in the
millions. Their are untold numbers of women that have been kidnapped, impregnated., and later
the child is taken and is raised. in another world. Those children belong to that world. They are
reseeding the human emotion, love, feelings, touch. They like and they dislike things. Those
great luminous eyes of their new children are great blue eyes like the sky and when they cry it is
tears of paler blue than their eyes and they think the tears are wonderful because they collect
them and save them.
They are rather rough in their way of handling you. It is the only way they know. They are just
learning from human kind on earth how to hold and love their infants or any other being. They
are learning tender touch they think. human beings are superior enough genetically and emotional
that it will draw to it souls and spirits that will pickup evolution in a different page in the book
of life, and begin to evolve and copulat~ and create love, which has been gone.
So many people on earth have children in the stars that have great luminous eyes that are blue.
They are still small in m~c1e tone and frail but when they are breed again and have children that
line will begin to evolve and that is the reason for these kidnappings. These people are learning
about love and the emotional attachment of people that love one another. This happened to
millions of people of all races all over the world. These little kidnappers have no emotions.
They are objective and amoral.
If your nose bleeds a lot they have gotten you. They have a connection with you. Their love is a
thought that stays with you, when you see their face in front of you they have connected with
you. Someday, some people will be ready to set and converse with them and be at peace with
them. They will look at you in wonderment. They are wary of you, they have to immobilize
you. They have to make you not move because one grab from your hand on their ann would
shatter their limbs. Because of what has happened between these little people and the peoples
they have engaged on earth in a sense you have had children with them. They truly are part of
your family. To know if you have been raided by them. If you have lost time. If you have had
a sore nose or and ache in your penis or womb. They can take you out of your bed at night and
your partner will never know that you were gone. The blood on the pillow case was only a nose
bleed in the night, you think. Women that have had a miscarriage not all were because the baby
was defective. Some were because the seeding was not from a man here on earth. If you think.

back to the time of conception that you had lost time, night mares, nose bleeding soreness in
your womb.
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If you dream about animals and animal forms it is the image given to you by them so you could
except the way they look. The Indian thought their spiritual deity is an Eagle, it is probable an
alien. Why do you think the Indian saw the eagle as an assaulted spirit. Why do you think the
tribes saw animals as assaulted spirit. Because the people of the tribes were connected with the
people from the stars. Their memory of the great white buffalo spirit it is the eagle and the bear
it is the cry of a killer whale and all of those were images given to the people of what was really
a contact with people from the stars. Men if you are attracted to dark haired women with large
black eyes, it is most likely a laden memory of these people that keeps playing over and over and
it has to do with and erection and an ejaculation without your control. If your penis has been
strangely sore and scratches on it, then its most likely because you have had a contact..
These little people do not necessarily eat. They eat truth and knowledge. They don't kiss they
don't talk out of their mouth like earth people do they speak through their consciousness. They
don't have ears. They don't hear sound as you do. They hear you like a very low RPM motor.
They hear the vibration behind your thoughts. They have no hair. These little beings are really
very kind. They are not mean nasty or cruel. If they know that you are not going to hurt them
they will talk to you and make contact. No matter what you may think about these little beings
they are your brothers and sisters. If you happen to see their craft it is either light when
changing form and when moving or orange when still. They are very straight they don't make
jokes or laugh and they are very precise in their business.
Message from the Zeta Reticuli:
I bring you greetings and good tidings from beyond the stars from your brothers of the Zeta
Retieuli. I will explain tt). you briefly who and what we are. You have named SOffie of our craft
that move through your atmosphere FLYING SAUCERS. I am not from one of these ships.
The craft that I come to you from is four and three-tenths miles in length by your method of
measurement and two and one-tenth miles in length by your method of measurement and two
and one-tenth miles in circumference. This craft contains many other of us who are in human
form. Some of us have passed the phase of human form. Their knowledge and mind processes
were long ago recorded into an instrument you would call a computer. I came to this vicinity of
this planet approximately thirty eight thousand years ago, by method of time measurement.
Your planet and the living forms upon it have a specific value to us. Your life forms has a
particular value to us. For this reason, at about the time I came to this vicinity of your world, we
interfered with the natural development of the species. of man that inhabited this planet Our
purpose was to shorten the cycle of the development necessary for the human inhabitants of this
planet to be of use to us. Our vessels number somewhat over 20,000 just within the confines of
your solar system. These craft very in size from a few feet to many miles in length and
circumference. These craft very in shape and size depending on the purpose for which it is used
for. Our human forms number many thousands, some were alive in their present human forms
before I came here. We have worked patiently with you for over thirty eight thousand years.
The development brought about would have taken, by normal cycles, over two hundred and
fifty thousand years. Our intent however is not to control or to rule over you, intergalactic law
within our group forbids this. We are however permitted to guide you. Your acceptance of us is
by your own choice. Those in human f~rm inhabiting our craft have ceased to reproduce. This
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condition makes it necessary to chose one of two courses when it becomes necessary to dispose
of the human vessel whether to be recorded into a device and stored as many of us have been or
whether to be recorded into another suitable human type form by synthetic means. This
therefore makes it necessary to find planets young enough where new man beings are being
born, yet old enough for the human forms to be developed to a point that win provide suitable
bodies with sufficient brain capacity to receive our knowledge. We seek therefore not to take
but to give. There are those of us on our vessels who must carry out menial tasks. They are in
human fonn also. There are men upon your planet who have developed because of our physical
form beings. This was done by what you would term artificial insemination. This occurred
often in a recent age with a primary that are by products to reach a higher form more near our
human form. These are nearest to the forms who inhabit our vessels, Yeshua Ben Joseph, the
Jesus of Nazerous, is but one such creation. He had to be created and sent to bring hope to a
human race that had a consciousness that was collapsing in on itself and to counter the
consciousness that had been created by Jehovah and the Draco's. Jesus came to teach the people
the truth that they and the father «God" are one. No separation between God and man. We
however are not alone in our interests in your world. There is in existence with us another
group. The Draco's and Gray aliens which consider themselves native terrans. They are an
ancient race descendent from a reptilian humanoid species which crossbreed with sapien
humans. They are untrustworthy manipulator mercenary extraterrestrial culture whom are
returning to earth their ancient outpost to use it as a staging area. The Zeta are in conflict with
the Draco over who's agendas will be followed for this planet. All the while mental control is
being used to keep humans, in place and controlled, especially since the forties. Their methods
are in direct opposition to ours, and they think nothing of using people like cattle. They also
have interfered with the development of your planet. They wish to reach their ends, not by
cooperation but by contrQI and domination. These people are evolved tyrants, technologically.
They helped to create religion here as we also did however they created a division between the
peoples of earth by introducing worship and enslavement of the seed people. The peoples
(souls) that Yahweh brought here long, long ago when the Plieades were. at war and Maladeck
was destroyed an they could not inhabit it any longer. The Draco's were the ones that created
heaven and hell. They created Lucifer and they created Jehovah. They have one objective
which is to set the people of the earth against one another so they will someday inherit it. They
have selected slaves who are willing to destroy the world in the name of God. They are very
powerfuL They have a way of keeping the myth's alive and keeping superstitious people
ignorant. With pons (high government officials) in high places and do even today. The Draco's
aliens contract here runs out here when the Catholic Church falls. The fall of the great scarlet
whore, in Revolutions. These people have seeded their truth here, not with enlightenment but
with subservience, they are the slave drivers. They have had their ways here through out the
times such as in the times when they were around Atlantis. They are also involved on other
planets, not only here. Their main goal is to govern and control you. In one since they have
done a righteous thing in helping bring about an uplifting of mankind, to evolve ignorant human
beings. Ignorant in the ways of evolution. They helped aspire and inspire the first dynasty of
Mongolia. They helped aspire and create the dynasty of Egypt. They have helped build up the
human condition as their brothers, but only good enough to serve them. It is how the parents
raise their children to make them proud. But the parents always own the children, "Those are
my children, they are my family". That consciousness belongs to those people. My family is a
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tyrannical attitude. It is seeded from tyrants that see you as their people they created because
they insight sterile civilizations they instilled a concept of subservience, ignorance, enslavement.
They have boldly said they will have no other Gods before them because they are very jealous
Gods. They have resurrected saints to past on their truth and resurrected demons to keep it in
tack. "Demons" meaning the aggressive dark side of the human being and it is all a reflection of
their need to have you serve them. If you knew to the extent that they have played in religion
and made the figures in religion to some people it would be fatal. Any individual no matter how
assaulted. they have the ability to extrapolate from lower beings the ability of subservience, and
to lock their minds into a stagnated growth pattern so that they don't grow or evolve. These
people have been responsible for powerful governments, they are responsible for the birth of
Julius Caesar. They are responsible for the latter years of Napoleon's rein. They are responsible
for Hitler.
(Now they are probably responsible for the Clinton's and Gore) Their only want
you to have the ability to serve them. There is coming a day very soon that a great ARMADA,
will appear in the sky over your head. This is the vision of the war in the heavens and that war
is a war of highly evolved light beings to light beings. This war is for control of this rag tag
environment on earth that will be left. and it is all for an altered ego.
The Zeta say. You must reach a high level of mental development and knowledge to be able to
understand our purposes beyond Hanresting. We have attempted to gain your cooperation for
thousands of years. We have been vigorously opposed by the other group known as the reptilian
grays. We must achieve our goal by guidance for us to be of assistance to you. Our work is
beyond your present level of understanding and yet you will eventually be of great assistance to
us by cooperating with us in the study of life forms and conditions on your planet. The results
of these studies will be intercorrelat~ with other. studies being conducted on other worlds and
they will benefit your owp. planet, our people and the inhabitants of other worlds. We also have
limitations which make it necessary to adhere to certain conditions that are difficult for you to
rationalize at this time. Our intent and purposes toward you exceed your most beautiful wishes
and dreams for your existence on earth. The inhabitants of your world have repeatedly been told
of these and they always have converted them into spiritual ideals. It is an understandable
thought process to attempt to understand the unknown by measuring it with the known. We do
not condemn you for this. but to those of you who will follow certain steps, we may be able to
help reach a higher understanding, there by improving man's opportunities for survival on his
world while at the same time assisting us in our endeavors. We are using many methods at this
time to inform your people of our presence and our immediate purposes. To explain the
methods we have used for thousands of years is to speak to you via a tensor-vector beam. It is a
light beam similar to a laser. Vector is a beam that carries a message or thought and with mutual
agreement between a planetary dweller and an inhabitant of our craft the knowledge of one of
us may be blended with the planetary dweller must fully agree and desire this blending. Thus
we use the body and mind to speak to you and communicate. If you do not reach out the beam is
not sent out in answer to a request. We beam communications to many on your world. This is
refereed to in the Bible as divine guidance from God or being in the spirit of God because you
can see the energy of the beam around a person it is so intense. Today is called channeling. In
many cases we contact people in a direct manor and they either have full memory of this
engagement or they have no memory, depending on the humans ability to handle the
engagement.
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The time is quite near for cooperation between us to begin. Full knowledge of our presence will
soon be known to your people. There will be at that time, great upheavals on your planet. We
regret this cannot in anyway be avoided. We knew this from the beginning. We therefore have
warned man repeatedly too prepare for these events both mentally and physically. Those who
take not the trouble to prepare themselves are of little value in any case. You must watch and
prepare yourselves according to the conditions you observe. We will guide those of you who
sincerely desire us to. We can not tell you the day or hour these upheavals will start but they are
very close at hand even this hour. We do not intend any evacuation of your planet on any scale.
You are of no use to us in the outer reaches. Our craft are now adequately manned. Our need
of your cooperation involves habitation of your world by your own people under more
suitable conditions tban you now realize. Following the climatic upheavals on your world, we
will provide guidance to bring about the desired conditions of your and our mutual benefit. Seek
us and you will find us. we only await your call.

More about the Reptilian Draco's
These people have a way to go in evolution themselves, they are already coming to realization
and it is how much do you have to concur until you have to concur self. That is their process is
the concurring of self. All the people of earth are these peoples toys. The greatest war that was
ever fought was the greatest tyrant against the greatest tyrant. That was the sublime battle. All
people of earth reflect their consciousness. That consciousness reflected in the "'Image". Theirs
is to have dominion over you, remember they are the slave drivers. What better esteem than to
'own a group of Gods, Gods children, and they have programmed the people on earth to not
know who they are vigorously for over 6000 years and more. The people on earth have alol of
big brothers and sisters that love you very much and these tyrants are one reason we are here, we
are going ·to help the seed people that want to wake up and come home. There is no greater
sword than the sword of enlightenment and knowledge. You have in you the capability to he
awesome. Knowledge and truth and having the same body that you have with a consciousness
that can fine tune itself and is far more powerful than any ship you could ever ride and the light
that illuminates them. The greatest beings can take your body just as it is and set its
consciousness free then you have power more powerful than the greatest space ship that can
blast this planet into runnoil. It is greater and more powerful than any interdeminional craft,
weapon or force field. Because all of these things came from consciousness. Because nothing
can defy it. What you are learning even those that would take you into submission can't afford
to have you know or learn. Because when you learn consciousness and the power of your
energy of the human being and what you are you will never be controlled again. They have took
steps in evolution because of their involvement here to keep you from knowing WHO YOU
ARE and all the peoples of the earth. They are highly technical they understand matter and antimatter, gravity, and anti-gravity. They understand conscious and sub-conscious, to the degree
that it produced anti-matter. Don't you know that light that appears and disappears is anti-matter
engaged, but what is anti-matter. Consciousness is what matter is constiruted of. They are going
to be turned around it has already happened in time you are just catching up to it. You are living
in the residue of time it has already happened. Every single person on earth has the latent
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capability to be a sovereign to themselves. There is no question as to your rights to this state of
existence. It is a fact of life. No one in the entire cosmos has the right or power to own or
enslave a sovereign being. Trespassing on the sovereignty in any action or by any designed plan
is a serious action. You have created untellable havoc in your world because of a programmed
lack of knowledge for the masses by a power hungry few. For all time the people of earth
should have had one end result toward which to expand all effort. Caring for your earth, your
home. To protect it to balance the imbalances. Love and nurture it. The greenlands and forest
are necessary for your earth and humanity to survive.
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